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Abstract

Flux: A Mechanism for Building Robust, Scalable Dataflows
by
Mehul Arunkumar Shah
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Joseph M. Hellerstein, Chair

We present techniques for robustly scaling high-throughput, 24x7, data-stream
processing applications. Examples of such applications include intrusion or denialof-service detection, click-stream processing, and online analysis of financial quote
streams.

In the TelegraphCQ project, we implement these applications using a

general-purpose continuous query (CQ) engine that executes long-running dataflows.
To scale the performance of these dataflows, we parallelize them across a cluster of
workstations.
For these critical applications, high availability, fault-tolerance, and scalability
are important goals. These goals are challenging to achieve on a cluster because
machines are bound to fail, and load imbalances are likely to arise. In this thesis, we
develop the design of Flux, a reusable communication abstraction that enables longrunning, parallel dataflows to adapt on-the-fly to these problems. Flux encapsulates
mechanisms that allow a dataflow to mask failures and to automatically recover from
them as they occur during execution. Flux leverages these same mechanisms to
periodically rebalance a dataflow and keep it running efficiently. By encapsulating
the critical, fault-tolerance and load-balancing logic into Flux, we enable its reuse
in a variety of dataflow applications with little modification to existing dataflow
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components and interfaces. Thus, by simply constructing a parallel dataflow using
Flux, an application developer can make the dataflow robust.

Professor Joseph M. Hellerstein, Chair
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Today’s increasingly interconnected world brings to the forefront a new suite of applications that enable us to continuously analyze and react to data streaming through
its networks. A number of these applications require high-throughput, 24x7 operation to process this largely ephemeral data in near real-time. One important
class of these applications includes critical, online monitoring tasks.

For exam-

ple, to detect attacks on hosts or web-sites, intrusion detection systems reconstruct
flows from network packets and inspect the flows’ contents [Kruegel et al., 2002;
Paxson, 1999]. Another example is processing a stream of call detail records for
telecommunication network management [Baulier et al., 1998; Hvasshovd et al., 1995].
Phone billing systems perform various data management operations using call records
to charge for phone calls. Websites may analyze click streams in real-time for user
targeted marketing or to detect site-use violations [Vigna et al., 2003]. Other applications include financial quote analysis for real-time arbitrage opportunities, monitoring manufacturing processes, and instant messaging infrastructure. Recent research
proposes to implement these applications using a general continuous query (CQ) infrastructure [Carney et al., 2002; Chandrasekaran et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2000;
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Motwani et al., 2003]. To support this vision, this thesis develops techniques that
enable CQ infrastructure to provide efficient and continuous 24x7 operation.

1.1

Continuous Query Systems

Continuous query (CQ) systems break the traditional paradigm of a request-response
style query system in which a finite answer set is computed for each query. Instead,
users register queries that specify the logic for applications over unbounded, streaming data sources, and a CQ system generates and executes long-running dataflows
that implement this logic. A CQ dataflow is a generalization of a traditional treestructured, database query plan. Abstractly, a CQ dataflow is a directed, acyclic
graph (DAG) in which the vertices represent operators and edges denote the direction in which data is passed. CQ operators perform non-blocking computation over
their input data and may encapsulate significant state. A simple example is an operator that maintains a statistic such as average or variance over some recent history of
its input stream. As a composition of operators, a CQ dataflow continuously filters
and synthesizes incoming data from the sources, and delivers unbounded, streaming
results to the appropriate clients.
For critical, long-running dataflow applications, three important system requirements are scalability, high availability, and fault-tolerance.
These demanding applications place two main scalability requirements on CQ
systems. First, results need to be computed from incoming data upon arrival, so
fast response times and high data throughput are essential. For example, an intrusion detection system monitoring in-bound and out-bound U.C. Berkeley traffic
must keep up with input rates of 320-400 Mbps over the day on average [Paxson,
2004]. Second, since dataflows process endless streams of data, they may need to
manage large amounts of data spanning a large history. Previous approaches have
2
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addressed these scalability issues in two ways. One thrust has been to leverage the
commonality amongst queries and index queries like data in a traditional database
system [Chandrasekaran and Franklin, 2002; Madden et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2000;
Altinel and Franklin, 2000]. Another direction has been to exploit weaker semantics
and sacrifice result quality for cases in which the system cannot be scaled to match
peak workloads [Motwani et al., 2003; Carney et al., 2002]. While this previous work
has focused on single-site implementations, we present complementary techniques
that can offer increased scalability to any CQ system.
A viable approach for scaling these dataflows is to parallelize them across a sharednothing cluster of workstations. Clusters are a cost-effective, highly-scalable platform with the potential to yield fast response times and permit processing of highthroughput input streams [Anderson et al., 1995; DeWitt and Gray, 1992]. However,
since dataflows run for an indefinite period, they are bound to experience machine
failures and load imbalances across clusters during their lifetime, making it difficult
to achieve these main goals.
Machine unavailability occurs either due to unexpected failures or planned reboots. Administrative error, non-deterministic errors in the underlying software platform, exhausting system resources, and hardware malfunctions are common sources
of unexpected failures [Gray, 1985; Dreger et al., 2004]. A single failure can defeat the
purpose of the dataflow application altogether. Critical streaming applications cannot tolerate losing accumulated operator state, dropping incoming or in-flight data,
and long interruptions in result delivery. In an intrusion detection scenario, for example, any one of these problems could lead to hosts being compromised [Paxson, 1999;
Dreger et al., 2004]. For financial applications, even short interruptions can lead
to missed opportunities and quantifiable revenue loss. Hence, in addition to scalability, such applications need a fault-tolerance and recovery mechanism that is fast,
automatic, and non-disruptive.
3
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Moreover, because CQ dataflows run indefinitely, they are bound to encounter
changes in system and workload properties. These changes eventually lead to load
imbalances and thus inefficient use of cluster resources. There are several causes of
these load imbalances. CQ systems typically handle a multi-user workload, which is
one source of volatility. As additional queries arrive, a CQ system can instantiate new
dataflows that place unanticipated resource demands on cluster machines. Failures
are another cause of load imbalances. As machines come and go over time, an initial
optimal assignment of dataflow components to cluster machines will deteriorate. Input data distributions are another possible cause because they can vary drastically
over time. All of these changes cause variations in both CPU and memory usage to
arise across a cluster. For CQ dataflows to continue running efficiently, they must
adapt to these runtime fluctuations in order to balance resource utilization and thus
optimize performance.
In this thesis, we develop techniques for scaling dataflows in a manner that provides robustness against two important classes of runtime volatilities: failures and
load imbalances. Traditional techniques that address these problems for database
queries are inter-query based [DeWitt et al., 1992; Wolf et al., 1991]. Typically, once
a database executes a query, if the query performs poorly or fails, the system aborts
the query and restarts with a new execution strategy that depends upon prevailing
runtime conditions. The database transaction mechanism ensures the consistency of
the query’s input and query’s effects upon restart. Unfortunately, in the CQ context,
dataflows are never-ending and thus traditional transaction mechanisms are inapplicable. If a CQ system restarts a dataflow without regard to its valuable accumulated
state, the new instance can miss results or can deliver inaccurate results. For the
above mentioned critical applications, e.g. intrusion detection, sacrificing result quality is unacceptable. One of our main goals is to provide completely accurate results
by avoiding any loss of state, input, or in-flight data. So instead, in the face of these
4
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volatilities, we must adapt a CQ dataflow mid-stream, on the fly, while it is still
executing.
We present a mechanism called Flux that provides this resilience when used to
compose parallel dataflows. Flux stands for Fault-tolerant, Load-balancing, eXchange
and is a generalization of the Exchange communication abstraction, which is used to
parallelize traditional query plans [Graefe, 1990].

1.2

Flux Contributions

Flux is a CQ operator that provides high availability, fault-tolerance, and loadbalancing when interposed at the communication points of a parallel dataflow. It
masks failures, recovers the affected parts of the dataflow, and rebalances the dataflow
automatically. In this thesis, we develop Flux’s features in multiple stages. We first
describe a mechanism in Chapter 3, called Flux-HA, that provides high availability
and fault-tolerance for parallel dataflows. Next, we describe a mechanism in Chapter 4, called Flux-LB, that provides load-balancing for parallel dataflows. Flux-LB
continuously adapts parallel dataflows to changing resource demands across a cluster.
While each of these mechanisms is independently useful, we present a unified Flux
mechanism, in Chapter 5, that marries the essential design elements of the previous two. This combined mechanism not only provides the benefits of both but also
exhibits features that cannot be achieved from the two individually.
We implemented Flux and Flux-HA in TelegraphCQ, an extension of the PostgreSQL code base, and Flux-LB in the original Java-based implementation of Telegraph [Chandrasekaran et al., 2003; Shah et al., 2001]. Throughout this thesis, we
validate the efficacy of the Flux family of designs through experiments using these
implementations. Next, we highlight the salient contributions of each of these mechanisms.
5
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1.2.1

High Availability and Fault-Tolerance

To provide high availability and fault-tolerance, Flux-HA interleaves the traditional
query processing technique of partitioned parallelism with a process-pair-like approach
of replicated computation [Gray and Reuter, 1993]. Typically, a database query plan
is parallelized by partitioning the input and state of its constituent dataflow operators
across the machines in a cluster, a technique known as partitioned parallelism [DeWitt
et al., 1986; Schneider and DeWitt, 1989] (see Section 2.3). The standard approach for
making a computation highly available from less available components is to replicate
the components and rely on the replicas when some components fail [Lampson, 1996].
This redundancy is not useful unless properly coordinated. One main contribution of
Flux-HA is a technique for correctly coordinating replicas of individual partitions of
an operator within a larger parallel dataflow. In Chapter 3, we address the challenges
of avoiding long stalls and maintaining exactly-once, in-order delivery of the input
to these replicas during failure and recovery. This delicate integration allows the
dataflow to handle failures of individual partitions without sacrificing result quality
or reducing availability.
In addition to quick fail-over – a direct benefit of replicated computation – FluxHA also provides automatic, on-the-fly recovery that limits disruptions to ongoing
dataflow processing. Flux-HA restores accumulated operator state and lost in-flight
data for the failed partitions of the dataflow while allowing the processing to continue
for unaffected partitions. These features provide the high availability necessary for
critical applications that not only cannot tolerate inaccurate results and data loss but
also have low latency requirements. Moreover, this piecemeal recovery yields a lower
mean time to recovery (MTTR) than the straight-forward approach of coordinating
replicas of an entire parallel dataflow, thus improving the reliability, or mean time to
failure (MTTF), of the system.
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In Chapter 3, we show that with Flux-HA, a dataflow can keep pace with a highthroughput input stream during failure and recovery without losing any operator
state, input, and in-flight data and without introducing significant delays. Moreover,
we show that the overhead of the Flux-HA coordination technique is minimal. That
is, the cost of executing redundant dataflows with Flux-HA is only slightly more than
twice the cost for a single, fault-vulnerable dataflow.

1.2.2

Adapting Dataflows to Imbalances

Flux-LB alleviates resource utilization imbalances that accrue during execution by
periodically adjusting the arrangement of dataflow components across a cluster. The
slowest operator on the critical path of a CQ dataflow dictates the performance of
the entire dataflow. The partitioning scheme and assignment of partitions to sites in
a cluster determine the performance of a stateful CQ operator. To keep a parallel
dataflow running efficiently as runtime conditions evolve, we must adapt the partitioning of its operators while the dataflow is still executing. Flux-LB is interposed
between a partitioned producer-consumer operator pair to provide adaptive repartitioning for the consumer-side operator. To perform this repartitioning smoothly,
Flux-LB provides two main adaptivity mechanisms:
1. To mask short-term imbalances, Flux-LB provides a buffering and reordering
mechanism that absorbs transient, localized perturbations.
2. To adapt to long-term imbalances, Flux-LB encapsulates the logic for detecting
imbalances across a cluster, and for enabling online repartitioning of operator
state.
In Chapter 4, we detail the Flux-LB repartitioning mechanism used to balance
CPU and memory use across a cluster. At center of this mechanism is a state7
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movement protocol that is a much simplified version of the Flux-HA recovery protocol.
Along with this mechanism, we develop some policies that determine how to carry-out
the repartitioning. Through simulation, we study some specific parallel repartitioning
policies that handle different types of imbalance. We present a hill-climbing-style
policy to handle load imbalances during situations with ample memory resources. We
describe a policy to handle memory utilization imbalances in a memory-constrained
environment, and a hybrid that is effective in both cases. We show that the imbalances
outlined above can severely degrade the maximum sustainable throughput and the
average response time of statically-partitioned dataflow operators. By contrast, we
show that Flux-LB can achieve several factors improvement in throughput and orders
of magnitude improvement in average response time over the static case.
We exploit Flux-LB to provide the following added benefits. We leverage the
Flux-LB state-movement mechanism to allow in-core, streaming operators to “spill”
to disk. This feature relieves the application developer of implementing out-of-core
streaming operators. Moreover, we leverage the Flux-LB state-movement mechanism
to offload operator partitions from machines to accommodate planned downtime.

1.2.3

A Unified Flux

Flux is a combination of the Flux-HA and Flux-LB designs and offers advantages that
neither one can offer individually. Flux leverages the high availability and recovery
features of Flux-HA to enable state movement needed for load-balancing. Moreover,
Flux borrows the load-balancing policies from Flux-LB to determine how to carry-out
the rebalances. In Chapter 5, we describe the design of this integrated mechanism
and validate it with experiments on a small cluster of PCs. In particular, we illustrate three essential benefits of Flux that arise out of the integration. First, unlike
Flux-HA, failures and recovery do not leave a parallel dataflow in an imbalanced
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state. Flux continues to rebalance the dataflow. Second, as compared to Flux-HA,
Flux allows more gradual, fine-grained recovery, and thereby prevents a dataflow
from stalling during the recovery of large failed partitions. Third, in cases of extreme
overload, Flux rebalances the dataflow more quickly than Flux-LB but at the cost
of redundant execution. Compared to the previous designs, Flux handles a more severe and wider range of volatilities. It protects against load imbalances, unexpected
extreme overloads, and unexpected failures.

1.2.4

Encapsulation

Two important software engineering design criteria underlie the Flux family of mechanisms. Because CQ systems are still in their infancy, the research community continues to debate and invent functionality for these systems. Thus, we want core,
CQ system developers to build new CQ operators that encapsulate new functionality
without having to worry about distribution and resilience logic for each new operator.
Moreover, we want our designs to be easily applicable to CQ and other dataflow systems previously built without distribution or resiliency in mind. From our experience,
implementing distribution and fault-tolerance logic is a subtle, time-consuming, and
tedious task.
As a result, a key feature of the Flux suite of operators is that they insulate an
operator writer from the details of the distribution and resilience logic for scaling
dataflows. Flux and its variants are a generalization of Exchange, the communication abstraction used to compose partitioned-parallel query plans [Graefe, 1990].
Inspired by Exchange, Flux achieves this transparency by encapsulating the faulttolerance and load-balancing logic into an opaque operator used to compose parallel
CQ dataflows. This encapsulation relieves the burden on the operator writer of repeatedly implementing and verifying this critical logic. The Flux design keeps existing
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CQ interfaces and infrastructure intact and requires minimal modifications to existing
dataflow operator implementations. Moreover, where we need additions to operator
interfaces, we strive to make these additions as simple and general as possible. Thus,
a developer can reuse the suite of Flux operators with a wide variety of CQ operators,
especially the more challenging, stateful operators. By simply inserting Flux at the
communication points within a dataflow, a developer can make the entire dataflow
robust.
While our results are mainly couched in the context of TelegraphCQ, by adhering
to the above principles, we believe the Flux design is generally applicable to other
dataflow systems.

10
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In this chapter, we describe the framework upon which this thesis builds. We define
a CQ dataflow, its components, and its execution model. Further, we present a
motivating example used as a reference throughout this thesis. Finally, we describe
Exchange and the traditional method for parallelizing query plans.

2.1

Dataflow Model

In this section, we detail the model of dataflow processing used by the mechanisms that this dissertation presents. We designed and implemented these mechanisms mainly in the context of the TelegraphCQ system. TelegraphCQ is continuous
query processing system derived from the open-source PostgreSQL code base [Chandrasekaran et al., 2003; PostgreSQL, 2004]. Hence, we describe CQ dataflow components and interfaces as realized in TelegraphCQ. For ease of exposition, we concentrate
the discussion on single-site CQ dataflows in this section.
Conceptually, a CQ dataflow is a DAG in which the nodes represent “non-blocking”
operators, and the edges represent the direction in which data is passed. Below, we
describe the interfaces that operators support and examples of computation that
11
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interface Fjord {
void init();
void processNext();
void close();
}

Figure 2.1: CQ operators export the Fjord interface.
operators implement. Then, we detail how queues are used to pass data between
operators, and we describe how operators are scheduled in our system.

2.1.1

CQ Operators

We focus on a particular API for CQ operators called Fjords, which TelegraphCQ
adopts [Madden and Franklin, 2002]. Other systems use variants of this approach [Carney et al., 2002; Kohler et al., 2000]. In the Fjord API, operators export the interface
shown in Figure 2.1, which is similar to the traditional iterator interface of query
plan operators [Graefe, 1993]. The init() method initializes data structures used by
the operator and close() releases resources upon destruction of the operator. When
processNext() is invoked, the operator performs some processing based on its internal

state and input on incoming connections. Since a CQ operator processes over infinite streams of data that arrive at its inputs, processNext() must be non-blocking.
That is, it must only perform a small amount of work and quickly return control to
the caller. Unlike the getNext() of iterators, the operator cannot stall waiting for
semaphores or I/O to complete during the processNext() call. Due to this restriction,
processNext() does not necessarily produce an output on each invocation.

As an example, consider a network monitoring scenario where an administrator
wants to track the average duration of each user’s sessions. If the input stream consists
12
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of packets containing (user-id, duration) values for each completed session, then
we can use a “streaming group-by aggregate” to track these statistics. This operator
calculates an aggregate, i.e. avg(), for each group, i.e. user-id, in its input stream
and outputs the aggregate value periodically as specified by an administrator. In
this case, the init() method initializes a hashtable keyed on user-id to maintain
the aggregate for each user. Within processNext(), the group-by aggregate updates
the aggregate value in the hashtable for the next input and generates an output if
necessary. Finally, close() releases the memory occupied by the hashtable.
Since CQ operators operate over infinite streams, the size of their internal state
can grow without bound. Thus, CQ operators limit their state explicitly through
windows or implicitly via input and application semantics. Windows are specified at
initialization time (via init()) and have two parameters: history and slide. These
parameters are based either on time or on number of tuples. History declares the
extent to which the operator “remembers” its input. The slide determines when to
generate a result and how to update the history as new input arrives. Imagine that
the administrator from the previous example wants the average computed over the
last 100 sessions and updated after every 10 newly completed sessions. In this case,
the streaming group-by aggregate has a history of 100 tuples that slides every 10
tuples. For each user’s entry in the hashtable, the group-by maintains a list of the
most-recently received 100 tuples, which constitute the history. After every 10 new
tuples the group-by operator receives for a user, it discards the oldest 10 tuples from
the history, and outputs the average over the current history. We define time-based
windows analogously, in which history and slide are based on timestamps embedded in
the input data. Arasu et al. [2003] provide a through description of window semantics.
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2.1.2

Queues and Scheduling

Operators have multiple inputs and multiple outputs. We connect operators via inmemory queues that export two methods: dequeue() and enqueue(). We use the
term upstream to mean closer to the data source and downstream to mean closer to
the destination. Operators invoke dequeue() on their input queues to receive data.
They pass results to the next downstream operators via invoking enqueue() on the
output queues. All queues have a fixed size buffer for storing data. The dequeue()
and enqueue() methods only provide non-blocking semantics. So, if the queue is full,
enqueue() returns with a status indicating that the operation did not succeed, and if

the queue is empty, dequeue() returns with a similar status. There are three types
of in-memory queues: push, pull, and passive. The push and pull queues play a
role in scheduling the dataflow. Figure 2.2 shows a hypothetical dataflow with four
operators, each with a single input and single output, connected by queues. Next, we
describe the execution model for such a dataflow.
To execute a dataflow, we use a simple scheduler that maintains a task list of
dataflow segments and invokes them in a round-robin manner. A dataflow segment
is a sequence of operators connected only by in-memory queues. At the ends of
a dataflow segment are operators, and only these operators at the ends can have
network connections. Push segments are dataflow segments that use single-element
push queues between operators. Pull segments are dataflow segments that use singleelement pull queues between operators. Each task list entry points to a push or
pull segment. For push segments, the scheduler only invokes the operator closest
to the source (Figure 2.2, operator A). Upon an enqueue(), a push queue invokes
processNext() on the consuming operator (Figure 2.2, operator B). The consuming

operator invokes dequeue() (not shown) on its input queue to receive the next tuple,
and passes on an output, if any, using enqueue() on the output queue. In a push
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segment, control flow propagates from the source all the way downstream as long as an
output is produced at each step. The arrows in Figure 2.2 show the control path and
interfaces invoked along the way. Typically, once a consumer operator returns from
processNext() and the push queue returns from enqueue(), the producing operator

also yields. This procedure cascades in the reverse direction and eventually returns
control to the scheduler to invoke the next segment in the task list.
For pull segments, the scheduler invokes the operator furthest from the source
(Figure 2.2, operator D). Conversely, upon a dequeue(), a pull queue invokes the
processNext() method on the upstream operator (Figure 2.2, operator C) if the queue

is empty. In this case, control flow propagates from the destination to the source as
long as an input is needed by the operator at each step and cascades in the reverse
direction on return. We connect different dataflow segments in the scheduler’s task
list by inserting passive queues between operators at their boundary. The passive
queue’s buffer size determines the “slack” allowed between the dataflow segments. In
this way, a scheduler can contain a combination of push and pull dataflow segments
as shown in Figure 2.2 [Madden and Franklin, 2002; Kohler et al., 2000].
The scheduler itself is scheduled in a single process. An operator performs any
potentially blocking operations like network or disk accesses using non-blocking or
asynchronous interfaces. Otherwise, a single operator can cause the entire dataflow to
block, leaving the other operators idle when they might have useful work to complete.
In our system, there is only a single scheduler per single-site dataflow, so operators
must be non-blocking to maintain low-response times and keep-up with incoming
data. We enforce non-blocking semantics for the enqueue() and dequeue() methods on
queues because operators must be non-blocking. With these interfaces, CQ operators
are by default agnostic as to whether they are in a pull or push setting.
Although, our techniques are generally applicable to all CQ dataflows, for ease of
exposition in our discussion, we mainly use examples consisting of linear, push-based
16
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Stream
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{app, src, dur}

Figure 2.3: Example dataflow.
dataflows. In this case, operators have a single input and a single output. Next, we
describe a canonical dataflow that we will use as a point of reference in this thesis.

2.2

Motivating Example

As a motivating example, we consider a dataflow that may be used for analyzing
network packets flowing through a firewall (or de-militarized zone, DMZ) for a large
organization. Suppose a network administrator wants to track the maximum and
average duration of network sessions across this boundary in real time. The sessions
may be for various applications, e.g. HTTP, FTP, Gnutella, etc. Further, suppose
the administrator wants these statistics computed separately for every source and
every application each source uses. A source is a session endpoint inside the organization that the DMZ protects. Such information may be used, for example, to detect
anomalous behavior or identify misbehaving parties. The linear dataflow in Figure 2.3
performs this computation; we refer to this example throughout this thesis.
The first operator is a stream source that provides packets crossing the DMZ.
It interfaces to the network to extract packets and converts them into a form easily
managed by TelegraphCQ. To determine session duration, the network session must
be reconstructed from a packet stream. Each packet stream tuple has the schema,
17
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(src, dst, data, ts), where the source and destination fields determine a unique

session.1 Each tuple also has a timestamp, ts, and a data field that contains the payload or signals a start or end of session. The second operator is a streaming group-by
aggregation that reconstructs each session, determines the application and duration,
and outputs a (app, src, dur) tuple upon session completion. Unlike our group-by
aggregate example in the previous section, the aggregate function, in this case, is
much more complex; it reconstructs network sessions, identifies the application, and
calculates duration. The (src,dst) attributes identify a network session, so they
form the group-by key. Also, this operator is an example of one whose state size is
limited implicitly by the input and application semantics rather than explicitly by
windows. This operator purges the state associated with each session upon detecting
session completion.
The third operator, similar to the one from the previous section, is a windowed
streaming group-by aggregation. It maintains for each application and source, (app,
src) (i.e. group-by attributes), the maximum and average duration over a window

specified by the administrator. Assume the administrator specifies this window in
terms of number of tuples. The final operator is an output operator that prepares
and forwards results to the destination (or client) through a network connection.
To schedule this dataflow in a push-based fashion, we form a push segment by
inserting push-queues between each operator. We then append the source operator
onto the scheduler’s task list. Once invoked, the source operator incorporates the
next packet onto the output queue, which in turn invokes the second operator. If
that packet signals the end of a session, the second operator generates and enqueues
the (app, src, dur) tuple for that session, which in turn invokes the third operator,
etc. Once a operator in this chain returns from its invocation, its producer also
1

Typically, an IP address and port uniquely determine a session endpoint, but we unify these

two attributes for ease of exposition.
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returns. Thus, after a single invocation of processNext() on each operator, control
flow returns to the scheduler, which in turn schedules the next dataflow segment.

2.3

Partitioned Parallelism

For traditional query plans, there are two orthogonal approaches for parallelization:
pipelined and partitioned. In pipelined parallelism, we divide a sequence of nonblocking query plan operators, called a pipeline, into smaller sub-sequences and devote
a processor to each sub-sequence. At its smallest granularity, each sub-sequence can
be a single operator. Since the pipelines in query plans are typically short, this
technique provides limited scalability. In partitioned parallelism, individual operators
are parallelized by partitioning their input and state across the cluster. This method
gives more scalability for database workloads because individual operators are easily
partitioned into many independent units and thus are highly scalable. Hybrid hashjoin [Schneider and DeWitt, 1989] and sort [DeWitt et al., 1991; Arpaci-Dusseau et al.,
1997] are examples of operators that database systems parallelize using this technique.
In this thesis, we focus on CQ dataflows with similar properties and parallelize them
in the same fashion. We believe these properties hold for many high-throughput CQ
applications.
For example, a viable way to parallelize the dataflow in our motivating example
is to partition the state and input based on (src, dst) for the upstream groupby and on (app, src) for the downstream group-by. An operator partition is an
instantiation of the operator that handles a portion of input stream to the operator
and the corresponding state for the input. Typically, we use a hash-based partitioning
scheme for stateful operators like our streaming group-bys. So, each partition of the
upstream group-by handles an equal portion of the hash range of (src, dst) values,
and each partition of the downstream group-by handles an equal portion of the hash
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Figure 2.4: Exchange architecture.
range of (app, src) values. We then pick the number of machines across which to
spread our operator partitions. We call this number, the degree of declustering. Then,
we choose the sites that will execute these partitions. Unless otherwise stated, we use
the following heuristic for the degree of declustering and site selection: each machine
in the cluster handles a single partition of every operator in the dataflow [Mehta and
DeWitt, 1995]. When the partitions of an operator need to communicate to nonlocal partitions of the next operator in the chain, the communication occurs via a
separate operator in the dataflow called Exchange [Graefe, 1990]. Henceforth, we call
a producer-consumer operator pair in a dataflow a stage.
In a parallel query plan, Exchange connects a stage in which the producer’s output
must be repartitioned for the downstream consumer. The parallelization scheme for
our example needs this kind of repartitioning for in-flight data. Each partition of the
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upstream group-by generates (app, src) pairs whose hashed value can fall within the
range of any downstream group-by partition. The Exchange ensures proper routing
of data between the partitioned instances of these operators.
Although Exchange is conceptualized as a single operator, it is actually composed
of two intermediate operators, Ex-Prod and Ex-Cons. Figure 2.4 shows a dataflow
stage partitioned across two machines with its operators connected by Exhange. The
arrows between the operators indicate the direction in which data is forwarded. ExProd encapsulates the routing logic; it forwards output from a producer partition to
the appropriate consumer partition based on the output’s content. In our example,
since partitioning is hash-based, Ex-Prod computes a hash on (app, src) to determine the destination. Range partitioning is another well-known partitioning strategy.
Since any producer partition can generate output destined for any consumer partition,
each Ex-Prod instance is connected to each Ex-Cons instance at a single Exchange
stage. Ex-Cons merges the streams from the incoming connections to a consumer
partition. In a database system, Ex-Cons and Ex-Prod at a repartitioning stage are
scheduled independently in separate threads and support the iterator interface.
Figure 2.5 demonstrates how we parallelize and execute the motivating example
using Exchange in TelegraphCQ. We assume the source and output operators maintain little state and can keep up with the input stream, so we place them on two
separate machines and do not parallelize them. We start with our two group-by operators that we want to parallelize. Figure 2.5-(1) shows the upstream group-by, labeled
“P”, and the downstream group-by labeled “C”. Like typical database systems, we
insert Exchange at stages that need repartitioning. In this case, the operators need
repartitioning at every stage in the dataflow. So, we bracket each group-by operator
with Ex-Cons and Ex-Prod (see Figure 2.5-(2)). Not shown are the source which has
an Ex-Prod between it and the upstream group-by partitions and the output which
has an Ex-Cons between it and the downstream group-by partitions.
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In TelegraphCQ, we schedule Ex-Cons and Ex-Prod at a repartitioning stage in
separate dataflow segments and Ex-Cons and Ex-Prod support the Fjord interface.
Figure 2.5-(3) shows a partition of the upstream group-by in a push segment on a
machine. We schedule the Ex-Prod of this partition in a separate segment from the
Ex-Cons of the downstream group-by partition on the same machine. It is possible to
have multiple operators in a parallel dataflow that do not require repartitioning. That
is, each producer partition only generates output for the consumer partition on the
same machine. In such cases, we simply connect the producer and consumer together
using local push or pull queues and schedule them in the same push or pull segment.
Thus, each dataflow segment that needs repartitioning of its input and output and no
repartitioning internally has an Ex-Cons at the upstream end and an Ex-Prod at the
downstream end, respectively. Using our simple heuristic for site-selection and degree
of declustering, we instantiate a partition of each operator on every machine in the
cluster (see Figure 2.5-(4)). For each stage, we connect all the Ex-Prod instances to
all Ex-Cons instances within the stage, and then parallelization is complete.
For traditional query plans, Exchange encapsulates all the logic needed for parallelism. Thus, the operator writer can write relational operators while being agnostic
to their use in a parallel or single-site setting. Similar to the software engineering
philosophy of Exchange, our goal in this thesis is to develop a design for building
robust CQ dataflows with minimal disruption to existing dataflow operators or interfaces. Towards this end, we center the bulk of the robustness logic within and
around Exchange, and we carefully identify places in which operator interfaces must
be modified or opened. The result is the Flux architecture.
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Flux-HA: Fortifying Dataflows
In this chapter, we describe how to make long-running dataflows highly available and
fault-tolerant.
As discussed by Lampson, a standard technique for building a highly available,
fault-tolerant system out of less available, fault-vulnerable components is to use redundancy [Lampson, 1996]. The simplest form of redundancy is to have a copy of
a component, and rely on the copy when one of the two components fails. This redundancy is not useful unless it is properly coordinated. Process-pairs is a popular
technique for coordinating redundant processes [Gray, 1985]. In this chapter, we develop techniques for coordinating replicas of dataflows. Although our techniques rely
on the same principles, our techniques are not a straightforward application of previous methods. Rather, by focusing on dataflows, we invent coordination techniques
naturally suited to streaming applications.
After outlining our general strategy in Section 3.1, we present a novel technique,
called dataflow pairs, for coordinating replicated, single-site dataflows in Section 3.2.
Next, we consider parallel dataflows. In Section 3.3, we describe necessary modifications to Exchange for CQ dataflows and highlight problems with a naive application
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of the dataflow-pairs protocol to partitioned-parallel dataflows. In Section 3.4, we
build on the techniques in the previous sections to develop the Flux-HA design and
recovery protocol. Similar to process pairs, all these techniques provide quick failover upon failure. In the latter section, we show that Flux-HA permits recovery of
only the failed pieces of a parallel dataflow, thereby minimizing disruption to the
unaffected portions of the dataflow processing. We also demonstrate the benefits and
overheads of Flux-HA with experiments using an implementation of Flux-HA in the
TelegraphCQ code base.

3.1

Environment and Setup

In this section, we first describe our assumptions about the underlying platform and
environment in which we execute CQ dataflows. Then, we outline our basic approach
for achieving high availability and fault-tolerance.

3.1.1

Platform Assumptions

We first describe our platform, the types of faults that we handle, and cluster-based
services we rely upon external to our mechanism. For this work, we assume a sharednothing parallel computing architecture in which each processing site (or machine)
has a private CPU, memory, and disk, and is connected to all other sites via a highbandwidth, low-latency network. We assume the network layer provides a reliable,
in-order, point-to-point message delivery protocol, e.g. TCP. Thus, we model a connection between two operators as two separate uni-directional FIFO queues whose
contents are lost only when either endpoint fails.
A CQ dataflow is usually a portion of a larger end-to-end dataflow. As an example,
consider our motivating scenario from Section 2.2. Suppose the dataflow receives the
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packets from a port mirror on some central switch, and the output is spooled to a client
that logs the results, which an administrator periodically checks. In this example,
the larger dataflow includes the applications generating packets, the administrators
that receive notifications, and the external networks that connect the CQ dataflow to
these ends. In this dissertation, we concentrate on the availability of the CQ dataflow
and not the end-to-end dataflow. Thus, in our example, we focus on the availability of
the operators and nothing beyond the interfaces to the external world that the source
and output use. Moreover, we focus on CQ dataflows that receive input data from a
single entry point and return data to clients through a single exit, thereby allowing
us to impose a total order on the input and output data. Also, we only discuss linear
dataflows for ease of exposition, but our techniques extend to arbitrary DAGs.
We ignore recurrent deterministic bugs and only consider hardware failures or
faults due to “heisenbugs” in the underlying platform. These faults in the underlying
runtime system and operating system are caused by unusual timings and data races
that arise rarely and are often missed during the quality testing process. When
these faults occur, we assume the faulty machine or process is fail-stop: the error
is immediately detected and the process stops functioning without sending spurious
output. Schneider [1984] and Gray and Reuter [1993] show how to build fail-stop
processes. Moreover, since we aim to provide both consistency and availability, we
cannot guard against arbitrary network partitions [Gilbert and Lynch, 2002].
We rely on a cluster service that allows us to maintain a consistent global view of
the dataflow layout and active sites in the cluster. We call it the controller and assume
it is available to us. We rely on it to update group membership to reflect active, dead,
and standby sites, to setup and tear-down the dataflow, and to perform consistent
updates to the dataflow structure upon failures. Note, the controller is not a single
point of failure, but a uniform view of a highly available service. Standard clustering and group communication software provides functionality for managing member26
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ship [Vogels et al., 1998; Birman, 1986; Birman et al., 2000]. We can implement a
highly available controller using these toolkits combined with previously known availability approaches like replicated state machines or process pairs [Lamport, 1978;
Lampson, 1996; Gray and Reuter, 1993; Gray, 1985]. Using these techniques, all
sites in the system logically observe a single controller that is highly available and
fault-tolerant.
We do not rely on the controller to maintain or recover any information about the
in-flight data or internal state of operators. The initial state of operators must be
made persistent by external means, and we assume it is always available for recovery.
Our techniques also do not rely on any stable storage for making the transient dataflow
state fault-tolerant. When machines fail and re-enter the system, they are stateless.
Also, connection failures are transformed into a failure of one of the endpoints.

3.1.2

Basic Approach

We describe our general strategy for achieving high availability and fault-tolerance in
the context of CQ dataflows. Then, we specify the invariants we must maintain to
properly coordinate CQ dataflows. Finally, we describe an abstract protocol that is
the basis of all the coordination protocols presented in this chapter.
Our goal is to make the in-flight data and transient operator state fault-tolerant
and highly available. In-flight data consists of all tuples in the system from acknowledged input from the source to unacknowledged output to the client. This in-flight
data includes intermediate output generated from operators within the dataflow that
are in local buffers and within the cluster’s network.
Inspired by the process-pairs technique, our approach provides fault-tolerance and
high availability by properly coordinating redundant copies of the dataflow computation. Redundant computation allows quick fail-over and thus gives high availability.
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We restrict our discussion in this paper to techniques for coordinating two replicas;
thus, we can tolerate a single failure between recovery points. While further degrees of
replication are possible with our technique, for most practical purposes, the reliability
achieved with pairs is sufficient [Gray and Reuter, 1993].
We model CQ operators as deterministic state-machines; thus, given the same sequence of input tuples, an operator will produce the same sequence of output tuples.
We call this property sequence-preserving. Most CQ operators fall within this category, like the windowed group-by aggregate in our motivating example of Section 2.2.
Section 3.2.5 describes how to relax this assumption for single-site dataflows.
Our techniques ensure that dataflow replicas are kept consistent by properly replicating their input stream during normal processing, upon failure, and during recovery.
Our model of dataflows assumes network connections that provide in-order, reliable
delivery and assumes operators are sequence-preserving. With these properties, maintaining the same input order to the two replicas is straightforward. However, consistency between the replicas is difficult to maintain upon failure and during recovery
because connections can lose in-flight data and operators are not perfectly synchronized. Thus, our techniques maintain the following two invariants to achieve this
goal.
1. Loss-free: no tuples in the input stream sequence are lost.
2. Dup-free: no tuples in the input stream sequence are duplicated.
3.1.2.1

Abstract Kernel Protocol

We describe an abstract protocol that helps maintain these invariants in a distributed
dataflow. This protocol, shown Figure 3.1, is the kernel of all coordination protocols
presented in this chapter; hence, we refer to this protocol as the abstract kernel. To
maintain the loss-free and dup-free invariants, we introduce intermediate operators
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Figure 3.1: Abstract kernel protocol.
that connect existing operators in a replicated dataflow. Between every producerconsumer operator pair that communicate via a network connection, we interpose
these intermediate operators to coordinate copies of the producer and consumer. To
keep track of in-flight tuples, we assign and maintain a unique sequence number with
each tuple. The intermediate operator on the consumer side receives input from its
producer, and acknowledges the receipt of input (with the sequence number) to the
producer’s copy. The arrows in Figure 3.1 indicate the direction in which data and
acknowledgments flow. The intermediate operator at the producer’s copy stores inflight tuples in an internal buffer that helps to ensure our invariants. This buffer
redundantly stores in-flight tuples to ensure our loss-free invariant in case the original
producer fails. The buffer also handles acknowledgements (abbreviated as acks) to
track the consumer’s progress. These acknowledgments are used to drain the buffer
and filter duplicates, thereby ensuring the dup-free invariant. We will show that by
composing an existing dataflow using intermediaries with protocols that embody this
unusual, asymmetric kernel in various forms, the dataflow can tolerate loss of its
pieces and can be recovered piecemeal.
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3.2

Dataflow Pairs

We describe how to coordinate replicated, single-site CQ dataflows to protect against
failures, a technique we call dataflow pairs. In Section 3.2.1, we first provide an
overview of the dataflow pairs technique. We outline the normal-case protocol and
then outline the recovery protocol, which consists of two phases: take-over and catchup. In Section 3.2.2, we detail the normal-case protocol focusing on the bookkeeping
necessary to ensure our two invariants upon failure. In Section 3.2.3, we detail the
take-over phase of recovery, and Section 3.2.4 details the catch-up phase. In the latter
two sections, we show how our invariants hold after failure and after recovery. We
extend the dataflow-pairs technique to parallel dataflows in the Section 3.3.

3.2.1

Overview

In the dataflow-pairs technique, we replicate a single-site CQ dataflow onto two independent machines and introduce intermediate operators that coordinate the replicas
during normal processing and perform recovery upon machine failure. We refer to
these intermediate operators as boundary operators because they are interposed between the input and output of a single-site dataflow. During normal processing, the
boundary operators encapsulate the abstract kernel protocol in various forms. They
also encapsulate the recovery logic. This encapsulation minimizes the modifications
needed to existing operators for achieving fault-tolerance and high availability. Next,
we describe these boundary operators and outline their normal-case protocol. Then,
we outline their recovery protocols.
3.2.1.1

Boundary Operators

Figure 3.2 shows the dataflow pairs configuration for the group-by operators from
our running example in Section 2.2. We replicate the group-by operators onto two
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Figure 3.2: Dataflow-pairs normal-case protocol.
separate machines, called the “primary” and “secondary”, and surround the groupby operators with our boundary operators. Henceforth, we use the superscript P to
denote the primary copy of an object, and the superscript S to denote the secondary
(see Figure 3.2). The boundary operators are rectangular and the group-by operators are the circles. Each machine executes a push-based, single-site dataflow, and
communication to non-local machines only occurs through the boundary operators
at the upstream and downstream ends. The boundary operators are: ingress, egress,
S-Cons, and S-Prod. We describe these in turn.
The ingress and egress subsume the responsibility of the source and output operators from our running example in Section 2.2, respectively. On the upstream side, the
ingress interfaces to the source and transforms the input into structures accessible
to the dataflow execution engine, i.e. tuples. On the downstream side, the egress
formats the output for the destination. In this thesis, we place the ingress and egress
operators on separate machines and assume they are always available. These operators are proxies for the input and output of the dataflow and can have customized
interfaces to the external world. We can use existing techniques, e.g. process pairs,
to make these operators highly available, but we do not discuss these techniques any
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further. Our focus is on the availability of the dataflow segment that processes the
incoming data and its interaction with these proxies.
A dataflow segment, as shown on the primary machine of Figure 3.2, receives its
input from the ingress through S-Cons, and forwards its output through S-Prod to
the egress. S-Cons and S-Prod are short for “Segment Consumer” and “Segment
Producer,” respectively. We say an S-Cons and S-Prod pair bracket a dataflow segment and consider them to be a part of the segment. The ingress forwards the input
from the network source, and results propagate to the destination through the egress.
S-Cons and S-Prod interact with the ingress and egress during normal processing
to ensure the loss-free and dup-free invariants in case of failure. We describe this
interaction next.
3.2.1.2

Normal Case

In this discussion, we describe the components and normal-case protocol depicted in
Figure 3.2. We first describe the ingress and egress protocols with the external world,
then we describe their protocol with the replicated dataflow segments.
Once the ingress operator receives an input and has incorporated the input into the
dataflow, it sends an acknowledgment (abbreviated as ack) to the source indicating
that the input is stable and the source can discard it. For push-based sources that
do not process acks, the ingress does its best to incorporate the incoming data and
does not send acks to the source. The egress operator does the reverse. It sends the
output to the destination and when an ack is received from the destination, the egress
operator discards the output. If the destination does not send acks, result delivery is
also just best-effort.
Once the ingress incorporates an input, it forwards the input to both dataflows,
loosely synchronizing their processing. We assume each input tuple is assigned a
monotonically increasing input sequence number (ISN) from the source or ingress
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operator. The ingress operator stores each input in an internal buffer and forwards the
input tuple to both S-ConsP and S-Cons,S which upon receipt send acks. The internal
buffer serves as a temporary store for in-flight data in case one of the endpoints fail.
The S-Cons operator does not forward an incoming tuple to downstream operators
unless it has sent an ack for that tuple to the ingress. Acknowledgments, unless
otherwise noted, are just the assigned sequence numbers that uniquely identify tuples.
An ack indicates that the destination received the corresponding tuple. Once both
destinations have received an input, the ingress no longer needs to hold onto the
corresponding input in case of failure. Thus, when the ingress receives an ack from
both replicas for a specific ISN, it discards the corresponding input from its internal
buffer.
Like ingress, both S-Prod operators assign an output sequence number (OSN) to
each output and store the output in an internal buffer. Only S-ProdP forwards the
output to the egress operator after which it immediately discards the output from
its internal buffer. Egress sends an ack to S-ProdS for every tuple received. Once
an ack is sent, the egress can forward the output to the destination. The internal
buffer in S-ProdS redundantly stores in-flight data from S-ProdP to egress in case
S-ProdP fails. Since an ack indicates that egress has received the corresponding
tuple, once S-ProdS receives an ack, S-ProdS no longer needs to hold onto the that
tuple in case of failure. Thus, S-ProdS discards the output tuple with that OSN
from its buffer. In this protocol, S-ProdS may receive an ack before the upstream
operator produces the corresponding output. In that case, S-ProdS maintains the ack
in the buffer until the upstream operator produces the output. Once the upstream
operator produces the corresponding output, the buffer discards both the ack and
output. Hence, the buffer also functions as a duplicate filter to avoid resending data
in case of failure.
Note the similarity of these protocols to the abstract kernel of Section 3.1.2. The
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egress protocol is exactly the same. The ingress is actually running two copies of the
abstract kernel protocol, one for each consumer. Since there is only one ingress, it
plays the role of both producers, sending and receiving acks. We will see in Section 3.4
that this asymmetric, abstract kernel protocol is exactly half of the symmetric, FluxHA protocol in another way.
These coordination protocols trivially ensure the loss-free and dup-free invariants
for both dataflow segments and the egress during normal processing. These properties
are mainly a result of our assumption that network connections deliver messages
reliably and in-order. Since the ingress sends inputs in the same order to both dataflow
segments using these connections, we ensure that both dataflows receive the same
input sequence. And, they produce the same output sequence because all operators
are sequence preserving. Because of our assumptions, no acks are necessary between
S-ProdP and egress to ensure reliable data delivery. But, the underlying transport
may implement its own acks to provide that guarantee. Rather, we use acks in this
protocol only to loosely synchronize copies of dataflow segments in case of failure.
Next, we outline the protocol these boundary operators obey after a failure.
3.2.1.3

Recovery

For a dataflow pair, recovery has two phases: take-over and catch-up. Immediately
after a failure is detected, take-over ensues. During take-over, we adjust the routing
of data between boundary operators to allow the remaining replica to continue processing incoming data and to continue delivering results. We achieve high availability
because take-over is fast. After take-over, the remaining dataflow segment is vulnerable: one additional failure would cause the dataflow to stop. Once a standby machine
is available, the catch-up phase creates a new replica of the dataflow segment, making
the dataflow once again fault-tolerant. Dataflow pairs achieve improved reliability (or
mean-time-to-failure) over a non-redundant dataflow because they repair the dataflow
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system through catch-up. For our boundary operators, we first sketch take-over and
then we sketch catch-up.
3.2.1.3.1

Take-Over: After a failure, the remaining dataflow segment must con-

tinue to make progress and deliver results, and it must generate correct results.
The take-over protocol ensures these properties. There are two cases to consider
for dataflow pairs: a failure of the secondary, and a failure of the primary.
Suppose the secondary machine in Figure 3.2 fails. In this case, the ingress and
egress only adjust their internal bookkeeping to ignore the failed machine once they
detect a failure. The ingress continues to send data to primary machine, and SProdP continues to deliver result to the egress.
Suppose the primary machine fails. As before, the ingress adjusts its internal
bookkeeping to ignore the failed machine. But, if the egress just ignores the failed
machine without any further changes, the remaining dataflow segment will stall. SProdS is not forwarding any data, so its internal buffer will fill resulting in backpressure upstream until the ingress also fills its internal buffer. To avoid this stall, in the
take-over protocol, S-ProdS starts forwarding data to the egress. The take-over protocol must ensure that no data is lost or duplicated to the egress when this reversal
happens.
To do so, the egress coordinates with S-ProdS through a message sent along the
existing operator connections in the dataflow. This message, which egress sends
to S-Prod,S implicitly indicates to S-ProdS the location in the output stream of
S-ProdS from which to start forwarding data. The internal buffer at S-ProdS redundantly stores any in-flight data destined for the egress before the failure, so no
data is lost. The buffer also stores acknowledgments for the data that egress received
before the failure, so S-Prod can avoid resending duplicate tuples that the upstream
operators will produce in the future. During normal-case processing, S-ProdP does
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not redundantly store tuples in its internal buffer, because it never needs to reverse
its connection to the egress and resend lost in-flight tuples. Once the remaining SProd starts forwarding data to the egress, the remaining S-Prod plays the role of the
primary, and take-over is complete.
3.2.1.3.2

Catch-Up: Once a new standby machine becomes available and connec-

tions to a standby dataflow segment on that machine are setup, we initiate catch-up.
Catch-up consists of two phases: state movement and fold-in.
State movement is straightforward. After take-over, the active dataflow segment
is the primary and the standby is the secondary. The S-ConsP operator quiesces the
active dataflow segment and it copies the internal state of all operators in the segment
over to the standby machine. The S-ConsP operator leverages a state-movement API
(described in Section 3.2.4) that allows it to extract the state of the downstream operators in the dataflow segment. Once the state transfer is complete, the S-ConsS operator on the standby installs the state by using this state-movement API to the
downstream operators in the dataflow segment. After state movement completes, the
dataflow segments on both machines are identical. Then, the S-Cons and S-Prod operators coordinate with the ingress and egress, respectively, to restart the connections
to the new standby. We call this coordination fold-in.
During fold-in, S-Cons and S-Prod send synchronization messages along their
incoming and outgoing connections, respectively. These messages mark the point in
the input and output streams at which the two dataflow segments are consistent.
Before that point, the segment copies have consumed the same input, and after that
point, the copies will produce the same output.
The ingress and egress use these messages to ensure the loss-free and dup-free
invariants. When restarting the connection to the new replica, the ingress must avoid
resending tuples consumed before state movement started. Also, the new replica needs
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to pick-up exactly where the active left-off before state movement. So, the ingress
must also avoid evicting buffered tuples sent to the active after state movement ended.
The ingress ensures these properties by properly adjusting its internal buffer and its
internal state when the synchronization messages arrive. On the downstream end,
the egress must avoid sending acks to the new replica for tuples sent before state
movement began. Also, the egress must avoid skipping acks to the new replica for
tuples sent after state movement ended. The egress uses the synchronization messages
to determine exactly when to start sending acks to the new replica.
Note, the synchronization messages from the active and standby segments can
arrive at the ingress in any order and can arrive at the egress in any order. The main
challenge for the boundary operators in the fold-in phase is to properly handle the
connections and routing depending on the order in which synchronization messages
arrive. Once the boundary operators start the connections to the new replica, fold-in
is complete, and the dataflow pair is once again fault-tolerant.
This catch-up protocol is idempotent. In this context, idempotent means that the
standby is allowed to fail during catch-up without stalling the dataflow or leaving the
system in an inconsistent or delusional state. The fold-in logic is the key to making
the catch-up protocol idempotent as sketched in Section 3.2.5.
The mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) analysis for a dataflow pair is the same as that
of a process pair, assuming independent failures. The overall MTTF of the system is
(MTTFs )2 /MTTRs where MTTRs is the time to recover a single machine, MTTFs is
the MTTF for a single machine, and MTTRs  MTTFs [Gray and Reuter, 1993]. For
a dataflow pair, MTTRs consists of both the take-over and catch-up phase. Catch-up
only occurs if a standby dataflow segment is available.
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3.2.2

Normal-Case Protocol

To precisely describe our protocols, we model our boundary operators as state machines and provide state-machine specifications that detail the actions boundary operators take in response to messages and conditions in the system. We first describe
our specification conventions. Then, we describe the interfaces internal buffers support and how boundary operators use these interfaces during normal processing. The
boundary operators use the internal buffers to do a significant amount of bookkeeping
for ensuring the loss-free and dup-free invariants. These details set the stage for understanding how the boundary operators ensure the two invariants after failure and
during recovery.
3.2.2.1

State-Machine Specification

To describe the actions performed by our boundary operators, we model them as
state machines and use a state-machine specification as shown in Figure 3.3. The
specification contains state variables and actions that can modify the state or produce
output. State variables can be scalar or set-valued. The values they can hold are
declared within braces, and for set-valued types, these values are separated by bars.
Each row in the specification is an action. Each action has a guard, a predicate that
must be true, to enable the action. Each enabled action causes a state change. State
change commands surrounded by braces imply the sequence of commands is atomic.
The term atomic implies the following three properties. First, either all or none
of the commands are performed. Second, the action makes no state changes if any
command in the sequence fails. Third, if the action completes, the effects on the state
are as if the commands were executed sequentially with no intervening commands.
If multiple actions are enabled, any one of their state changes can occur. Indented
predicates are shorthand for nested conditions; the higher level predicate must also
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{sn, tuple, mark}, ... }
PROD | PRIM | SEC }
ACTIVE,DEAD,STDBY,PAUSE }
SEND | RECV | ACK | PAUSE }
PRIM, SEC }

Guard
not B.full()
status[dest] = ACTIVE
^ SEND in conn[dest]

State Change

1
2

{t := dequeue();
B.put(t, t.sn, del);}
{t := B.peek(dest);
send(dest, t);
B.advance(dest);

^ ACK not in conn[dest] a B.ack(t.sn, dest, del);}
status[dest] = ACTIVE
^ ACK in conn[dest]

3

{sn := recv(dest);
B.ack(sn, dest, del);}

Figure 3.3: Abstract producer specification: normal case.
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be true. If the nested condition is also true, their corresponding commands are
appended to the higher level command sequence. Conditions at the same indentation
level specify disjunction; if both are true their commands are concatenated into a
command sequence. Actions may also have external actions as pre-conditions (see
Figure 3.5).
3.2.2.2

Using Buffers

We first describe the interfaces that the internal buffers support. Then, we specify
how our boundary operators use these buffers.
The internal buffer in the ingress operator stores sequence numbers and associated
with those sequence numbers stores tuples and markings. If a buffer entry contains a
sequence number but does not have a tuple associated with it, we call it a dangling
sequence number. The markings indicate the places from which the sequence number
was received. A marking can be any combination of PROD, PRIM, and SEC. The PROD
mark indicates the sequence number is from a tuple produced from an upstream
operator. The PRIM and SEC markings indicate the sequence number is from an ack
received from the primary and secondary destinations, respectively. The buffer also
maintains two cursors: one each for the primary and secondary destinations. The
cursors point to the first undelivered tuple to each destination. The buffer in SProd is the same, except there is only one destination, so only one cursor exists and
only two markings are allowed: PROD and PRIM. The buffer supports the methods
shown in Figure 3.4.
The peek() method returns the first undelivered tuple for the destination and
advance() moves the cursor for that destination to the next undelivered tuple. The
put() method inserts a sequence number, SN, into the buffer if the SN does not exist.

Then, it associates the given tuple with that sequence number, and marks that tuple
as produced. The ack() method marks the sequence number as acknowledged by
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interface Buffer {
Tuple peek(dest);
void

advance(dest);

void

put(Tuple, SN, del);

void

ack(SN, dest, del);

void

ack_all(dest, del);

void

reset(dest);

}

Figure 3.4: Interface to internal buffers in intermediate producers.
the given destination. The del parameter for both put() and ack() indicates which
markings must exist for a sequence number in order to remove its entry and the
associated tuple from the buffer. Since these buffers are a fixed size, the ack() and
put() methods may fail if the buffer is full. The peek() method fails if the buffer is

empty. The ack all() and reset() methods are used during take-over and catch-up.
The ack all() method removes all entries relevant to the given destination, dest.
The reset() method adjusts the cursor for the given destination, dest, to point to
the first undelivered tuple for that destination. We defer a detailed description of
these latter two methods to Section 3.2.3.
All intermediate operators in this Chapter that produce or forward data use this
buffer and implement the abstract state-machine specification in Figure 3.3. While
the abstract producer description only specifies actions related to the output side of
the operators, it suffices to illustrate how the buffer is used. The specification indicates that any one of three actions may occur in a data-forwarding operator like
ingress or S-Prod. If there is room in the buffer, the operator gets the next incoming
tuple, determines the sequence number, and inserts it using put() (Figure 3.3, action
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(1)). Action (2) is an example in which the guard has a nested condition. If a destination is alive and the connection to it indicates that the operator should send, then the
operator removes the first undelivered tuple, sends it, and advances the cursor (Figure 3.3, action (2)). All three state change commands occur atomically. The nested
condition (Figure 3.3, action (2), label (a)) specifies that if the operator also does not
receive acks through the connection, then the operator also marks the buffered tuple
as acked immediately after sending. Note, if enabled, the last state change command
is appended to the previous three and all are applied atomically. Action (3) specifies
that if the connection indicates acks should be processed, the operator retrieves the
next ack from the connection and inserts the associated sequence number into the
buffer. Note, if either t or sn is null in these actions, the actions leave the state of
the the boundary operator unchanged because the put(), peek(), or ack() calls will
fail.
By setting the state variables appropriately, we obtain the behavior of our boundary operators that produce data. For the ingress operator, the dest variable ranges
over both primary and secondary connections. For both connections, the conn variable is set to {SEND,ACK} to indicate that the connections are used for both sending
data and receiving acks. The del variable is set to {PROD, PRIM, SEC} to indicate
that all three markings are necessary for eviction of an entry.
For S-Prod,P conn[PRIM]= {SEND} because S-ProdP only forwards data to the
egress, and for S-Prod,S conn[PRIM] = {ACK}, because S-ProdS only processes acks
from the egress. Since the S-Prod operators only have one connection to egress,
dest always is set to PRIM, and del is set to {PROD, PRIM}. With these settings,

S-ProdP deletes entries in the buffer only after they have been produced and sent.
On the other hand, S-ProdS deletes entries only after they have been produced and
acked. Note, S-ProdS may receive acks from the egress and insert them into the buffer
(via Figure 3.3, action (3)) before the upstream operator produces the associated
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output. These acks result in dangling sequence numbers in the buffer. Once the
upstream operator generates an output associated with a dangling sequence number,
S-ProdS inserts that output into the buffer (via Figure 3.3, action (1)) using the put()
method. The del variable is set to {PROD, PRIM} which instructs the put() method
to delete the entry and tuple upon encountering the dangling sequence number. In
this case, the internal buffer eliminates tuples that the egress already received; hence,
we sometimes refer to it as a duplicate elimination buffer.
The size of the ingress buffer limits the drift of the two replicas; the smaller the
buffer the less slack is possible between the two. Since we assume underlying in-order
message delivery and sequence-preserving operators, we can implement the buffers
using sequential lists. The put() method appends tuples to end of the list and uses
internal cursors that track the progress of consumers and indicate where to insert
acks. Moreover, we can implement the following optimization. The intermediate
consumers, i.e. S-Cons and egress, send acks periodically to indicate the latest tuple
received. And, the ack() method marks every tuple with sequence number ≤ SN as
acknowledged. This optimization allows us to amortize the overhead of sending and
processing acks, but the take-over and catch-up protocols must change slightly. The
recovery protocols must ensure acks are properly sent after failure and recovery to
account for all received tuples.

3.2.3

Take-Over Protocol

The take-over phase of recovery ensures that the dataflow does not stall and continues
to deliver results correctly after a failure. To do so, take-over adjusts the routing
within the dataflow. In this section, we describe the actions involved in the take-over
protocol for the boundary operators. We first discuss how the boundary operators
handle controller messages and describe what additional state the boundary operators
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must maintain. We then describe the take-over protocol and show how it maintains
our two invariants after a failure.
3.2.3.1

Controller Interaction

As mentioned before, the controller is a fault-tolerant, highly available service that
we rely on to the maintain group membership and dataflow layout. We can use standard clustering software and group communication toolkits along with the replicated
state-machine approach to build such a service [Vogels et al., 1998; Birman et al.,
2000]. Typically, such a service will detect failures via timeout of periodic heartbeats,
and inform all active sites of the failed site through a distributed consensus protocol [Lampson, 2001]. Each site in the system has a view of the active sites in the
cluster. All sites use a consensus protocol among themselves to agree on a consistent
sequence of changes to this view. These view change commands remove sites or add
sites to the system. Note, machine failures are permanent; a reset machine enters
the cluster at initial state, and is essentially a “new” site. When a failure message
arrives from the controller (i.e. the view change is committed), we model it as an
external action fail() invoked on our boundary operators. The controller also sends
availability messages (avail()) used during catch-up (see Section 3.2.4). Since the
controller can send multiple messages, we enforce in our boundary operators that all
enabled actions for a controller message complete before actions for the next message
can begin.
While view update messages from the controller arrive at all sites in the same
order, there is no guarantee as to their interleaving with data routed within a dataflow.
For example, a fail() message may arrive at the ingress before some tuple t has been
forwarded and arrive at an S-Cons much after the tuple t has been received. Thus, our
boundary operators must coordinate using messages within the dataflow to perform
the different phases of recovery.
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Since S-Cons and S-Prod need to coordinate with upstream and downstream operators during recovery, we must also schedule them independently so they can react
immediately to these coordination messages and controller messages. To do so, we
place both S-Cons and S-Prod separately in the scheduler’s task list. If the segment
is push-based, we insert a passive queue between the operator at the downstream
end and S-Prod, and we perform an analogous change for pull-based segments. Although we decouple their scheduling, the unit of recovery is the dataflow segment
that includes the S-Cons and S-Prod operators and the underlying sequence of operators they bracket. For example, for each dataflow segment in Figure 3.2, we insert a
passive queue between the downstream group-by and S-Prod; we place both S-Cons
and S-Prod in the scheduler’s task list, and we recover all operators in the segment
together.
To perform the proper bookkeeping during recovery, our boundary operators maintain the status of the operator on the other end of all outgoing and incoming connections. Each operator can be in four distinct modes: ACTIVE, DEAD, STDBY, PAUSE.
In the ACTIVE mode, the operator is alive and processing. When it is dead, it is no
longer part of the dataflow. We discuss the STDBY and PAUSE modes in Section 3.2.4
of catch-up.
3.2.3.2

Take-Over Specification and Invariants

Upon failure, we make two adjustments to the routing done by our boundary operators
to ensure the remaining dataflow segment continues computing and delivering results.
First, we must avoid filling the internal buffer in the ingress after a failure. Thus, we
adjust the state in the ingress to no longer account for the failed replica. Second, if the
primary dataflow segment fails, we must avoid filling the buffer in S-Prod,S and we
must continue to deliver results to the destination. Thus, in case the primary fails, we
reverse the connection between S-ProdS and the egress, so S-ProdS forwards data to
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S-Cons
Ext. Action

Guard

State Change

fail(pair)

{p_fail := true;}

Ingress
fail(dest)

not(status[dest] = DEAD)

{status[dest] := DEAD;
B.ack_all(dest,del);
del := del - {dest};}

not(status[dest] = DEAD)

{status[dest] := DEAD;

1
Egress
fail(dest)

2

^ RECV not in
conn[p(dest)]

a

send(p(dest), reverse);
conn[p(dest)] := {RECV};}

S-Prod
fail(pair)

{p_fail := true;}

reverse()

{conn[PRIM] := {SEND};
B.reset(PRIM);
r_done := true;}

3

Figure 3.5: Take-over specification.
the egress. The actions enabled upon a failure and during take-over for our boundary
operators are shown in Figure 3.5. We describe these from source to destination in
our dataflow. Along the way, we show how these actions maintain our invariants after
a failure.
Upon receiving the failure message, the ingress operator first sets the failed destination’s connection status to dead (Figure 3.5, action (1)). The ingress must ensure
that the buffer does not fill indefinitely after a failure. So, the ingress then invokes the
ack all() method on the buffer for the failed connection. This method discards all

buffer entries relevant only to the failed connection and leaves buffer entries relevant
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to the remaining connection. Like ack(), the ack all() method marks all tuples in
the buffer as acknowledged by the failed segment, and it removes only tuples containing all the marks in del. Thus, the ingress does not lose any tuples for the remaining
connection because tuples not acknowledged by the remaining connection remain in
the buffer. The ingress does not duplicate any tuples because, for the remaining connection, the cursor is unaffected and the ingress performs exactly the same actions.
All producer intermediaries presented in this chapter use the ack all() method to
clear the buffer of irrelevant entries after a failure. Finally, the ingress removes the
failed connection from del, after which del only contains PROD and the mark for the
remaining connection. Thus, the ingress will purge future tuples from the buffer immediately after they are acknowledged from the remaining dataflow segment. This
adjustment prevents the buffer from filling indefinitely after take-over.
Now, we consider take-over on the downstream side of the dataflow. When a
failure message arrives at the egress operator, first it simply adjusts the connection
status to indicate that the destination is dead (Figure 3.5, action (2)). If the egress
receives results from the connection to the remaining replica, indexed by p(dest),
nothing else happens. In Figure 3.2, this case occurs when the secondary machine
fails and the primary machine remains. In this case, we maintain our invariants for
the egress because the failure does not affect S-Prod.P In normal-case processing, SProdP does not store tuples redundantly in the buffer because it never is called upon
to resend tuples after a failure.
On the other hand, if the primary dataflow segment fails and the egress does
nothing else, the dataflow will stall. The egress will not receive any results and the
remaining S-Prod will continue to wait for acks, filling its buffer with output. Thus,
in this case, take-over reverses the remaining connection, so the egress can receive
results from the secondary. After a fail message arrives, if the egress does not receive
results from the remaining replica, the egress sends a reverse message to the replica
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and marks the connection state for receiving tuples (Figure 3.5, action (2), label (a)).
The egress sends the reverse message along the connection that was used for acks to
the remaining S-Prod. This message is an indication to S-Prod to begin forwarding
tuples instead of processing acks, but S-Prod must ensure our invariants.
When a reverse message arrives at the S-Prod, it simply adjusts the connection
state to begin sending to its only connection (Figure 3.5, action (3)). By using
the buffer, S-Prod ensures that no results are lost or duplicated. Because of our
assumption about in-order delivery along connections, we are certain that there are
no outstanding acks from egress once the reverse message arrives. At this point,
there can be two types of entries in the buffer: unacknowledged tuples, and dangling
sequence numbers. No tuples are lost because all lost in-flight tuples from the primary
either remain unacknowledged in the buffer or will eventually be produced, assuming
the ingress is fault-tolerant. The dangling sequence numbers are from received acks
for which tuples have yet to be produced. S-Prod does not resend tuples that egress
received before failure because the buffer maintains these dangling sequence numbers.
The buffer uses these dangling sequence numbers to identify and discard acknowledged
tuples that will be generated by downstream operators in the future.
When S-Prod starts sending, it must ensure the cursor points to the first undelivered tuple in the buffer, i.e. the first unacknowledged tuple. S-Prod invokes the
reset() method that resets the cursor accordingly for the outgoing connection. The

S-Prod and S-Cons operators maintain additional state, p fail, which indicates that
the dataflow segment’s pair has failed. And S-Prod maintains the r done variable to
indicate that take-over is complete. These two variables are used during catch-up, as
described in the next section.
After take-over is complete, the dataflow continues to process and deliver results.
But, it is still vulnerable to an additional failure.
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3.2.4

Catch-Up Protocol

To make the dataflow fault-tolerant again, we initiate a recovery protocol called catchup. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the specification for the catch-up phase. During catchup, a passive standby dataflow is brought up-to-date with the remaining copy. To do
so, we need another non-faulty machine that has the dataflow operators initialized
in STDBY mode. We assume that the controller arranges such a machine after failure
and issues an avail() message to indicate its availability. We also assume that the
controller initializes the standby machine with operators in their initial state and
has the connections properly setup with the boundary operators. Once available, the
state-movement phase begins in which we transfer the state of the active dataflow onto
the standby machine. Then, in the fold-in phase, the boundary operators coordinate
to incorporate the new copy into the overall dataflow without violating our invariants.
Below, we detail these two phases of catch-up by stepping through the numbered
actions in Figures 3.6 and 3.7.
3.2.4.1

State Movement

The state-movement phase roughly proceeds as follows. Once a standby dataflow
segment is available, state movement begins. Initially, the S-Cons operator quiesces
the active dataflow segment and begins state movement. S-Cons leverages a specific
API (which we describe shortly) for extracting and installing the state of the dataflow
operators. Figure 3.8 shows the components needed to accomplish state movement.
S-Cons transfers state through a StateMover that is local to the machine, but in a separate execution context outside the dataflow. In our implementation, the StateMover
is a stylized operator scheduled as a separate dataflow segment on the scheduler’s task
list. Thus, it shares the CPU equally with other dataflow operators. The StateMover
has a network connection to the StateMovers on all machines in the cluster. Once
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Ext. Action

Guard

avail(pair)

1

State Change

my_status = ACTIVE
^ p_fail
^ S-Prod.tk_done()

{send(sm, send-req};}

my_status = STDBY

{send(sm, recv-req);}

sm_ready()

{my_ver := my_ver + 1;
conn := {PAUSE};
initTrans();
move();}

move()

my_status = ACTIVE

S-Cons

2

{st := getState();
send(sm, st);
sm_done();}

my_status = STDBY

4

{st := recv(sm);
installState(st);
sm_done();}

5

{endTrans();
p_fail := false;
S-Prod.sync(my_ver);
conn := {RECV, ACK};
my_status := ACTIVE;
send(csync, my_ver);}

sm_done()

avail(dest)

{status[dest] := STDBY;
conn[dest] := {};}

csync(dest,v)

status[dest] = ACTIVE

Ingress

^ ver[p(dest)] = v
status[dest] = STDBY

6

^ ver[p(dest)] = v

{ver[dest] := v;
del := del + {p(dest)};
B.reset(p(dest));
conn[ p(dest )] := {SEND,ACK };}
{ver[dest] := v;
status[dest] := ACTIVE;
conn[dest] := {SEND,ACK};}

Figure 3.6: Ingress and S-Cons catch-up specification.
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Ext. Action

Guard

State Change

avail(dest)

{status[dest] := STDBY;
conn[dest] := {};}

psync(dest,v)

{ver[dest] := v;
status[dest] = ACTIVE
^ ver[p(dest)] = v

Egress

else

8

tk_done()

conn[dest] := {PAUSE};}

status[dest] = STDBY

status[dest] := ACTIVE;}

^ ver[p(dest)] = v

conn[p(dest)] := {RECV};
conn[dest] := {ACK};}

p_fail ^ r_done

{return true;}

S-Prod

sync(ver)

initTrans()

conn[p(dest)] := {ACK};}

{p_fail := false;
r_done := false;
send(psync, ver);
my_status = STDBY

my_status := ACTIVE;
conn := {ACK};}

7

{prev_stat := my_status;
my_status := PAUSE;}

3

endTrans()

{my_status := prev_stat;}

Figure 3.7: Egress and S-Prod catch-up specification.
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Primary
Consumer
Op

Controller

To other
StateMover

StateMover

State
Transfer API

S-Cons

To Ingress

To other S-Cons

Figure 3.8: Components for state movement: Controller and StateMover.
state movement is complete, we have two consistent copies of the dataflow segment.
Below, we detail the specific actions taken at each step of the state-movement phase.
The S-Cons operator initiates the state-movement phase when it recognizes that
a standby dataflow segment is ready via an avail() message from the controller.
The S-Cons operators on both the active and the standby machines rely their local
StateMovers for transferring state. The S-Cons operator passes operator state to the
StateMover through passive queues designed for passing large amounts of state. The
S-Cons on the active machine is in ACTIVE mode, and the S-Cons on the standby
machine is in STDBY mode. The active S-Cons operator checks with its downstream SProd to determine if take-over has completed (Figure 3.6, action (1)). If so, it signals
the StateMover to begin state movement. The StateMovers on the standby and active
machines communicate, and, when ready for transferring state, they both signal their
respective S-Cons operators with sm ready() (Figure 3.6, action (2)). Next, the active
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interface {
StateIF getState();
void

installState(StateIF);

void

initTrans();

void

endTrans();

}

Figure 3.9: State-movement API.
S-Cons increments its version number and pauses the incoming connection. It also
calls initTrans() which is invoked on every operator in the dataflow segment to
quiesce the operators for movement. Eventually the call reaches the downstream
S-Prod and pauses the operator. Then state transfer begins.
At this point, we note two important items. First, S-Prod pauses to prevent
additional state changes from occurring during movement (Figure 3.7, action (3)).
We enforce not(my status = PAUSE) as a guard for every action to stall the dataflow
segment completely. (Section 3.4 and Chapter 5 describe methods for alleviating this
stall.) Second, we have introduced version numbers for each dataflow segment. The
version number tracks which checkpoint of the dataflow state has been transferred.
Ingress and egress also maintain the checkpoint versions for the segments at the other
end of their connections for bookkeeping during fold-in, as described shortly. During
state movement, S-Cons also transfers the version number so the active segment’s and
standby segment’s version values match after movement. These checkpoint version
numbers are then used to match the synchronization messages sent during the fold-in
phase.
In order to transfer the state of dataflow operators, developers must implement
the API shown in Figure 3.9. The first two methods: getState() and installState()
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extract and marshall, and unmarshall and install the state of the operator, respectively. For example, for the group-by from our example, getState() extracts the hash
table entries that contain intermediate per-group state and marshalls it into machine
independent form. The installState() method does the reverse; it populates the
internal hash table with entries unmarshalled from the transferred state. Even SProd implements these methods to transfer its internal buffer. Similarly, we use
initTrans() to quiesce the operator before state transfer and endTrans() to restart

the operator afterwards.
State transfer proceeds as follows (Figure 3.6, action (4)). Once the active S-Cons
has quiesced the dataflow segment, the active S-Cons calls getState() on every operator in its dataflow segment to extract the state. Then, the active S-Cons transfers
the state through the StateMover. Once the standby S-Cons has received the state
via the StateMover, the standby S-Cons calls installState() on every operator in
its dataflow segment to install the state.
We made an important, conscious decision to only invoke the extraction and
installation routines from S-Cons. Because of our single-threaded scheduling model
for dataflow segments, no internal state is concurrently modified once the dataflow is
stalled and control has passed to S-Cons. Thus, implementing these routines requires
only a little modification to existing operator code without introducing additional
synchronization complexity and overhead during normal processing.
Once state transfer is finished, S-Cons enables action (5) in Figure 3.6 via sm done().
In action (5), both S-Cons operators restart their ancestors, restart their input connection for receiving and acking data, and enable sync() on their downstream SProd operators. At this point, the two dataflow copies are consistent with respect
to their state, the input sequence processed, and output sequence sent. The fold-in
phase restarts the input and output streams of the new replica while maintaining the
dup-free and loss-free invariants.
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3.2.4.2

Fold-In

The ingress and egress incorporate the new dataflow segment through fold-in which
roughly proceeds as follows. Once state movement is complete, the active and standby
S-Cons operators begin fold-in by sending synchronization messages to the ingress.
Also, the active and standby S-Prod operators begin fold-in by sending synchronization messages to the egress. The messages mark the point, within the input and
output streams of the dataflow segment, at which the two new replicas are consistent.
Before that point, the replicas have processed the same input, and after that point,
the replicas will produce the same output. Once the ingress and egress operators receive and properly match these messages from both the active and standby segments,
the incoming and outgoing connections are restarted and fold-in is complete. We first
describe the interaction between the ingress and S-Cons operators, and then describe
the interaction between the egress and S-Prod operators.
S-Cons sends a csync message with its latest checkpoint version to the ingress
operator (Figure 3.6, action (5)). Note, the csync messages are sent along the connection to the ingress for sending acks, flushing all acks to the ingress. Once sent,
both S-Cons are active. On the other side, the ingress must properly incorporate
both messages and restart the connections to the S-Cons operators.
Since the csync messages can arrive at the ingress in any order, we must keep
track of their arrivals and take measures to avoid skipping or repeating input to the
new standby (Figure 3.6, action(6)). The ver variable maintains the latest checkpoint
version for the dataflow segment at the other end of each connection. The S-Cons
operators communicate versions to the ingress only with the csync messages, and
the ingress uses ver to indicate whether a csync was received from the connection
(e.g. used in Figure 3.6, action (6), labels (b)). Version numbers are monotonically
increasing. So, if a version number with a csync received from one connection does
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not match the ver variable for the other connection, then that csync is the first of
the two to arrive. We use the ver variable in the same way to track synchronization
messages sent to the egress (see Figure 3.7).
The ingress operator completes fold-in after both csync messages arrive (Figure 3.6, action (6)). When the standby’s csync arrives, the ingress updates the state
to indicate that the standby is now active (Figure 3.6, action (6), label (a)). If the
csync from the standby segment arrives first, acks for tuples consumed before state

transfer can be in transit from the active segment to the ingress. The ingress must
avoid resending to the new standby the buffered tuples corresponding to those inflight acks. Thus, the ingress does not start the connection to the standby until both
csync messages arrive (Figure 3.6, action (6), labels (b)).

Once the csync from the active dataflow segment arrives, regardless of when it
arrives, we are certain that all acks sent prior to state transfer have been received. So,
in order to avoid dropping input for the new replica, ingress updates del to indicate
that acks from both connections are necessary for evicting buffered tuples. Ingress also
resets the cursor for the standby through reset() which points the cursor to the first
of the unacknowledged tuples in the buffer for the new standby (Figure 3.6, action (6),
label (c)). The reset() method also ensures the markings for both connections match
on each buffer entry and removes entries with all three or no markings. The ingress
restarts the connection to the new replica only after it receives both csync messages
(Figure 3.6, action (6), labels (b)). Then, fold-in is complete on the upstream side of
the dataflow.
Returning to the downstream side of the dataflow segment, once S-Prod operators
receive the sync() from the upstream S-Cons, they emit a psync with the latest
checkpoint version along the forward connection to egress (Figure 3.7, action (7)).
These psync message flush all data sent before state movement to the egress. After
these messages are sent, both S-Prod are active, and egress must properly match the
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psync messages and restart the connection to the new replica.

The egress operator must ensure that it does not forward acks for any in-flight
data sent before movement began and that it does not miss sending acks for any tuples
sent after movement completed (Figure 3.7, action (8)). If a psync arrives from the
active first, we pause the connection until the second psync arrives (Figure 3.7, action
(8), label (a)). Otherwise, egress would miss sending acks for tuples received after
state movement but before the standby psync arrives. If a psync arrives from the
standby first, we are careful not to activate the connection for acks; otherwise, egress
would forward acks for tuples sent before state movement. The second psync causes
both connections to be activated (Figure 3.7, action (8), labels (b)). Once egress
starts sending acks to the new replica, fold-in is complete. With respect to the egress,
if the primary fails, then after catch-up, the previous secondary acts as the primary
and the new segment acts as the secondary. Once fold-in is completed at both ends,
catch-up is finished, and the dataflow is once again fault-tolerant.

3.2.5

Conclusion - Dataflow Pairs

There are two properties of the dataflow-pairs scheme that we want to highlight. First,
with some more modifications, we can make the catch-up protocol idempotent. That
is, even if the standby fails during movement, the dataflow will continue to process
correctly and attempt catch-up again. The idempotent property is extremely useful.
For example, imagine an administrator wants to migrate the dataflow to a machine
with an untested upgraded OS. With such a property, she can simply terminate a
replica, bring up a standby with the new OS, and if the standby fails, revert back to
the old OS.
We sketch the needed changes for achieving idempotent catch-up. On a failure
during movement, the S-Cons operator completes the protocol as if movement did
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finish. But, multiple failures can cause the checkpoint version numbers on the outgoing connections of ingress and incoming connections of egress to drift apart. Thus,
we must modify the ingress and egress psync(), csync(), and fail() actions to track
this gap and properly restart connections when the versions match.
To do so, the ingress and egress maintain the following invariants. On the ingress
side, if the active’s version is smaller (earlier) than the standby’s then the ingress
continues to ignore the standby. In this case, some tuples in the buffer are meant
for a previous version of the standby. If the active’s version is greater (later) than or
equal to the standby’s then the ingress resets the buffer and del so it does not lose
any data for the new standby. The ingress restarts the connection to the standby only
if the versions match. On the egress side, if the active’s version is smaller (earlier)
than the standby’s then the egress continues to ignore the standby. In this case,
the received tuples have already been discarded by the new standby. If the active’s
version is greater (later) than or equal to the standby’s then the egress pauses the
connection to the active for receiving data. This stall prevents egress from missing
any acks to the new standby. The egress restarts the connection to the standby and
un-pauses the connection to the active only if the versions match.
The second important property of the dataflow-pairs scheme is that its entire protocol never takes advantage of the order among sequence numbers assigned to tuples,
except in the optimization for sending acks periodically. Modulo this optimization, the
dataflow-pairs protocol only uses the sequence numbers as unique identifiers. Some
operators exhibit external behavior that depends on inputs outside of the scope of the
dataflow. For example, the output order of XJoin depends upon the prevailing memory pressures [Urhan and Franklin, 2000]. If we eliminate this optimization, we can
accommodate dataflow segments that include non-deterministic but set-preserving
operators such as XJoin. That is, given the same set of input tuples, the operator
will produce the same set of output tuples. In this case, instead of generating new
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OSNs, we require that outputs have unique keys which are used in place of sequence
numbers. We outline methods for maintaining such keys in Section 3.3.1.

3.3

Parallel Dataflows

Streaming applications can place demanding processing and memory requirements
on CQ systems. Consider the network monitoring scenario from Section 2.2. In a
realistic deployment, such a dataflow can experience input rates on the order of 1
Gbps, stressing the processing capacity of the system [Dreger et al., 2004]. For the
traffic between a large organization and the internet, the dataflow may need to manage
thousands of simultaneous sessions and thousands of sources. Moreover, the statistics
(e.g. max) collected may range over some sizeable window of history. The latter two
requirements stress the memory capacity of a system. To meet these demands, a
cost-effective method for scaling such a dataflow is to parallelize it across a cluster of
workstations.
On a cluster, a CQ dataflow is a collection of dataflow segments (one or more
per machine). Individual operators are parallelized by partitioning their input and
state across the cluster, a technique called partitioned parallelism (as described in
Section 2.3). When the partitions of an operator need to communicate to non-local
partitions of the next operator in the chain, the communication occurs via the Exchange [Graefe, 1990]. In Section 3.3.1, we describe the necessary modifications to
Exchange for composing parallel CQ dataflows.
A scheme that naively applies the dataflow-pairs technique to partitioned-parallel
dataflows without accounting for the cross-machine communication within the Exchange quickly becomes unreliable. In Section 3.3.2, we show that this naive approach,
called cluster pairs, leads to a mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) that falls off quadratically with the number of machines. Moreover, the parallel dataflow must stall during
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recovery, thereby reducing the availability of the system. Instead, embedding coordination and recovery logic within the Exchange improves both reliability (i.e. MTTF)
and availability. The improved MTTF falls off linearly with the number of machines.
In Section 3.4, we describe the Flux-HA design which achieves this MTTF.

3.3.1

Sequence Numbers and Exchange

An important issue that arises in parallelizing CQ dataflows is how to maintain sequence numbers as tuples are processed through the dataflow. Consider a single
Exchange stage. We cannot simply generate a new OSN for each output at Ex-Prod
like S-Prod does. Otherwise, the ordering across Ex-Prod instances would be lost.
Instead, we must keep the original ISN intact to reconstruct the order at the Ex-Cons
instances. For operators that perform one-to-one transformations, the operators just
need to keep the input tuple’s sequence number (SN) intact. For one-to-many transformations, the output SN can be a compound key consisting of the input SN, and
another value that uniquely orders all tuples generated from that input. For example, for a symmetric join, a concatenation of the SNs from its two input streams will
suffice. For many-to-one transformations like windowed aggregates, the largest SN of
the input that produced the output will suffice. It is the task of operator developers
to generate correct SNs.
We make two modifications to Exchange for use in CQ dataflows. First, to work
with CQ dataflow segments, Ex-Prod and Ex-Cons must support the non-blocking
Fjord interfaces [Madden and Franklin, 2002]. Second, Ex-Cons must merge its input
in order. Some CQ operators, like a sliding window group-by whose window slides
with every new input, require that its input data arrive in sequential order. In the
parallel setting, the input will arrive in some interleaved order at an Ex-Cons instance
since its input stream is partitioned across the Ex-Prod instances. The streams output
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by the individual Ex-Prod instances are, however, in sequential order. An orderpreserving Ex-Cons recovers this order by merging its input data using sequence
numbers. To do so, an Ex-Cons waits until the next input is available from each of its
upstream Ex-Prod instances. Once these are available, Ex-Cons is certain that the
tuple with the lowest sequence number among the input streams is next in line. We
can also modify Ex-Cons to support operators that relax this ordering constraint.

3.3.2

Naive Solution: Cluster Pairs

In this section, we describe how to make a parallel dataflow highly available and faulttolerant by applying the dataflow-pairs technique in a straightforward manner. First,
we parallelize the dataflow as described in Section 2.3. We have a single ingress and
egress operator, and we use partitioned parallelism for the entire dataflow. Using our
parallelization heuristic in Section 2.3, each machine devoted to a parallel dataflow
handles a single partition of every operator in the dataflow.
A naive scheme for parallel fault-tolerance would be to apply the dataflow-pairs
technique only to the operator partitions on each machine that communicate with
ingress and egress. Using this technique, we can devote half of the machines in a cluster for the primary partitions of the dataflow and the other half for the secondary,
with each machine having an associated pair (copy). We call this scheme cluster pairs.
We refer to the set of machines running the primary partitions as a replica set and
likewise for the secondary partitions. With cluster pairs, an operator partition and
its copy are not processing input in lock-step; thus, when a machine fails, the copies
may be inconsistent. Since partitioned operators in the middle of the dataflow communicate via Exchange, we may lose in-flight data upon failure, making it impossible
to reconcile this inconsistency. Thus, a single machine failure in a replica set renders
the entire replica set useless.
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To see why, suppose we use cluster pairs for the two group-by operators from our
motivating example in Section 2.2. Consider a machine that handles a partition of the
two group-by operators. Further suppose that that machine is in the primary replica
set, and it fails. Lets call the upstream group-by operator G1 and the downstream G2 .
At the time of failure, a secondary partition of G1 may have already produced, say a
hundred tuples, that its primary copy was just about to send. Now, if we recovered
the state from the remaining secondary partition, all the primary operator partitions
of G2 that relied on the failed primary partition of G1 will never receive those hundred
tuples. From that point forward, the primary partitions will be inconsistent with their
replicas. Without accounting for the communication at the Exchange points, we must
recover the state of the entire parallel dataflow across all the machines in the primary
replica set to maintain consistency and correctness.
The MTTF for this naive technique is the same as the process-pair approach
(MTTFc )2 /MTTRc where MTTFc and MTTRc are for a replica set. Since the replica
set is partitioned over N/2 machines, MTTFc = 2MTTFs /N . Thus, the overall
MTTF is 4(MTTFs )2 /(N 2 MTTRc ), a quadratic drop off with the number of machines, N . This precipitous fall-off arises because when a machine fails, a second
failure of any one of the N/2 machines in the opposite replica set causes the entire
system to fail.
The catch-up phase is the bulk of our recovery time, and it significantly affects
both reliability and availability. Depending on the available bandwidth during catchup, MTTRs ≤ MTTRc ≤ N × MTTRs . We need all N/2 machines available before
catch-up completes. And, more importantly the entire parallel dataflow is stalled
during catch-up. This stall may lead to unacceptably long response times and perhaps
even dropped input.
Clearly, the reliability of the cluster pairs technique does not scale well with the
number of machines, nor does it provide the high-availability we want during recovery
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for our critical, high-throughput dataflow applications. If we had a technique that
properly coordinated input to operator partitions at the Exchange points, then we
could build parallel dataflows that tolerate the loss of individual partitions. Also,
we would only need to recover the state of the failed partition, resulting in improved
reliability and availability. In our configuration above, the MTTF for such a scheme
would be the time for any paired nodes to fail. Since there are N/2 paired nodes,
and the MTTF for any pair is (MTTFs )2 /MTTRs , overall the MTTF would be
2(MTTFs )2 /(N MTTRs ). In this case, there is only a linear fall-off because after
the first failure, only a second failure of the paired machine causes the entire system
to fail.
To achieve this improved MTTF, we must modify the Exchange to coordinate
operator partition replicas and properly adjust the routing after failures and recovery.

3.4

Partition Pairs

Our analysis in the previous section shows that without proper coordination of operator partitions at their communication points, a single failure renders an entire parallel dataflow useless, leading to reduced reliability and availability. In this section, we
build on the dataflow-pairs technique and show how to coordinate operator partitions
by modifying the Exchange. We show how to maintain the loss-free and dup-free invariants for copies of operator partitions rather than copies of entire dataflows. This
design will permit us to tolerate failure of individual partitions, thereby limiting the
impact of a single failure and improving reliability. Moreover, this design will permit
us to recover a dataflow piecemeal and allow the processing for the unperturbed parts
of the dataflow to continue. This piecemeal recovery not only can lower MTTR, but
also avoids stalling the dataflow substantially, and therefore improves both reliability
and availability.
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Primary Partition K
FH-Cons P K

OperP K

FH-Prod PK

Secondary Partition K
FH-Cons S K

OperS K

FH-Prod SK

Figure 3.10: Partition pair example.
Our new operator, Flux-HA, has the same general architecture as Exchange;
its constituent operators are called FH-Cons and FH-Prod. As with Exchange, we
bracket each dataflow segment that requires repartitioning at the upstream and downstream ends with FH-Cons and FH-Prod, respectively. A partition pair is a pair of
dataflow segments, each bracketed by FH-Cons and FH-Prod, that process the same
partition of the input stream. Figure 3.10 shows the partition pair for the k-th partition of the upstream group-by from our motivating example in Section 2.2. The arrows
in the figure indicate the direction in which data is forwarded. For each FH-Cons instance in the primary dataflow, there is exactly one corresponding FH-Cons instance
in the secondary dataflow, and likewise for the FH-Prod instances.
For each producer-consumer partition pair connected using FH-Cons and FHProd, Flux-HA runs two copies of our abstract kernel protocol. In the context of
our running example, Figure 3.11 shows the Flux-HA protocol for some partition
pair of the upstream group-by, labeled “producer,” connected to some partition pair
of the downstream group-by, labeled “consumer.” During normal processing, each
FH-Cons instance acks received input from one of its FH-Prod instances to its dual
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Producer P

FH-Prod P
Buffer

FH-Cons P

Consumer P

Producer S

FH-Prod S
Buffer

FH-Cons P

Consumer S

data
ack

Partition

Figure 3.11: Flux-HA design and normal-case protocol.
FH-Prod in the replicated dataflow. In terms of the abstract kernel protocol in
Section 3.1.2, Flux-HA replicates the consumer, and each producer plays the role of
the primary for one consumer and secondary for the other. The FH-Prod protocol
is similar to S-Prod during normal case and recovery. FH-Prod is responsible for
routing output to its primary consumers and incorporating acks from the secondary
consumers into its buffer. The FH-Cons protocol is similar to the egress protocol
during normal processing and take-over and similar to the S-Cons protocol during
catch-up. We assume FH-Cons merges input like the order-preserving variant of
Ex-Cons to ensure that the input is consumed in the same order for both partition
replicas.
There are a few salient features of the Flux-HA protocol worth highlighting. First,
the Flux-HA normal case protocol is symmetric between the two paired partitions.
We considered other asymmetric schemes for coordinating partition pairs, but they
were significantly more complicated to implement. Symmetry makes Flux-HA easier
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to implement and test because it reduces the state space of possible failure modes and
therefore the number of cases to verify. In the rest of this chapter, we use the terms
“primary” and “secondary” only to distinguish between the copies of FH-Cons and
FH-Prod. From the point of view of an operator, we use the adjective primary to mean
within the same dataflow and secondary to mean within the dual dataflow. The second
feature is that Flux-HA handles both multiple producers and multiple consumers.
In a partitioned parallel dataflow these producers and consumers are partitions of
dataflow operators. Third, the partitions bracketed by FH-Cons and FH-Prod are
free to be placed on any machine in a cluster as long as they fail independently.
This flexibility is useful for administrative and load-balancing purposes. We take
advantage of this property in Chapter 5 for the unified Flux design. The independent
failure requirement leads to an important constraint: no two replicas of a partition
are on the same machine.
In this section, we detail the various pieces of the partition-pairs protocol as we
did for dataflow pairs. Our discussion focuses on modifications necessary from the
dataflow-pairs specifications to accommodate all-to-all communication between partitioned operators. We first detail the changes for normal-case processing. Then, we
describe the changes for recovery. Like the dataflow-pairs case, recovering a partition
pair also consists of take-over and catch-up. Moreover, catch-up consists of state
movement and fold-in. Since there can be many partition pairs in a replicated, parallel dataflow, catch-up proceeds from source to destination, recovering one level at
a time. We have already shown the base cases for the ingress and egress points in
Section 3.2. Now, we describe the inductive step at the Flux-HA points.
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3.4.1

Flux-HA Normal Case

We specify the normal-case forwarding, buffering, and acking protocol Flux-HA uses
to guard against unexpected failures. FH-Cons behaves the same as egress in Figure 3.2 except that FH-Cons manages multiple connections for multiple producers.
For each tuple received from a connection to a primary FH-Prod, FH-Cons sends an
ack of the tuple’s sequence number to the corresponding secondary FH-Prod. FHCons sends this ack before considering the tuple for any further processing. Meanwhile, for each destination, an FH-Prod instance obeys the same abstract, normal-case
specification for producers shown in Figure 3.3. The actions remain the same, but
the state size increases. It maintains one set of state variables for each consumer
partition pair. We use a subscript, i, to denote the variable associated with partition
i.
Unlike the ingress operator of Figure 3.2, however, FH-Prod only forwards data
to the primary partition, conni [PRIM] = {SEND}, and only processes acks from the
secondary, conni [SEC] = {ACK}. Finally, once a tuple has been produced, sent to
the primary, and acked by the secondary, it is evicted from the buffer, i.e. deli =
{PROD, PRIM, SEC}.

Since FH-Prod does not remove any tuples until an ack has been received, all
in-flight and undelivered tuples from FH-Prod’s replica are in FH-Prod’s buffers or
will eventually be produced. Thus, this scheme ensures the loss-free invariant with
up to a single failure per partition pair. In the next section, we describe the take-over
protocol which allows the dataflow to continue processing after failures and ensures
that no tuples for consumer partitions are lost or duplicated.
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Case 1
FH-Prod P

FH-Cons P

FH-Prod S

data

Case 2
FH-Prod P

FH-Cons P

FH-Cons S

ack

FH-Prod P

FH-Prod P

FH-Cons P

FH-Cons S

Case 3

Case 4

Figure 3.12: Flux-HA survival scenarios after failure.
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3.4.2

Flux-HA Take-Over

Take-over ensures that regardless of the number of machine failures, as long as only
one replica in each partition pair fails, the dataflow continues to process incoming
data and deliver results correctly. Note, take-over ensues immediately after a fail
message arrives from the controller, so if there are multiple failures in different partitions, take-over occurs simultaneously across the dataflow. In this section, we discuss
take-over for one producer-consumer partition-pair stage. Since the the normal-case
protocol is symmetric, there are only four distinct configurations in which a particular
producer-consumer partition pair can survive after failure (see Figure 3.12). We first
describe the take-over actions that bring the partition pairs into one of these four
configurations. Then, we describe how take-over maintains the loss-free and dup-free
invariants in each case.
The FH-Cons take-over specification is a combination of S-Cons and egress actions
(see Figure 3.5). Like S-Cons, it notes using p fail if its replica failed, because the
remaining FH-Cons is responsible for catch-up, as described in the next section. To
prevent the dataflow from stalling, it redirects data forwarding like egress. The takeover specification is exactly the same as the one for egress, except the fail message
now specifies exactly which partition, i, and copy of FH-Prod failed. If the primary
FH-Prod fails, FH-Cons sends a reverse message to its secondary FH-Prod and begins
receiving data from the connection to the secondary FH-Prod. If the secondary FHProd fails, FH-Cons simply marks the secondary connection as dead and stops sending
acks to the secondary FH-Prod.
Now, we discuss take-over for FH-Prod. For FH-Prod, take-over is a combination
of the ingress and S-Prod actions (see Figure 3.5). Like ingress, when it detects a
failure for a consumer partition, it acknowledges all unacked sequence numbers for the
failed copy, i, in the corresponding buffer, Bi , using ack all(dest, del). Again, the
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Ext. Action
Guard State Change
reverse(i,SEC)
{conni [SEC]:={SEND};
Bi .reset(SEC);
deli :=deli +{SEC};
r donei :=true;}
Figure 3.13: FH-Prod reversal specification for take-over.
ack all() method leaves only entries relevant to the remaining consumer partition.

The ack all() method marks all entries as acknowledged by the dead connection dest,
and removes entries with all three marks and with only the dest mark. So, if the
secondary consumer fails, the method will remove all dangling sequence numbers from
the secondary, and the buffer only will contain undelivered tuples for the primary.
Or, if the primary fails, the buffer only contains tuples not yet acknowledged by
the secondary and dangling sequence numbers from the secondary. Moreover, FHProd also adjusts del to ignore the failed consumer partition during the processing
between take-over and catch-up.
Like S-Prod, FH-Prod notes if its own replica failed and handles reverse messages
from secondary consumer partitions. The action enabled in this case is different as
shown in Figure 3.13. This action the replaces action (3) in Figure 3.5 for S-Prod.
The state change in Figure 3.13 allows FH-Prod to properly forward to both consumer
partitions if FH-Prod’s replica fails. Moreover, if the primary FH-Cons also fails, FHProd forwards data to just the secondary FH-Cons. As in the egress protocol, the
reverse message ensures that FH-Prod receives all in-flight acks sent prior to failure.
After the reverse arrives FH-Prod can forward data to the secondary FH-Cons.
Intuitively, we observe that the Flux-HA protocol maintains the loss-free and dupfree invariants after takeover by noting its similarity to the protocol on the egress side.
In the egress case, we assumed the egress was fault-tolerant, and in this case, FH-
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Cons is fault-tolerant because it is replicated. To be sure, we examine each of the
possible survival cases. After failures that destroy at most one replica of a partition
pair, take-over leaves a producer-consumer partition pair in one of four configurations. Figure 3.12 shows these configurations from the perspective of a single FHProd, labeled FH-Prod.P Without loss of generality, the survival cases are: Case 1:
FH-ConsS fails, Case 2: FH-ProdS fails, Case 3: FH-ConsS and FH-ProdS fail, and
Case 4: FH-ConsP and FH-ProdS and fail. For each, we describe how take-over maintains our two invariants and ensures that the dataflow continues to make progress.

Case 1: FH-ConsS fails. In this case, FH-ProdP stops processing acks from
the faulty FH-ConsS and discards any dangling sequence numbers in the buffer via
ack all(). FH-ConsP continues to send acks to FH-Prod.S FH-ProdS stops forward-

ing data and via ack all() discards any undelivered tuples to the failed copy that
have been acknowledged. FH-ProdS continues to process acks and continues to process output from the upstream operators. FH-ProdS must continue processing output
from upstream operators to keep both dataflows running. Otherwise, if the internal,
duplicate elimination buffers are fixed size, they would fill causing back-pressure upstream and eventually stall the dataflows. For both FH-ProdP and FH-ProdS after
failure, the buffer only considers the PROD mark and the mark for the FH-ConsP connection to determine when to purge a tuple from the buffer. Note, no tuples to
FH-ConsP are lost or duplicated since the forwarding of data has not changed: FHProdP sends tuples to FH-ConsP before and after the failure.

Case 2: FH-ProdS fails. In this case, take-over reverses the connection between
FH-ProdP and FH-Cons.S Otherwise, FH-ConsS would get further and further out of
date with FH-ConsP if a standby for a new FH-ProdS was not available. Moreover,
the buffer in FH-ProdP would eventually fill, at which point we either would need to
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stall the dataflow or drop data intended for FH-Cons,S neither of which is desirable.
Thus, once FH-ProdP receives the reverse message, FH-ProdP is certain that it
has processed all acks from FH-Cons,S and subsequently starts forwarding output
to FH-Cons.S FH-ProdP does not lose any data for FH-ConsS because the buffer
maintains unacknowledged tuples for FH-ConsS that might have been in-flight before
failure. Moreover, FH-ProdS does not forward any duplicates, because it receives
all acks send prior to failure, and dangling sequence numbers in the buffer will later
filter output from upstream operators that FH-ConsS has already consumed. The
forwarding protocol with respect to FH-ConsP does not change, so the invariants still
hold true for FH-Cons.P
Finally, after both FH-Cons complete take-over, they both ignore the dead connection and stop sending acks. Both FH-Cons continue to receive data, so the replicated
dataflows continue to make progress.

Case 3: FH-ConsS and FH-ProdS fail and
Case 4: FH-ConsP and FH-ProdS fail. In both of these cases, since failure messages are ordered and actions atomic, actions for the failure of one of these operators
will occur before the other. Since we have shown the protocol maintains the invariants
for the first failure, we now show that it also maintains the invariants for the second.
First, lets consider the situation when either FH-Cons fails after FH-ProdS fails.
In this situation, we start from Case 2, or somewhere before Case 2 when the reverse
message is in-flight. In either case, FH-ProdP eliminates the dead connection. FHProdP invokes the ack all() method for the connection to the dead FH-Cons, which
only leaves and tuples and dangling sequence numbers that are relevant to the remaining FH-Cons. Thus, no data is lost. If the reverse message is in-flight and
FH-ConsS fails, FH-ProdP does not need to reverse the connection, and we arrive
at Case 3. FH-ProdP does not change how it forwards data, so it maintains our
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invariants with respect to FH-Cons.P If the reverse message is in-flight and FHConsP fails, FH-ProdP will eventually receive the message and reverse the connection
to FH-Cons.S For this reversal, the analysis used in Case 2 holds with respect to
FH-Cons,S and we arrive at Case 4.
If FH-ProdS fails after FH-ConsS fails we move from Case 1 to Case 3. In this
situation, FH-ProdP does not change how it forwards data, so we maintain the invariants with respect to FH-Cons.P The remaining operators just ignore the dead
connections, and they do not send or process acks.
If FH-ProdS fails after FH-ConsP fails we move from a configuration that mirrors
Case 1 (primary and secondary labels flipped) to Case 4. In this situation, takeover reverses the connection from FH-ProdP to FH-ConsS after the second failure.
Again, for this reversal, the analysis used in Case 2 holds, so take-over maintains the
invariants with respect to FH-Cons.S
Also, after both failures, there is still a remaining forward connection; hence, the
dataflow does not stall.

3.4.3

Flux-HA Catch-Up

In a parallel dataflow, there may be several Flux-HA stages and multiple partition
pairs affected by failures. Our recovery strategy is to catch-up each vulnerable partition pair from source to destination. We first describe the catch-up phase for a
partition pair. In this case, catch-up is slightly different from the one described for
a dataflow pair, and we detail the differences. For the purposes of exposition, we
assume no failures occur during catch-up of a single partition. Achieving the idempotent property in this case is akin to that in Section 3.2.5. Then, we describe the
interaction with the controller, which coordinates catch-up for the entire dataflow.
Catch-up for a partition pair proceeds roughly as follows. Once a standby ma-
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chine is available, catch-up ensues. The controller coordinates catch-up for the larger
dataflow. Unlike the dataflow-pairs case, an FH-Cons begins catch-up only after it
receives a cu-start message from the controller. Assume for this discussion, once this
message arrives, catch-up for the all the upstream FH-Prod instances is complete and
take-over is complete for the downstream FH-Prod (or S-Prod). That is, the internal
state of FH-Cons reflects survival case 1 in Figure 3.12. Like S-Cons, FH-Cons stalls
the operators within its dataflow segment, and transfers state through the StateMover. Once finished, synchronization messages are broadcast to all primary and
secondary consumer partitions at the downstream end of the segment and primary
and secondary producer partitions at the upstream end to fold in the new partition
replica.
There are a few important differences between catch-up in this case and the
dataflow-pairs case worth highlighting. First, before state movement begins, FHCons cannot just stall the incoming connections by setting them to PAUSE. Thus,
FH-Cons pauses the primary incoming connections through a distributed protocol
that stalls the outgoing connections from all its primary FH-Prod instances. Second,
when the contents of the buffer in FH-Prod are installed at the standby, all markings
in entries must be swapped and cursor positions swapped. We need to do this swapping because the primary and secondary destinations are swapped for the new replica.
Finally, the fold-in synchronization messages received at FH-Prod and FH-Cons are
handled slightly differently from the ingress and egress operators. Below, we detail
the distributed pausing protocol needed to initiate state movement and then describe
fold-in.
3.4.3.1

State Movement

When FH-Cons begins state movement, all of its upstream primary and secondary
producer partitions must be finished with catch-up. Thus, its internal state reflects
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the first survival scenario (Case 1 in Figure 3.12). So, without loss of generality,
we assume the operator that receives the cu-start message is FH-ConsP and FHConsS has failed. If FH-ConsP just pauses the connection locally and copies over its
state like S-Prod (see Figure 3.6, action (2)), FH-ProdP will not properly account for
the data in-flight to FH-ConsP immediately after the pause. Those tuples no longer
exist in FH-ProdP ’s buffer because it does not receive or account for acks. However,
acks for those in-flight tuples will arrive after catch-up at FH-ProdP via the new
FH-ConsS from FH-Prod.S And these acks would remain in the buffer indefinitely.
Hence, we must ensure there are no in-flight data before state movement begins.
To do so, FH-ConsP sends a pause message to all of its primary producers. When an
FH-ProdP receives this pause, it sends an ack for the pause on the outgoing connection
and immediately pauses that connection. When FH-ConsP receives a pause-ack, it
pauses that incoming connection.
There are two complications that arise in this pausing protocol. First, with an
order preserving FH-Cons, a deadlock occurs if we are not careful. This deadlock
occurs because when merging in order, inputs from all partitions are necessary to
select the next tuple in line. Since a pause-ack can arrive at anytime, it stalls the
connection and prevents FH-Cons from merging and consuming incoming tuples from
other un-stalled incoming connections. Thus, FH-Cons must buffer the in-flight tuples
internally in order to drain the network and receive all pause acknowledgments. While
draining the network, FH-Cons continues to ack all buffered tuples to its secondary
FH-Prod. Moreover, after state transfer is complete, FH-Cons drains its internal
buffer before polling from the incoming connections.
The second issue concerns take-over during this pausing protocol. Our catch-up
protocol requires that FH-ConsP can receive data only from its primary producers
before state movement begins. If any one of its upstream FH-ProdP fail and takeover is triggered during pausing, this requirement will be violated. To avoid this
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problem, FH-Cons postpones sending any take-over reverse messages during catchup, from the start of the pausing protocol until after csync messages are sent. Note,
FH-Cons sends csync messages after state movement regardless of whether the movement was completed or aborted. During this pausing protocol, FH-Cons continues to
process fail messages and mark connections as dead.
Once FH-ConsP has received pause-acks from all remaining FH-Prod,P it begins
state transfer. State transfer is accomplished through the StateMover and is the
same as the dataflow-pairs case. Once state transfer is completed or aborted, FHConsP notifies the controller with a cu-done message.
3.4.3.2

Fold-in

After state movement, the two partition copies are consistent, and we must restart all
connections to the new replica without losing or duplicating input. We first discuss
how FH-Prod folds in a new FH-Cons replica, then describe how FH-Cons folds in a
new FH-Prod.
Both FH-ConsP and the new FH-ConsS broadcast to all remaining active producer
partitions a csync message with the corresponding checkpoint version number. In this
case, the upstream FH-Prod restart their connections to the new FH-Cons differently
from ingress. Figure 3.14 shows the fold-in specification for FH-Prod, which replaces
action (6) of ingress in Figure 3.6. The state variables in Figure 3.14 are with respect
to the consumer partition pair that finished state movement.
After state movement, the state of the remaining FH-Prod instances reflects survival Case 1 in Figure 3.12. The connection to FH-ConsP is in active mode and the
connection to the new FH-ConsS is in standby mode. To ensure our invariants for the
new replica, FH-ProdS cannot evict buffered tuples that the new FH-ConsS has not
received. Moreover, FH-ProdP cannot evict buffered tuples sent after state movement
for which future acks will arrive from the new FH-Cons.S Like the ingress, if a csync
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Ext. Action

Guard

State Change
{ver[dest]:=v;

csync(dest,v)
status[dest]=ACTIVE

label
(a)

del += p(dest);
B.reset(p(dest));

∧ dest=PRIM

∧ ver[SEC]=v

conn[PRIM]:={SEND};

(b)

conn[SEC]:={ACK};}

(d)

conn[PRIM]:={SEND};}

(c)

∧ dest=SEC
∧ ver[PRIM]=v

status[dest]=STDBY

status[dest]:=ACTIVE;

∧ dest=PRIM
∧ ver[SEC]=v

conn[PRIM]:={SEND};}

(c),(d)

∧ dest=SEC
∧ ver[PRIM]=v

conn[SEC]:={ACK};}

Figure 3.14: FH-Prod fold-in specification.
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arrives from the active connection, FH-Prod resets the cursor and buffer entries for
the new replica and modifies del to account for the new replica (Figure 3.14, label
(a)). Otherwise, further data forwarding to the active or processing acks from the
active would evict tuples relevant to the new FH-Cons after state movement. Note,
during state movement, the primary forwarding connection is paused for both FHProd replicas. If the primary connection is connected to the active replica and a
csync arrives, the connection immediately is un-paused (Figure 3.14, label (b)). So,

in this case, FH-ProdP restarts its connection to FH-ConsP for forwarding output.
On the other hand, FH-ProdS must avoid duplicating tuples to FH-ConsS that were
received before state movement. To avoid duplication, FH-ProdS must process all
in-flight acks sent before the movement. So, if the primary connection goes to a
standby replica, the connection is restarted only after the csync from the secondary
has arrived (Figure 3.14, labels (c)). This restriction allows FH-ProdS to consume all
in-flight acks sent before the movement. In any case, we start the standby connection
only after both syncs arrive (Figure 3.14, labels (d)).
At the downstream end of the recovered partition pair, like S-Prod, both FHProd operators broadcast a psync to all remaining active FH-Cons. Unlike S-Prod,
however, FH-Prod can have either one or both FH-Cons remaining and active (i.e.
Cases 2, 3, and 4 in Figure 3.12). FH-Prod still broadcasts the psync but if it is
forwarding data to its secondary, it stops immediately and begins processing acks
instead, i.e. conn[SEC]:={ACK}. The downstream FH-Cons must handle the psync
messages differently according the specification in Figure 3.15, which replaces action
(8) of egress in Figure 3.7. The state variables in Figure 3.15 are with respect to the
producer partition pair that finished state movement.
Like egress, to avoid missing acks or sending redundant acks, FH-Cons cannot activate a connection upon receiving a psync unless the corresponding psync from the
replica has arrived. Thus, if a psync arrives from the primary connection first, then
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Ext. Action

Guard

State Change

label

{ver[dest]:=v;

psync(dest,v)

status[dest]:=ACTIVE;
dest=SEC
∧ ver[PRIM]=v

conn[SEC]:={ACK};

(c)

conn[PRIM]:={RECV};}

dest=PRIM

∧ ver[SEC]=v

conn[PRIM]:={PAUSE};

(a)

conn[SEC]:={ACK};

(b)

conn[PRIM]:={RECV};}
Figure 3.15: FH-Cons fold-in specification.
we must pause that connection (Figure 3.15, label (a)) until the second psync has arrived (Figure 3.15, label (b)). Otherwise, FH-Cons might miss acking tuples received
after state movement. If a psync arrives from the secondary first, FH-Cons cannot
start sending acks unless the psync arrives from the primary (Figure 3.15, label (c)).
Otherwise, FH-Cons might send acks for tuples sent before state movement to the
new replica. Unlike egress, after both psync messages arrive, FH-Cons acks the secondary FH-Prod and receives data from primary FH-Prod regardless of which was
active before catch-up.
FH-Cons has one additional responsibility associated with fold-in. If the copy
of an FH-Cons has failed, then the remaining FH-Cons monitors for completion of
fold-in for its failed upstream producers, if any. If all of its upstream producers have
finished catch-up and take-over is complete for the downstream FH-Prod or S-Prod at
the other end of the dataflow segment, the vulnerable FH-Cons notifies the controller
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with a cu-ready message to indicate that it is prepared for catch-up. To be sure an
FH-Cons is in the first survival scenario with respect to all producing partitions (Case
1 in Figure 3.12), the controller attaches a monotonically increasing sequence number
to each failure message it sends to an FH-Cons. Once ready, an FH-Cons attaches
the sequence number of the last fail message it received to the cu-ready message it
sends the controller. This notification aids the controller in ensuring that FH-Cons is
in the first survival scenario when a cu-start is issued.
3.4.3.3

Controller Interaction

Since the controller is responsible for arbitrating failures, incorporating new machines,
and instantiating and destroying dataflow operators, the controller is also a convenient
place to coordinate catch-up for the entire dataflow. After a failure, the controller is
responsible for coordinating catch-up, from source to destination, of failed partitions.
To do so, it performs a topological sort on the physical dataflow DAG and maintains
the status of each partition pair in an array sorted from source to destination. Upon
failure, it scans, starting from the source, through this sorted array performing catchup on a single partition pair at a time, until all failed partitions are recovered.
We sketch the controller recovery algorithm assuming connections to a standby
are already setup. The controller maintains the status: ALIVE, DEAD, STDBY of each
partition. Upon failure, it marks every partition pair with a failed partition as needing
catch-up. It maintains a pointer to the partition pair closest to the source that requires
catch-up. Moreover, with each partition pair, it maintains the sequence number of the
last failure message sent to that partition pair. It also maintains the sequence number
of the last cu-ready message it received from that partition pair. Once the cu-ready
sequence number is equal to the sequence number of the last failure message sent,
there are no outstanding failure messages to that partition pair. Hence, all upstream
producers of that partition pair have finished catch-up and the remaining FH-Cons of
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that partition pair is in the first survival scenario. At this point, the controller sends
a cu-start message to initiate catch-up. Once a cu-done message arrives, catch-up
is complete for that partition pair. The current pointer is then reset to partition pair
closest to the source that needs catch-up. Once this algorithm completes catch-up
for all failed partitions, recovery is finished.
Finally, we sketch how operator connections to a standby are setup. Once a
standby machine becomes available, the controller determines which partitions to instantiate on the standby. Once the controller instantiates the standby partitions, the
controller connects each standby FH-Prod and FH-Cons to the appropriate consumers
and producers, respectively. For each pair of operators that need to be connected,
the controller sends an avail() message to each end with the information needed for
connection setup. The controller can send these availability messages anytime before
the controller initiates catch-up on those operators.

3.4.4

Experiment

In this section, we illustrate the benefits of our design by examining the performance
of a parallel implementation of our example dataflow during failure and recovery.
We implemented a streaming hash-based group-by aggregation operator (2K lines of
C code), our boundary operators, and Flux-HA (11K lines of C code) within the
TelegraphCQ open-source code base.
In this experiment, we partition two copies of this dataflow across four machines
in a cluster and place the ingress and egress operators on a separate fifth machine.
Similar to the parallelization scheme in Figure 2.5, we insert a Flux-HA after the
upstream group-by operator to repartition its output on (app, src). The ingress
and egress operators handle the responsibility of the source and output operators,
respectively. The egress performs an in-order merge of its inputs. We insert S-Cons
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Figure 3.16: Flux-HA performance during recovery.
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between the upstream group-by partitions and ingress, and we insert S-Prod between
the downstream group-by partitions and egress. The internal, duplicate elimination
buffers in all intermediate producers and the ingress are initialized to hold 4K tuples.
All internal buffers allocate entries for outgoing connections on demand from a single
fixed size pool of entries. Section 5.1.1 provides a detailed discussion of this allocation
strategy. Each input tuple at the ingress is 110 bytes.
At startup, we place a partition of each operator on each of the four machines,
numbered 0 to 3, and replicate them using a chained declustering strategy [Hsiao and
DeWitt, 1990]. That is, each primary partition has its replica on the next machine,
and the last partition has its replica on the first. For example, the primary copy of
partition 3 of the upstream group-by is on machine 3 and its replica is on machine 0.
Thus, on each machine there are two partitions per operator. In this configuration,
when a single machine fails all four survival scenarios occur in different partitions. At
startup time, we introduce a standby machine with operators in their initial state.
Each machine has a Pentium III 1.4 GHz CPU, 512MB of RAM and is connected to
a 100Mbps switch.
For this experiment, we did not implement the controller. Instead, we simulate
failure by killing the TelegraphCQ process on one of those machines, which causes
connections to that machine to close and raise an error. This error serves as the
failure message. Since there is no controller, an S-Cons operator begins catch-up
after take-over completes for its downstream FH-Prod. Also, an FH-Cons operator
begins catch-up after its downstream S-Prod completes take-over and after all its
upstream producers complete catch-up.
For the purposes of the experiment, to approximate a high-throughput network
monitoring workload, our ingress operator generates sequentially numbered session
start and end events as fast as possible. If the ingress duplicate elimination buffer is
full, the ingress drops the event. Each start and end event has a fixed 32 byte payload
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(data field) filled with a fixed set of random characters. The aggregate in the upstream
group-by buffers the start event and uses a random app and dur value once each end
event arrives. There are 104 unique (app,src) values (uniformly distributed), and 105
unique (src,dst) pairs. The downstream group-by outputs running statistics every
other update, i.e. the history is 2 tuples and slides every tuple.
With this setup, Figure 3.16 shows the output rate and average latency per tuple
at the egress averaged at 250 millisecond intervals. In this experiment, the network
is saturated mainly with the traffic between the ingress and S-Prod operators, so
the network is the bottleneck in the dataflow. At t = 20 sec, when the experiment
reaches steady state, we kill the TelegraphCQ process on one of the four machines.
The output rate remains steady for about quarter of a second and then suddenly
drops. The drop occurs because during state movement, the recovering partition
stalls and eventually causes all downstream partitions to also stall. The downstream
partitions stall because when merging their input streams in order, they quickly
run out of input from the recovering partition. In this experiment, about 8.5MB
of state was transferred in 941 msec. Once catch-up is finished, at about t = 21
seconds, we observe a sudden spike in output rate. This spike occurs because during
movement, all the queues to the unaffected partitions are filled, and ready to be
processed once catch-up completes. Around the same time, Figure 3.16-(b) shows an
increase in latency because the input and in-flight data are buffered during movement.
Then the output rate and average latency settle down to normal. During this entire
experiment, the input rate at the ingress stayed at a constant 42K tuples/sec with no
data dropped. This experiment illustrates that with piecemeal recovery and sufficient
buffering (440K at the ingress), we can recover from machine failures while keeping
pace with a high-throughput input stream, thereby limiting the effects of failures.
To understand the overheads of Flux-HA, we add just enough CPU processing
to the upstream group-by to make it the bottleneck. To do so, we modified the
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Figure 3.17: Flux-HA overhead comparison.
aggregate function in the upstream group-by. After each session end event, we perform
a substring match using the end-event payload against a dictionary with 40 random
strings. The aggregate discards the results of these lookups and generates an output
regardless. This procedure approximates a network monitoring scenario in which
the analysis does a signature lookup to determine the application or a scenario in
which the analysis flags a session for containing a potential virus. For this setup,
Figure 3.17 compares the maximum sustainable input rate of a non-redundant parallel
dataflow against our two fault-tolerant techniques. As expected, the throughput for
the non-redundant dataflow is twice as fast as the cluster-pairs technique. Moreover,
Flux-HA is only about 10% slower than the cluster-pairs technique. This overhead
accounts for the additional ack traffic and bookkeeping in the duplicate elimination
buffer. In this experiment, the Flux-HA operators acknowledge every received tuple.
Sending back acks periodically or adding more CPU overhead would only reduce the
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Flux-HA overhead relative to the others.

3.5

Summary

In this chapter, we demonstrated how to provide high availability and fault-tolerance
for critical, long-running dataflows. Inspired by process-pairs, we described a novel
technique called dataflow pairs for coordinating replicated single-site dataflows. This
scheme has one major drawback. During recovery, the entire dataflow stalls. Applying this technique directly to a dataflow parallelized across many machines, a scheme
called cluster pairs, does not solve the problem and diminishes the reliability of the
system. Our main contribution is a technique for coordinating replicas of operator
partitions within a larger parallel dataflow. This technique is more reliable and more
available than the straightforward cluster-pairs approach. This scheme provides online recovery without stalling the ongoing dataflow computation because it allows for
recovering the dataflow piecemeal. The protocols we described are encapsulated in an
opaque dataflow operator called Flux-HA. Thus, an application developer can reuse
Flux-HA with a variety of operators to make existing, brittle dataflows more available
and fault-tolerant.
In the next chapter, instead of machine failures, we show how to adapt dataflows
to a less severe form of volatilities: load imbalances.
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Chapter 4
Flux-LB: Adaptive Dataflows
In this chapter, we show how to keep long-running parallel dataflows running efficiently in face of runtime volatilities. Changes in the workload, runtime environment,
and underlying data distributions are examples of such volatilities. These variations
place unexpected demands and contention on cluster resources and lead to imbalances
in CPU and memory utilization across a cluster. Resource utilization imbalances imply that cluster resources are under-utilized. To provide maximum performance, a
dataflow must fully utilize all the available resources in the system. In cases of imbalance, we can adjust dataflow routing and reorganize dataflow operators to better
utilize cluster resources and provide improved performance. To do so, unlike a traditional query plan, we must adapt a long-running CQ dataflow on-the-fly, while it is
still executing.
We present Flux-LB, a communication abstraction derived from Exchange, that
provides online adaptivity for non-redundant, parallel CQ dataflows. We insert FluxLB between a producer-consumer operator pair in a parallel dataflow to provide
adaptivity for the consumer-side operator. Flux-LB provides two main adaptivity
mechanisms. It uses a buffering and reordering mechanism to absorb short-term im-
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balances (see Section 4.3). For long-term imbalances, it automatically repartitions
the consumer-side operator to improve both CPU and memory utilization (see Section 4.4). As an added benefit, we exploit Flux-LB’s repartitioning mechanism to
build “spilling” versions of in-core, streaming operators (see Section 4.5.1).
Flux-LB relies on a policy to determine how and when to perform repartitioning.
We present three policies. In Section 4.4.3, we present a hill-climbing-based policy
that handles processing imbalances. In Section 4.5.2, we present one that handles
memory utilization imbalances. And, in Section 4.5.4 we present a hybrid that handles
both. We implemented Flux-LB in the original Telegraph code base [Shah et al., 2001].
We investigate the behavior of its policies with a simulation of the underlying platform
that allows us to easily control and scale our experimental setup. We show that with
these policies, Flux-LB outperforms the statically partitioned case by several factors
in throughput and orders of magnitude in average latency.
In contrast to Flux-HA, Flux-LB does not protect against loss of data. As we show
in this chapter, this restriction, which only permits planned reconfigurations to the
dataflow, leads to a much simplified design. Still, Flux-LB does borrow some statemovement mechanisms from Flux-HA to enable online repartitioning. In cases where
failures are not a concern, Flux-LB avoids the overheads of Flux-HA and provides
the adaptivity necessary to keep a dataflow running efficiently.

4.1

The Problem of Changing Loads

In this section, we motivate the need for on-the-fly rebalancing of parallel CQ dataflows.
We outline the traditional methods for parallelizing and balancing query plans and
argue that these methods are insufficient. Then, we highlight the contributions of our
mechanism, Flux-LB.
In a traditional database system, the query optimizer is the module that deter88
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mines how to parallelize a query plan. A popular approach for optimizing parallel
database queries consists of two phases [Hong and Stonebraker, 1991]. First, a query
optimizer generates a static, sequential query plan based on fixed cost models and
previously computed statistics. Second, at execution time, this plan is parallelized
based on the current runtime characteristics of the system. In the second phase, the
degree of parallelism (or declustering) of operators is determined, and a corresponding number of partitions of the operator are created, with each partition responsible
for a certain portion or partition of the input data. The sites in a cluster for each of
these partitions is chosen, and operators are then instantiated to execute the query
plan. There is at most one partition of an operator per site. The location of operator
partitions traditionally remains fixed until the query is completed.
We can use similar techniques to parallelize and execute CQ dataflows. However,
since these dataflows are by definition unbounded, the optimal partitioning of the
state and input data stream of any particular operator is likely to change over time.
If the partitioning is not adjusted, operators will perform poorly due to imbalances
that develop among the sites. There are several factors that can cause imbalances.
Changes in the workload are one class of variations that can cause imbalances.
One such change is in the input data distribution. For example, in a network monitoring scenario, the geographic bias of client connections may vary depending on the
time of day. Or in a web-log processing scenario, the popularity of pages may vary
depending on the time of day. One-time sampling is inapplicable in these settings
since streams are unbounded and time-varying. Another such change is in the system workload. The system may instantiate additional dataflows or add operators to
existing dataflows, creating both CPU and memory contention. Since a CQ operator
runs for an unbounded amount of time, it cannot pin down a large amount of memory
forever. So, its main memory usage also must be flexible over time. The operator
must react to variations in memory availability both on a single site and across the
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cluster.
Variations in the underlying runtime environment are another potential cause
of problems. Heterogeneities in the underlying hardware platform can lead to unexpected performance. For example, disk read bandwidth performance can vary
depending on the track being read [Arpaci-Dusseau, 2003]. Unexpected CPU utilizations can also arise, e.g. due to the activities of daemon processes.
Finally, these problems are exacerbated in a parallel setting. As described in Section 4.3, a slowdown in just a single machine can cause all partitions of a partitioned
operator to equally under-perform. Since a CQ dataflow is only as fast as the slowest
operator on its critical path, the entire dataflow can suffer with a slowdown of a single
machine.

4.1.1

RiverDQ

The distributed queue abstraction (RiverDQ) in the River system addresses the loadbalancing problems for a constrained set of operators: those for which the partitioning of the input stream can be content-insensitive [Arpaci-Dusseau, 2003]. The
term content-insensitive implies that any tuple in the input stream can be sent to
any partition of the consumer operator. Examples of content-insensitive operators
include selections, projections, and distributive aggregates like sum or average. The
RiverDQ architecture is the same as the Exchange except that the routing logic in
Ex-Prod is modified. Recall, from Section 2.3, an Ex-Prod instance directs output
to the appropriate Ex-Cons instance based on the output’s content, a technique we
call content-sensitive routing. Instead, RiverDQ routes a tuple to a randomly chosen consumer partition weighted by the emptiness of the queue to that partition.
Thus, slower consumer partitions will have a larger backlog and are less likely to
receive the next input. This mechanism, however, is inapplicable to operators that
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require content-sensitive routing like the hash-based group-by aggregate operators
from our example in Section 2.2 or windowed symmetric joins [Kang et al., 2003]. For
a content-sensitive operator, re-routing the input requires moving the corresponding
state needed to process the input. Thus, load is intimately tied to operator state,
and load balancing requires online repartitioning of operator state across a cluster.

4.1.2

Flux-LB Contributions

Flux-LB is a generalization of Exchange and RiverDQ that encapsulates the logic
for online repartitioning of a wide range of content-sensitive operators. Flux-LB is
inserted in a dataflow stage for which the consumer operator is a potential bottleneck.
Once again, by adhering to the principle of encapsulation inspired by Exchange, FluxLB relieves the operator developer of the burden of implementing load-balancing logic
for each CQ operator. As mentioned before, there are two adaptivity mechanisms
in Flux-LB that relieve imbalances: one that absorbs short-term imbalances, and
one that repartitions operator state to balance CPU and memory utilization. The
dataflow APIs to content-sensitive operators that use Flux-LB need some modification
to allow state movement for repartitioning, but we endeavor to make this API as lean
as possible.

4.2

Experimental Methodology

In this section, we describe the experimental methodology used to illustrate the benefits of Flux-LB mechanisms.
Throughout this chapter, we use a hash-based, windowed group-by aggregate
operator similar to the downstream group-by in our motivating example of Section 2.2.
Recall, this operator takes an input stream, splits it into multiple logical streams
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(one per group), and computes a statistic over the recent history of the extracted
streams as specified by the window. Variants of this operator exist where both the
statistic computed and the notion of recent history can vary. For example, StatStream
proposes computing the autocorrelation of a stream with itself at an earlier time,
bounding recent history by time or by a weighted decay scheme rather than number
of tuples [Zhu and Shasha, 2002].
In this chapter, to isolate and illustrate the effects of Flux-LB, we restrict ourselves to a single hash-based windowed group-by that, on every new tuple, computes
a statistic over a fixed size history, specified as number of tuples. In terms of resource use, the salient characteristics of this operator are similar to ones with more
sophisticated definitions of history. It has bounded but non-negligible state, and the
per-tuple processing time is non-trivial.
To evaluate our mechanisms, we built a simulation of a shared-nothing cluster.
Each simulated machine in this cluster has a 1000 MIPS CPU, with a single 80GB
disk, and 1 GB of main memory. The machines are connected by a gigabit ethernet
network. We model the network connection between each pair of machines as a fixed
size queue that holds two 1K packets, and each packet has a latency of 70µs. The
network is not the bottleneck for most of our examples. So unless otherwise specified,
we assume the network has infinite bandwidth. We simulate a disk with read and
write bandwidth of 20 MB/s and average seek time of 5 +/- 0.2 ms. We also simulate
the cost of our windowed group-by operator. We model the per-tuple in-memory
processing time of our windowed group-by using a normal distribution with a mean
of 45 +/- 3 µs. On a 1000 MIPS machine, this accounts for the time to probe the
hashtable and update the history of the group; it also allows for modest additional
processing for computing the next aggregate, e.g. standard deviation.
Our simulator is based on the original Telegraph system, and the simulation of
each site is a hybrid between operators in the Telegraph code base and a discrete-event
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simulator [Shah et al., 2001]. Thus, we have a working implementation of the FluxLB APIs described in this paper. Only the hardware, aggregate function evaluation,
and underlying scheduler are simulated to allow us to easily control and scale our
experiments.
The baseline for all our experiments is a single producer-consumer stage. This
stage is partitioned across a 32-node cluster and composed using a traditional Exchange. The consumer operator is our windowed group-by that maintains a history
for 16K groups that are partitioned evenly across the cluster. Each machine also has a
producer partition that generates an 80 byte tuple in 0.5 µs on every processNext()
call. Thus, producer partitions generate tuples as fast as the consumer operator
can process them allowing us to assess the consumer’s maximum sustainable performance. Unless otherwise noted, each producer partition generates tuples uniformly
distributed across the 16K groups. At steady state, the aggregate throughput of
the consumer operator, i.e. the total across all partitions, is 6.9 × 105 tuples/sec.
Throughout this chapter, we define throughput as the number of tuples processed
by a partition per unit of time. In this setup, at peak performance, the aggregate
communication bandwidth required between the producer and consumer operators is
450 Mbps, well under the capacity of gigabit ethernet.

4.3

Short-Term Imbalances

In this section, we describe a buffering and reordering mechanism that allows FluxLB to handle short-term imbalances better than Exchange for content-sensitive consumers. Flux-LB extends the Exchange design, and analogously, its intermediate
operators are called FL-Prod and FL-Cons.
In a stage with an Exchange, there is typically all-to-all communication between
the Ex-Prod and Ex-Cons instances. In such a case, a slowdown in a single consumer
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Figure 4.1: FL-Prod design.
partition can cause a slowdown of the entire stage, an effect that is a result of head-ofline blocking. Imagine the input from each producer partition is distributed uniformly
across the consumer partitions. Then, all Ex-Prod instances are forced to produce
at the rate of the slowest consumer partition because when a queue to that partition
is filled, an Ex-Prod instance must block until that queue has available space. This
effects the delivery rate to the other consumers causing each consumer partition to
proceed only as fast as the slowest and thereby slowdown the entire operator.
Short-term imbalances across the cluster or transient skew can cause head-of-line
blocking in an Exchange stage, resulting in potentially severe performance degradation. This situation can arise for various reasons. One source of transient skew is
data arrival order. For example, even though the producer operator may generate
tuples from a uniform distribution, it may distribute these values unevenly over time
– e.g., it may generate tuples in batches that first go to machine A, then machine B,
then machine C, etc. A similar effect can arise if short-term processing load cycles
through the machines in a cluster in round-robin fashion. Such load may occur, for
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Figure 4.2: Effect of short-term imbalances.
example, when a central monitor cycles through the machines in a cluster probing
for statistics. In this case, every one of these perturbations impacts all producer
partitions in a serial fashion.
The alert reader may have noticed that when an Ex-Prod instance blocks as a
result of transient skew, there may be ample queuing space in the connections to other
machines. To alleviate the head-of-line blocking effect, we need a more flexible data
structure to take advantage of the extra space. Instead of placing the buffer space in
the connections, FL-Prod uses an internal buffer to manage the output of the producer
operator partition. This buffer, called the transient skew buffer (TSB), supports the
retrieve(int PartID) method that returns the next available tuple intended for a
particular machine (see Figure 4.1), and a insert(tuple T, int PartID) method
for queuing up a tuple for the destination, as specified by PartID.
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The buffer is implemented as a hashtable keyed on the destination of the tuple,
and pins down a fixed amount of memory for that hashtable. It is similar to the
Juggle operator, except it does not spill tuples to disk [Raman et al., 1999]. FLProd drains tuples from the buffer for only the connections that can accept another
tuple. FL-Prod first calls dequeue() on its input queue if the buffer has space to
hold another tuple, inserts the returned tuple into the buffer based on its destination,
and then extracts and forwards a tuple from the buffer for an unblocked destination
if one exists.
This enhancement permits reordering of the input tuples. It allows FL-Prod to
continue to forward tuples in the buffer intended for other destinations even when the
connection to a particular destination is blocked. With this design, the buffer space
is flexibly allocated to the destinations on demand, as opposed to dividing the space
among the destinations beforehand. If the buffer is large enough to absorb the type
of transient skew described above, then the FL-Prod instances will be affected by the
largest of the perturbations, and not each one individually. In the next section, we
describe how the transient skew buffer is also used to avoid blocking FL-Prod during
state movement.
We modified our baseline configuration to use FL-Prod with a transient skew
buffer and compared it to Exchange with an equivalent amount of space in the outgoing queues. We introduced a load that goes round-robin on the machines, lasting 0.5
sec. on each machine. We simulate the load by introducing a process that consumes
processing time of 100µs and sleeps for 50µs. On a single machine with a windowed
group-by running at steady state, the additional process degrades throughput of a
consumer operator partition by about 57%. We artificially warmed up the buffer
at the start, and ran the parallel simulation with the rotating load for 16 sec. (32
machines x 0.5 sec.) of simulated time. We measure the aggregate throughput across
all consumer partitions, averaged over one second intervals and we plot the average
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of those 16 values. Figure 4.2 plots the average aggregate throughput for each run as
we varied the buffer size. With no buffer, the throughput of the entire stage drops
to about half of the unloaded case, even though only a single machine is overloaded
at any time. As the buffer size is increased, Flux-LB quickly beats Exchange and
approaches the throughput of the unloaded case.

4.4

Long-Term Processing Imbalance

Long-term load imbalances eventually overload any fixed-sized buffer, so the previous
technique is only suited for short-term imbalances. As mentioned before, some sources
of long-term imbalance include changes in both the query mix and the underlying
data distribution which can make content-sensitive operators severely under-perform.
Thus, we describe a mechanism to adjust the partitioning of an operator on the fly
and describe policies for deciding when and how to repartition them.

4.4.1

Flux-LB Repartitioning Mechanism

Like RiverDQ, we need the ability to repartition the input stream to rebalance the
work for a content-sensitive operator. In this case, repartitioning the input also
requires moving the accumulated operator state necessary for processing the input.
For example, in our windowed group-by, if the input stream for a particular group is
shifted to another machine, then the group’s history needs to be relocated accordingly.
To allow repartitioning of the state of a content-sensitive operator, we make a few
changes to our design.
We first introduce a level of indirection. Instead of having a single consumer
partition per machine as in Exchange, we instantiate numerous “mini”-partitions, so
that the total number of mini-partitions is much larger than the degree of declustering
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interface {
StateIF getPartitionState(PartID);
void installPartitionState(PartID, StateIF);
PartitionInfo{ int size, ... }
PartitionInfo[] getPartitionInfo();
}

Figure 4.3: Flux-LB state-movement API.
of the consumer operator. Each mini-partition handles a smaller range of the input
and thus has smaller state. Creating numerous mini-partitions for handling skew is
a well known technique [DeWitt et al., 1992]. Since load is associated with state for
content-sensitive operators, increasing the number of partitions allows more flexibility
in redistributing load across machines as conditions change.
To allow relocating mini-partitions for load-balancing purposes, the Flux-LB design requires the operator developer to modify operator code to handle state in terms
of mini-partitions. Typically, a developer can make this change by writing a “shell”
that manages these mini-partitions. This shell exports, in addition to the Fjord interface, the API shown in Figure 4.3, which enables mini-partition movements. The
getPartitionState() method extracts the state of a particular mini-partition, specified by PartID, from the internal data structures and marshalls the mini-partition
state into a machine-independent form. The installPartitionState() method unmarshalls the state of a particular mini-partition, and incorporates the state into the
operator’s internal data structures. These methods operate on a list of pages that
contain the mini-partition state. Unlike the state-movement API from Section 3.2.4,
these interfaces are partition-aware rather than partition-agnostic because they re-
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quire the operator implementation to be aware of the partitioning strategy. These
extraction and installation methods are invoked only by FL-Cons. We describe the
purpose of the getPartitionInfo() method in Section 4.5.
Externally the shell behaves like all other CQ operators. The shell dequeues an
input from its input queues, processes the input for the appropriate mini-partition,
and enqueues the output onto the output queues. We maintain the same degree of
declustering and instantiate a single shell, which we call an operator instance, per machine. The mini-partitions are distributed amongst the consumer operator instances
at initialization time, and those operator instances are responsible for managing the
mini-partitions and processing their corresponding input. To be clear, the architecture is as follows. An operator is instantiated as multiple instances, one instance per
machine. Each operator instance holds some subset of mini-partitions. In this case, a
mini-partition is a relocatable unit responsible for a partition of the operator’s input,
similar to an operator partition in Chapter 3 of Flux-HA. To be consistent with this
definition, henceforth, we use the term “partition” to refer to a mini-partition.
Because we added a level of indirection to permit state movement, a given partition
can potentially be located in any one of the instances of the content-sensitive operator.
So, the routing logic in FL-Prod needs to change. The routing function must return
a partition id instead of a machine id. In addition, FL-Prod maintains a mapping
between the partitions and their instances to determine the destination of a tuple
(see Figure 4.1). Also, the transient skew buffer is keyed on partition id instead of
machine id to avoid blocking FL-Prod during state movement as described in the next
section. FL-Prod now cycles through only the partitions for which the destination
connections are not blocked.
We also modify FL-Cons to maintain statistics about the execution and to coordinate state movement. We first describe the added mechanisms for coordinating state
movement depicted in Figure 4.4. Each FL-Cons instance maintains a bi-directional
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Figure 4.4: FL-Cons design.
connection to all FL-Prod instances, and a bi-directional connection to a central controller, located on a separate dedicated machine. Unlike the controller in the previous
chapter, we need not replicate this controller because we are not concerned with failures. The controller is responsible for collecting the runtime information from the
FL-Cons instances and issuing movement decisions for load balancing. Also shown in
Figure 4.4, is the StateMover thread. It is responsible for asynchronously transferring
state or receiving state as instructed by FL-Cons. Each FL-Cons instance communicates with a local StateMover thread through a shared-memory data structure. Each
StateMover thread maintains a connection to all the other StateMover threads at
the other sites. Note, the StateMover thread and controller can be shared by multiple Flux-LB operators in the same dataflow. Also, we simulate the StateMover as
a separate thread in this chapter as opposed to a separate operator in the dataflow
scheduler as we did in Chapter 3 of Flux-HA.
An FL-Cons instance maintains two statistics that the controller uses to determine
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if repartitioning will be effective. First, it keeps a count of the number of tuples
processed per partition. Second, it estimates the amount of time the instance has
spent idle. Idle time is the amount of time the FL-Cons instance waits on the incoming
connections for a tuple, and is used to determine utilization of the consumer instance.
Because we need a way to estimate idle time, we schedule the FL-Cons and FL-Prod
of a stage in separate dataflow segments. In a polling-based implementation of FLCons, it can estimate idle time by the time spent “sleeping” while waiting for input to
arrive. The more accurate the estimate, the more effective the load-balancing policy
is in improving the aggregate performance of a content-sensitive operator.

4.4.2

State-Movement Protocol

For a content-sensitive operator like our windowed group-by, the state of a partition
depends upon the sequence of tuples it has processed. Thus, moving a partition
requires the partition state to be consistent with respect to the sequence of tuples
delivered to it. In order to ensure this consistency, our state-movement protocol
needs to quiesce the input stream to the partition before it is transferred. Moreover,
to avoid blocking during state movement, Flux-LB needs to buffer the input for the
in-flight partitions while still continuing to process the input for stationary partitions.
Below, we detail the state movement protocol and mechanisms that achieve both these
criteria.
The Flux-LB state-movement protocol is similar to the one used by Flux-HA in
Section 3.4.3.1, and we adapt and simplify the Flux-HA protocol in this context for
moving partitions. Moving a partition from one instance to another involves the following steps: quiescing the input to the partition, marshalling the state into machine
independent form and removing it from the internal data structures, transferring
the state, unmarshalling the state and installing it into the receiving instance, and
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restarting the partition’s input stream. We walk through the steps of how a partition
is moved from one site to another to illustrate the details of each of these steps.
State movement is initiated by the controller, which instructs the originating operator instance to start the quiescing phase. After receiving statistics from all the
FL-Cons instances, the controller consults the repartitioning policy and generates a
list of partitions to move. The moves are then sent to both the originating and destination FL-Cons instances for each partition to be shifted. Once an FL-Cons instance
receives control via processNext(), it first checks for messages from the controller
before performing its normal operation of merging its input streams. When the destination FL-Cons receives a move request, it queues up a receive request with the
StateMover thread. When the originating FL-Cons receives a move request, it broadcasts a pause request on the relevant partition to all FL-Prod instances, and then
continues to process normally. When an FL-Prod instance receives a pause request,
it marks that partition as stalled and stops draining tuples for that partition from
the transient skew buffer. It then immediately sends an acknowledgment to the originating FL-Cons instance. Assuming ordered message delivery, once the originating
FL-Cons instance receives all acknowledgments, all in-flight tuples for the candidate
partition have been received and processed. At this point, the candidate partition is
successfully quiesced.
Next, the originating FL-Cons extracts the partition state from the consumer
instance via the getPartitionState() method, and passes the result to the StateMover thread to transfer the state. Once the StateMovers have transferred the state,
the StateMover thread at the destination site notifies the local FL-Cons instance. The
destination FL-Cons invokes the installPartitionState() method on the consumer
instance, and then sends a restart message on the relevant partition to all FL-Prod
instances and the controller. When the FL-Prod instances receive the restart message, the FL-Prod instances update their map for the partitions, and resume draining
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tuples for the stalled partition. Note, during this protocol, state transfer across machines occurs in the background while FL-Cons and FL-Prod continue processing for
partitions not being moved.
We highlight an important design decision made to facilitate state movement. Although quiescing causes a transient delay on a single partition, we can take advantage
of the transient skew buffer to allow FL-Prod to stall the input for in-flight partitions
without blocking. The buffer holds the input for the stalled partitions while permitting FL-Prod to continue forwarding tuples for other partitions. If we had placed
the buffer space into the destination connections like Exchange, then when a tuple
for a stalled partition arrived, FL-Prod would be forced to block to avoid forwarding
that tuple. Moreover, by limiting the buffer space between FL-Prod and FL-Cons
instances, we minimize the number of in-flight tuples, and hence the time it takes to
quiesce a partition.

4.4.3

Load-Balancing Policy

The goal of the Flux-LB load-balancing policy is to repartition the consumer operator to improve aggregate performance for that stage. Since it is difficult to predict
future behavior, the aim of our policy is to react to existing conditions and avoid
thrashing, i.e., repeatedly making bad decisions causing the operator to make no
progress. Because moving state has a significant cost, this policy tries to maximize
the benefit of rebalancing while minimizing the number of partitions moved. In this
section, we assume that there is ample main memory to accommodate the state of
the consumer operator. Under this assumption, average latency per tuple is just the
in-memory processing latency of the tuple. Thus, the metric for which to optimize is
throughput.
The policy for load balancing proceeds in rounds. Each round consists of two
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Figure 4.5: Partition movements in a single round.
phases: a statistics collection phase, and a partition-movement phase. At the beginning of each round, the controller sends a message to all FL-Cons instances that
serves as a signal to begin collecting statistics. Within that message is a duration δ
indicating how long a FL-Cons instance should accrue statistics before it returns the
information to the controller. When δ time passes, each FL-Cons instance, j, returns
the amount of time spent idle, Ij , during the collection phase, and the number of
tuples processed per partition, Npid . The controller computes the utilization of each
site (or instance), Uj = 1 −

Ij
,
δ

and sorts the sites by decreasing utilization. For each

site, it sorts the partitions in descending order of the number of tuples processed, and
calculates the total tuples processed, Tj . The sites with utilization above the average,
Ū , are considered (in descending order) for shedding load.
The optimization goal of our policy is to equalize the utilization of each of the sites.
We take an approach based on hill-climbing. The policy moves closer to the objective
from the current level as quick as possible. Thus, in each round, we aim to pick the
fewest number of moves that will reduce the imbalance the most. Starting from the
most utilized site (the donor site), we pair it with the least utilized site (the receiving
site), and repeatedly pair sites at the ends as we work toward the middle. Figure 4.5
shows an example with four sites, sorted in descending order of utilization. The size
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of each partition represents the amount of processing time each partition consumed in
the round. We pair site 1 with 4 and site 2 with 3. For each pair, we consider moving
a partition from the donor to the receiver. We first apply a threshold test. Let Ud
represent the donor’s utilization and Ur represent the receiver’s utilization. If Ud is
less than the average, Ū , or if the utilization ratio, Ud /Ur (i.e. imbalance), of the two
sites is less than some threshold factor thimb or if Ur is above a threshold, thutil , then
we do not consider those sites for any state movement. Otherwise, we walk down the
sorted list of partitions and schedule a move for the first partition in the donor’s list
that will reduce the utilization imbalance between the donor and receiver.
To estimate the post-repartitioning utilization of each site, we assume that the
number of tuples processed by each partition and the processing rate of each consumer
instance (or site) remains fixed across rounds. Let T max be the number of tuples
processed during the collection phase if an instance was fully utilized. For the donor
and receiver we estimate these quantities as

Td
,
Ud
Tr
=
,
Ur

Tdmax =
Trmax

respectively. Given a partition to be moved that processed Np tuples, the donor’s
and receiver’s new utilization are estimated as


Td − Np
,
=
Tdmax


Tr + Np
0
Ur =
,
Trmax

Ud0



respectively. Substituting for T max in the equation above, we estimate the new utilizations from the previous utilizations and measured quantities as
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Np
= Ud 1 −
,
Td


Np
0
Ur = Ur 1 +
,
Td

Ud0



The second term in both equations is an estimate of the change in utilization given
the current processing rate of the consumer instances. If the receiver becomes overutilized, Ur0 > 1, then we do not schedule the move.
Figure 4.5 shows an example in which the partitions are sorted by the number
of tuples processed. Partition 5 is moved to site 4, and partition 8 is moved to site
3 because moving 9 would increase the imbalance between sites 2 and 3. Only a
single partition is moved for every pair during a round. We continue down our list
of machine pairs until all pairs have been considered or some pair fails the threshold
test. During any round at most d/2 partitions are moved where d is the degree of
declustering for the operator, and each site moves or receives at most one partition.
Once the moves have been determined, the controller sends out the move orders
to the appropriate FL-Cons instances and starts a timer. Once all the moves have
completed the round is finished, and we use the timer to record the duration of
the partition-movement phase. The duration of the next collection phase δ is set
to the length of the previous partition-movement phase. This heuristic ensures that
even if we make poor movement decisions, at most half the time is spent stalling
and repartitioning. In effect, this heuristic dampens the load-balancing policy and
prevents it from overreacting. In case no partitions were moved, we set δ to half its
previous value. Our collection phase length is subject to a minimum, δmin . In the
next section, we show this minimum collection phase duration allows the system to
be configured to avoid excessive movements when partition sizes are small.
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4.4.4

Experiments with Processing Load

To show the effectiveness of our load-balancing policy, we ran a number of simulations of the windowed group-by operator using Flux-LB. We instantiate 64 partitions
per machine, with each partition holding a history of 10,000 tuples, or 800KB. In
this example, even though the entire state of the windowed group-by can fit onto 2
machines, we utilize the cluster for improved throughput. Each producer instance
generates tuples uniformly distributed across 16K groups. Unless otherwise specified,
for all subsequent experiments, the FL-Prod transient skew buffer is set to 160KB
(2048 tuples). Also, we charge 0.2 µs per tuple for quiescing and installing partitions.
To approximate the bandwidth limitations of a gigabit ethernet network during the
partition-movement phase, we assume that the maximum available cross-sectional
bandwidth is 500 Mbps for partition movement, and maximum point-to-point bandwidth is 250 Mbps. For the load-balancing policy, we used the following parameter
values δmin = 10ms, thimb = 1.2, thutil = 0.9.
Our first experiment examines how quickly the load-balancing policy reacts to a
load perturbation by introducing an external load on a single machine. As before,
an extra process that computes for 100µs and sleeps for 50µs is used to exert the
load. The top line in Figure 4.6 shows performance the with no machines perturbed.
The bottom curve shows the performance with load balancing turned off and load
introduced at t = 1 sec. We report the aggregate throughput computed over one
second intervals. The effect of additional load is felt only after t = 5 sec.: head-of-line
blocking ensues when the transient skew buffer fills, affording us about 4 sec. of slack.
Likewise, our load-balancing policy feels the effect of the imbalance at the same time
as shown in the middle curve. However, it begins to move partitions to react to this
perturbation. It reaches steady state after offloading 32 partitions at t = 14 sec., 9
sec. from when it began rebalancing. The minimum time needed to transfer these
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Figure 4.6: Balancing processing load.
partitions is 2 sec. The dilation in reaction time is a result of two factors. One is
the time to process and drain in-flight tuples before partition movement occurs, and
another is the collection phase which waits as long as the previous partition-movement
phase.
Our second experiment displays how aggregate performance degrades with increasing external load. We perturbed a random subset of the machines in the cluster
with the same external load and report the average steady-state aggregate throughput of the consumer operator, i.e., after the load is felt in the static case, and after
rebalancing has completed in the load-balancing case. The bottom line in Figure 4.7
shows the performance without the load-balancing policy. As expected, a result of
the head-of-line blocking phenomenon described before, the throughput of the entire
stage drops once a single machine is perturbed and remains there. On the other
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Figure 4.7: Graceful degradation.
hand, the load-balancing policy manages to rebalance the partitions thus exhibiting
a smooth, linear degradation profile.
Finally, we present experiments in which the policy overreacts and exhibits suboptimal performance, and we show how increasing the minimum collection time parameter δmin can prevent it from overreacting. We modified the producer instances
to generate tuples according to an 80/20 distribution across 16K groups. Using this
workload and no external load, we initially ran two types of experiments, with and
without the load-balancing policy. For all experiments, we ran the simulation for 60
sec. of simulation time, computed the aggregate throughput in one second intervals,
and report the average of the 60 values. Figure 4.8 shows at small values of δmin the
load-balancing policy achieves half the throughput of the static case. In this skewed
workload, there are a few partitions that receive most of the work and are the bottle-
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neck. Since the partitions are small, movement time is short, causing the collection
phase to be short. During collection, the controller only receives an accurate sample
of processing load on machines with popular partitions; hence, it keeps shifting popular partitions. As δmin is increased, it dampens the frequency of movements, and at
δmin = 250 ms, the load-balancing policy outperforms the unloaded, static case. We
reran the same experiments with the same external load introduced on 8 machines,
ensuring that the site initially with the most popular partition was also overloaded.
As expected, in the static case, the throughput drops and the load-balancing policy
is still ineffective at small δmin . As δmin is increased, its performance quickly improves, and it outperforms the static unloaded case at δmin = 150 ms. Surprisingly,
the policy works better (i.e., it requires a smaller δmin ) in the loaded case than in the
unloaded case. In the loaded case, the policy moves popular partitions onto unloaded
sites quickly because the imbalance between sites is larger, and the load imbalance
prevents the partitions from being moved back. Of course, as we noted earlier, the
trade-off for increasing the collection phase duration is that it takes longer to rebalance. Because the policy is sensitive to its parameters, auto-tuning of these values is
an interesting and necessary direction for future work.

4.5

Memory-Constrained Environment

In the previous sections, we only considered repartitioning in conditions with ample
aggregate memory, but for content-sensitive operators often memory can be the critical resource rather than processing capacity. For example, if our windowed group-by
is required to maintain a much larger history or the number of groups increases dramatically, then it could run short on physical memory for its internal state. Or, the
CQ runtime system could instantiate another operator on the same machines, forcing existing operators to release some of their memory. When physical memory is
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exhausted on some site, content-sensitive operators like our windowed group-by have
three choices: shed state to disk, move state to another site, or decrease the history
size maintained. In certain critical applications like intrusion detection or monitoring
stock quotes, the last option may not be acceptable. We focus on such applications in
which content-sensitive operators must adapt their memory usage by repartitioning
to employ both local disk and available memory across the cluster.
Flux-LB uses a dual-destination repartitioning mechanism for memory-constrained
environments. In this section, we first describe changes to FL-Cons that facilitate
spilling to local disk and then describe changes to the controller that provide a global
repartitioning policy to efficiently use aggregate main memory. FL-Cons leverages
the state-movement APIs to provide a local, per-site mechanism for spilling partitions to disk. Since streaming operators have unbounded input, Flux-LB uses a local
round-robin style policy that continually rotates through on-disk partitions to avoid
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accruing input tuples indefinitely. When an operator starts spilling, both throughput
and average latency per tuple are degraded. Throughput is diminished because I/O
is performed, and latency rises because input tuples for on-disk partitions must be
spooled to disk and processed later. Thus, imbalances in memory usage across a
cluster can lead to suboptimal aggregate performance in both respects. The global
repartitioning policy balances memory use across the cluster to avoid or postpone
local disk use and thereby improve both throughput and average latency.

4.5.1

Local Mechanism: Spilling State and Input Data

In this section, we describe how FL-Cons leverages the existing interface for extracting
and installing partitions to provide a reusable mechanism for spilling partitions and
corresponding input tuples to disk in memory-constrained environments. Since in a
CQ environment the input stream is unbounded, input tuples for spilled partitions can
accrue indefinitely. This precludes the two-phase spilling schemes used in traditional
out-of-core hashing and sorting. Instead, we describe a local policy that FL-Cons
implements to continually rotate through on-disk partitions, processing the spilled
tuples.
The model we assume for memory-adaptive operators is that they have a free
pool of pages that can be used for internal state. When the runtime system has
additional memory to donate to the operator, it invokes a donatePages() method to
pass (references to) pages that remain pinned in memory. When the runtime system
needs physical memory, it posts an asynchronous request to the operator to relinquish
a certain amount of pages through a postRelinquish() method. Upon a relinquish
request, such an operator returns free pages if available via a releasePage() method.
If not, the operator immediately forces some portion of its internal state to disk,
releases the pages, and continues processing the incoming input.
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We modify the FL-Cons operator to implement the donatePages() method and
postRelinquish() method, and maintain a per-operator memory pool (see Figure 4.9). The memory pool implements the freePage() and newPage() methods
so the consumer operator can shuffle pages to and from the pool, respectively. The
consumer operator must implement a getPartitionInfo() method, invoked by FLCons, that returns the sizes of all installed partitions (see Figure 4.3). The repartitioning policy uses this partition size information to coordinate partition movement. The operator developer is relieved of implementing the donatePages() and
postRelinquish() methods which may be invoked asynchronously by the runtime.
To service these requests, FL-Cons monitors the free pool size. If the memory
pool is low on pages (drops below a threshold), or a relinquish request arrives and
additional pages are needed, it uses the getPartitionState() method to remove
partitions, writes them to disk, and releases the pages to the runtime system. More-
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over, when ample space is available, on-disk partitions are retrieved and installed
via the installPartitionState() method. FL-Cons also maintains a set of output
buffers for spilling input data to contiguous per-partition runs on disk. Similar to the
hybrid hash join, it performs random I/Os while spilling runs, and sequential I/Os
when reading them back in [Graefe, 1993]. Another advantage of these buffers is
that they speed up the state-movement protocol. Instead of requiring the consumer
instance to process every in-flight tuple that precedes the pause acknowledgments,
FL-Cons can immediately drain the connections and hold the in-flight tuples in the
output buffers for later processing.
As a default, Flux-LB provides a round-robin style local policy for processing
pending input for on-disk partitions. This policy proceeds as follows. There are
two FIFO queues maintaining a list of in-memory (active) and on-disk (inactive)
partitions. If the most recently activated partition has been active for longer than
time tgap , then the policy initiates a swap of partitions from memory to disk. The first
partition in the in-memory queue is extracted via getPartitionState(), written to
disk, and added to bottom of the on-disk queue. Then, the first on-disk partition is
read, added to the bottom of the in-memory queue, and then installed or activated
via the installPartitionState() method. Once an on-disk partition is activated,
all of its pending input is processed. When all pending input is processed, FL-Cons
continues normal processing until tgap time has passed again since the most recently
read partition was activated. Then, it repeats.
With this policy, the value of tgap allows us to trade off between throughput and
average latency per tuple given a fixed amount of memory. The larger the value
of tgap , the smaller fraction of time FL-Cons spends doing I/O, leading to higher
throughput. However, a larger value also means the time between deactivation and
activation is longer for any given partition, so more tuples will be spilled to disk
causing average latency per tuple to increase. A CQ system can use this parameter
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to adjust to quality-of-service requirements specified by a user. As a rule of thumb,
in our experiments, we set tgap equal to the time taken to read in the previously
activated partition.

4.5.2

Global Memory-Constrained Repartitioning

Like the case with load imbalances, even a single instance that exhausts memory and
spills to disk can hamper the performance of the entire consumer operator. To detect
such imbalances under heavy memory pressures, Flux-LB needs additional interfaces
to the consumer operator to determine its memory usage characteristics. The idle
time metric fails to accurately reflect imbalances when available memory is exhausted
because the local FL-Cons mechanism is busy performing I/O, so it rarely exhibits
idle time.
Thus, FL-Cons leverages the getPartitionInfo() method and interfaces to the
memory pool for memory-based repartitioning across the cluster. By using these new
interfaces, the FL-Cons operator returns to the controller information about partition
sizes and memory availability. Since it also handles spilling, FL-Cons also indicates
whether partitions are memory resident, and the size of their unprocessed input.
The controller implements a global repartitioning policy that attempts to balance
memory usage amongst machines and balance disk usage when aggregate memory is
exhausted.
To deal with the memory-constrained case, we modify the policy in Section 4.4.3 to
use the memory usage information directly for repartitioning. The policy continues
to proceed in rounds with a collection phase and partition-movement phase, but
instead of considering idle time, the controller determines the excess memory capacity,
total state size − mem avail, of each site (or consumer instance). Sites are sorted
in increasing order of excess memory capacity. Note, excess capacity is negative
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when the free page list is exhausted and partitions are on disk. For each site, the
partitions are sorted in decreasing order of size, with in-memory partitions listed or
prioritized before on-disk partitions, because the latter require I/O and processing
spilled input before movement. Like the load-balancing policy, we select partitions to
move by pairing sites with less excess capacity to sites with more excess capacity. For
each pair, we traverse down the list of partitions and move the first that reduces the
imbalance in excess capacity between the two. In the threshold test, we remove the
utilization restrictions for the receiver, because although memory may be exhausted,
movement would balance the number of on-disk partitions.

4.5.3

Experiments with Memory Pressure

To illustrate the efficacy of the memory-constrained repartitioning policy, we ran
a number of simulation experiments and analyzed their behavior with respect to
throughput and average latency per tuple. In this experiment, we define latency as
the time between a tuple entering the FL-Cons instance to the time the consumer
partition completes processing the tuple. We continue with our simulation of the
windowed group-by operator using the both the local and global mechanism and
policy. The size of each partition is increased to 6MB and we create 128 partitions
per machine. Thus, at each site, 768MB out of 1GB is initially occupied. We simulate
synchronous disk I/O for spilling to disk during which a FL-Cons instance is blocked
and not processing incoming requests.
In the first experiment, shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11, we examine how quickly
the repartitioning policy reacts to memory pressure. We ran the simulation and
introduced memory pressure on a single machine by reducing the available memory
from 1GB to 512MB. We report the aggregate throughput and average latency per
tuple computed over one second intervals. At t = 1 sec., available memory is reduced,
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Figure 4.10: Throughput during memory balancing.
and Flux-LB begins to extract and spill partitions to disk. It needs to extract and
write 256MB to disk, which takes approximately 14 sec. to complete. During that
time, the FL-Cons operator is completely stalled, causing the producers to block and
grinding throughput to a halt. In the static case, at t = 15 sec., the overloaded
machine begins to process incoming tuples again at a much reduced rate, because it
is cycling through the on-disk partitions (see Figure 4.10). On the other hand, when
the repartitioning policy in effect, while some partitions are being transferred to disk,
others are concurrently transferred to other machines. Thus, we observe some minute
throughput during the stalled phase. At t = 15 sec., the overloaded machine starts
processing incoming tuples again and the repartitioning policy continues to offload
on-disk partitions to other machines. During this time, average latencies are high (see
Figure 4.11) because activated partitions are processing their previously spilled input.
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Figure 4.11: Avg. latency during memory balancing.
Once all the partitions are in memory at t = 37 sec., the throughput of the stage
reaches the unloaded case, and average latency returns to the in-memory latency.
The repartitioning policy takes 36 sec. to reach steady state while it should only
take 7.9 sec. to transfer the partitions and rebalance. This dilation in reaction time
occurs because the local mechanism in FL-Cons spills partitions to disk during which
time it cannot dispatch move requests or process collection requests. This elongates
both the partition-movement and collection phase in a round resulting in an increase
in reaction time.
In a second set of experiments we varied the number of machines perturbed with
the same external memory pressure to show how the system degrades. We report
average aggregate performance in steady state, i.e., after the effect of the load is felt
in the static case, and after rebalancing has completed in the adaptive repartitioning
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Figure 4.12: Throughput degradation: external memory load.
case. Figure 4.12 shows the throughput degradation as we vary the number of machines perturbed. Again, in the static case, as soon as a single machine is perturbed,
the performance of the entire stage degrades. The throughput degrades because random I/Os are performed and partitions are swapped back and forth from disk. The
average latency per tuple increases by several orders of magnitude (see Figure 4.13).
This precipitous increase occurs because, at steady state on a perturbed machine,
42 out of 128 partitions are on disk. Because the partitions are so large it takes on
average 0.9sec for the processing of a swapped-in partition to finish and the next one
begin. The average latency per tuple is proportional to the time it takes to cycle
through all partitions on disk. Hence, we observe orders of magnitude increase in
latency. With the repartitioning policy in effect, the system is able to utilize the
aggregate main memory of the entire cluster. When 16 machines are perturbed, aggregate memory is exhausted, and each overloaded machine has one partition on disk.
At this point, the throughput of the operator drops steeply and the average latency
increases exponentially.
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Figure 4.13: Avg. latency degradation: external memory load.

4.5.4

Hybrid Repartitioning Policy

In this section, we describe a simple hybrid that combines the previous policies, and
we report experiments that show the hybrid’s benefits under a mixture of external
processing load and memory pressure.
The hybrid combines our load-balancing (see Section 4.4.4) and memory-constrained
repartitioning policy (see Section 4.5.3) as follows. If any operator instance has partitions spilled to disk, the hybrid policy resorts to the memory-based policy to avoid
high average latencies. If partitions for all instances are resident in memory, it resorts
to the load-balancing policy to improve throughput, subject to the constraint that a
partition is moved only if sufficient memory exists at the destination site.
Our first set of experiments exert a medium level of external processing and memory pressures and show that the hybrid and load-balancing policies outperform the
memory-based policy. We introduce both processing and memory pressures on 8 randomly chosen machines running the baseline experiment. The windowed group-by
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Figure 4.15: Policy comparison: heavy external CPU and memory load.
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starts out with 128 partitions per machine, and each partition is 6MB, for a total of
768MB per machine. We simulate external load with a process that processes for 100
µs, sleeps for 50 µs, and pins down 512MB of main memory. In these experiments,
we introduced load at the start and ran the experiments for 100 sec of simulated
time. Figure 4.14 shows the average steady-state aggregate throughput of the consumer operator for each of the policies once partition movement had subsided. The
memory-based policy performs worse than the other two because once all partitions
are in memory and evenly distributed, it stops rebalancing even though a load imbalance still exists. The hybrid and load-balancing policy continue to detect processing
load on the overloaded machines and offload partitions. In addition, the hybrid policy
reaches steady state (in 55 sec) faster than the load-balancing policy (63 sec) because
the hybrid can directly leverage memory usage and partition size statistics early on.
In our second set of experiments, we introduce heavy external processing and
memory pressures and show that the hybrid policy outperforms the load-balancing
policy. Using the same initial configuration, we introduce external processing and
memory load on all the machines. But, in this case, the additional process consumes
512MB on half the sites, and 262MB on the other half, just enough to cause a single
partition to be spilled to disk on the latter machines. Note, in this setup, the hybrid
policy always defaults to the memory-based policy since aggregate memory cannot
accommodate the state of the entire windowed group-by. We introduced load at
the start and ran the experiments for 100 sec of simulated time. Figures 4.15-(a)
and 4.15-(b) show the average aggregate throughput and average latency per tuple for
the consumer operator over the last 20 seconds of the simulation. During this period,
the load-balancing policy is still periodically moving partitions, but the hybrid policy
is in steady state. We see that the throughput of the operator is unaffected by either
of the policies because the processing load is evenly distributed, and I/Os for rotating
through the partitions are the main bottleneck. However, the hybrid policy manages
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to reduce the average latency by a factor of two by evenly spreading spilled partitions.
The load-balancing policy is ineffective because the difference in idle time between
machines is not sufficient to trigger enough partition movement to rebalance.
In summary, instead of relying on a single statistic (either CPU utilization or
memory usage) to infer the detrimental effects of a combination of load and memory
usage imbalances, the hybrid uses both directly to repartition the consumer. Hence,
it is able to match or outperform the load-balancing and memory-constrained repartitioning policies under a variety of external loads.

4.6

Summary

Long-running parallel dataflows in CQ systems are bound to experience fluctuations
in resource availability while executing. To perform efficiently when running across a
cluster, their constituent dataflow operators must adapt on the fly to imbalances that
arise. In this chapter, we propose a reusable mechanism, Flux-LB, that encapsulates
adaptive repartitioning for a wide range of content-sensitive operators. Flux-LB extends the Exchange operator to include mechanisms that alleviate short-term and
long-term imbalances across a cluster. Our experiments show that both CPU and
memory load imbalances can cause severe performance degradation and we propose
policies to accommodate both. When Flux-LB employs these policies, it outperforms
the statically partitioned case by several factors in throughput and orders of magnitude in average latency. A simple hybrid of these policies allows Flux-LB to efficiently
rebalance under various mixtures of external processing loads and memory pressures.
Flux-LB enables planned, on-the-fly reconfiguration of a long-running dataflow.
This leads to lower normal case overhead and much simpler design than Flux-HA.
With minor modifications to the controller and Flux-LB that allow operator instances
to enter and leave the dataflow, we can even accommodate planned downtime with
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this design. However, Flux-LB provides no protection in cases of unexpected failures.
In the next chapter, we describe the unified Flux mechanism that provides protection
against a wide spectrum of unexpected volatilities: from short-term load imbalances
to extreme overload or failure.
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Chapter 5
Flux: The Greater Whole
In this chapter, we show how to build highly available, fault-tolerant, load-balancing
dataflows. We present the unified Flux design that combines the essential features
of Flux-HA and Flux-LB. Using the coordination and recovery logic of Flux-HA,
Flux masks unexpected failures and permits piecemeal recovery of the dataflow. Flux
combines this functionality with the the load-balancing policy of Flux-LB. This integration allows Flux to balance CPU utilization across a cluster by periodically rearranging dataflow components while the dataflow continues executing. Moreover, this
combination provides features unattainable by using Flux-HA or Flux-LB in isolation.
We illustrate these features using an implementation of Flux in the TelegraphCQ code
base.
We begin with a description of the holistic Flux design in Section 5.1, comparing
and contrasting it to the Flux-HA and Flux-LB designs. In Section 5.2, using our
Flux implementation on a small cluster, we investigate the behavior of the Flux loadbalancing features for a redundant dataflow. In Section 5.3, we demonstrate the
following two salient features that Flux provides beyond Flux-HA. First, rather than
waiting for a standby to appear after a failure, Flux immediately recovers the failed
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dataflow pieces onto the remaining machines. And, by employing load-balancing
functionality, Flux continues to rebalance the dataflow to operate at a proportionately
reduced rate. Second, Flux allows even more fine-grained, incremental recovery than
Flux-HA, preventing stalls during recovery of large operator partitions. In Section 5.4,
we demonstrate the following benefit of Flux beyond what Flux-LB provides. As
compared to Flux-LB, Flux not only protects against unexpected failures, but it also
provides better resiliency against unexpected extreme overload. Flux provides this
resiliency by employing redundancy to more quickly offload dataflow operators from
overloaded machines.

5.1

Sum of its Parts

Flux is an extension of the Flux-HA operators combined with the load-balancing
policy of Flux-LB. We chose this design because it enables code reuse and provides
clean boundaries between the fault-tolerance and load-balancing logic. The critical fault-tolerance logic we designed for Flux-HA in Chapter 3 remains unchanged.
However, instead of using a single partition per machine, we instantiate numerous
mini-partitions per machine similar to Flux-LB. More, smaller partitions allow flexibility in redistributing load as resource demands change. Relying on the Flux-HA
fault-tolerance logic, Flux effects partition movements by inducing failure and recovery. Like Flux-HA, Flux relies on partition-agnostic interfaces to extract and install
state. Thus, operator developers need not rewrite operator code to handle internal
state in terms of partitions.
The unified Flux design introduces three software components in addition to the
Flux-HA operators. For short-term imbalances, we modify the duplicate elimination
buffers in the Flux-HA operators to allocate space more flexibly like the transientskew buffer (TSB) in FL-Prod. For long-term imbalances, we introduce a FluxPooler
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that interfaces with the controller to report statistics and enable partition movements.
Moreover, we modify the controller to implement the load-balancing policy and coordinate partition movements. Next, we detail the elements of the Flux architecture.

5.1.1

Flexible Buffering

To better absorb short-term skew, FH-Prod and ingress manage the duplicate elimination buffers more flexibly like the TSB from Section 4.3. We call this combination
the DTSB, which stands for Duplicate-elimination Transient Skew Buffer. Like the
TSB, the duplicate elimination buffers already maintain entries on a per destination
basis. We make two additional changes to these buffers to provide the flexibility of
a TSB. First, the DTSB allocates new entries from one single pool of entries. This
modification allows the DTSB to allocate space flexibly on demand to slower-running
or stalled consumers. Second, the DTSB reserves one entry for each outgoing connection.
We make the latter modification to avoid stalls and deadlock with in-order merging at FH-Cons. A consumer partition that merges input in order needs an input
from each producer partition to make progress. A slow or stalled consumer partition
must never cause a producer partition to exhaust all DTSB buffer space. Otherwise,
the producer partition with a full DTSB cannot forward data to other consumers,
preventing those other consumers from making progress. Since we only need a single
buffer entry to allow enough space for forwarding data, the DTSB reserves one entry
for each outgoing connection to ensure all consumer partitions on the other end of
the connections can make progress.
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Figure 5.1: Parallelization using Flux.

5.1.2

Managing Mini-Partitions

To handle long-term imbalances, we introduce a meta-operator called the FluxPooler
that manages mini-partitions. The FluxPooler communicates with the controller to
report and collect partition statistics and to enable partition movements. We first
describe the overall Flux parallelization scheme and how the FluxPooler fits within
this scheme. Then, we detail the FluxPooler’s responsibilities.
Figure 5.1 depicts the TelegraphCQ procedure for parallelizing a replicated dataflow
with Flux components. The system starts with a non-parallel dataflow segment that
needs parallelization. Figure 5.1-(1) shows the upstream group-by from our motivating example in Section 2.2, labeled “P,” and the downstream group-by, labeled “C.”
We create smaller segments from this original dataflow segment by placing FH-Prod
and FH-Cons between operators that need repartitioning, and S-Cons and S-Prod at
the input and output. Similar to Exchange, if we have a sequence of operators that
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do not require repartitioning, we compose them in the same dataflow segment and
bracket them with FH-Cons or S-Cons and FH-Prod or S-Prod. These smaller segments serve as templates that we parallelize. Figure 5.1-(2) shows the two template
segments of our running example. We then instantiate numerous copies of each template segment. To effect load balancing, we create many more copies than machines.
This procedure creates many “mini” dataflow segments, each of which handles a partition of the original template segment’s input stream. Like Flux-HA, Flux moves
the partitions of each operator in the same “mini” dataflow segment simultaneously.
Henceforth, we refer to these “mini” dataflow segments simply as partitions. We instantiate an equal number of partitions for the “primary” and the “secondary” copy
of the dataflow. Each partition carries a global unique id used to identify partitions
during movement for load balancing or recovery purposes. The FluxPooler collects
and handles all partitions of a particular template dataflow segment on a machine
(see Figure 5.1-(3)). For each template segment, TelegraphCQ assigns a single FluxPooler to every machine. We evenly divide the partitions from both dataflow replicas
across the FluxPooler instances (see Figure 5.1-(4)). Thus, a FluxPooler instance can
contain partitions from both dataflow replicas.
The FluxPooler has several responsibilities. The FluxPooler schedules each partition, round-robin. Recall from Section 4.4.1 of the Flux-LB chapter, FL-Cons collects
statistics and coordinates state movement by relying on partition-aware APIs that
the consumer operator supports. Moreover, an important responsibility of FL-Cons is
to estimate idle time. Like FL-Cons, the FluxPooler serves an intermediary between
the controller and partitions to report collective statistics for contained partitions
(see Figure 5.1-(4)). However, it uses partition-agnostic APIs to gather statistics
from each FH-Cons. Also, unlike Flux-LB, the controller estimates idle time from
these statistics. We describe these APIs and idle-time estimation in the next section.
For partition movement, the FluxPooler induces failures, instantiates new partitions,
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and initiates catch-up as dictated by the controller. Unlike Flux-LB, all the statemovement logic remains embedded in FH-Cons. Like Flux-HA, the getState() and
installState() APIs for state movement remain partition-agnostic. Thus, operator

code is agnostic to the input data partitioning, similar to Exchange and dissimilar to
Flux-LB. This property implies that a developer need not rewrite operator code to
handle internal state in terms of partitions.
There are some limitations of this design with some implications for increased
resource consumption. In our implementation, we use sockets for the network connections between partitions. The number of socket connections grow quadratically
with the number of partitions at a Flux stage. This growth does not imply an increase
in network traffic, as each socket carries a smaller fraction of the traffic. But, this
growth quickly consumes a significant portion of the limited supply of file descriptors
most operating systems provide. Also, unlike FL-Cons, our implementation of the
FluxPooler does not handle incoming data or connections. The FluxPooler blindly
schedules each partition. This transparency results in two limitations. First, it prevents the FluxPooler from spilling partitions to disk as in Flux-LB. If a partition is
on disk, the FluxPooler will not drain or acknowledge that partition’s input, causing
the upstream producers to eventually stall. To implement spilling, we would need
to make the FluxPooler aware of the Flux-HA protocol and modify this protocol to
spill and retrieve input from disk. Second, this FluxPooler can schedule dataflow
segments that have no pending work, incurring some CPU overhead. We hypothesize
that for most dataflow workloads, we can instantiate a sufficient number of partitions
to effect load balancing without introducing significant overhead. In Section 5.2, we
buttress this hypothesis by investigating the load-balancing behavior of Flux on a
small cluster of machines.
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5.1.3

Controller and Load Balancing

In addition to the FluxPooler, we modify the controller for adapting to long-term
imbalances. We first describe how to integrate the load-balancing policy of Flux-LB
with the recovery algorithm of Flux-HA. Then, we describe the statistics the Flux
components maintain and how the load-balancing policy uses these statistics. Finally,
we describe how the policy chooses which partitions to move and how it executes these
moves.
5.1.3.1

Policy Integration and Statistics

In the Flux design, the controller implements the load-balancing policy and coordinates recovery. The controller has two modes in this case. The controller is in recovery
mode while there are outstanding failed dataflow segments. In this mode, the controller coordinates catch-up for the dataflow. Once fully recovered, the controller
switches to load-balancing mode, proceeding in rounds as the load-balancing policy
dictates. Once the controller detects failure, it immediately abandons load-balancing
mode and switches to recovery mode. The controller performs some additional bookkeeping to avoid confusion as it switches between the two modes. Every time there
is a transition from load-balancing mode to recovery mode, the load-balancing round
number increases. The controller appends a monotonically increasing round number
to all load-balancing messages. The controller ignores any message received in response to load-balancing messages from a previous round. Ignoring these messages is
acceptable for two reasons. The load-balancing statistics only affect performance and
not correctness. And, the policy uses the fault-tolerance logic to move partitions, so
it never performs any inconsistent transformations to the dataflow structure or state.
The load-balancing policy relies on two statistics to calculate partition movements:
tuples processed per partition and idle time. We modify FH-Cons to maintain these
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statistics. The former is easy to gather; FH-Cons of each partition keeps count of
the number of tuples processed. The latter is more difficult to estimate. We modify
FH-Cons to count the number of idle calls when invoked. An idle call is an invocation
of FH-Cons in which FH-Cons needs to forward input to the downstream operator
but cannot. For example, if FH-Cons is called and the incoming connections have no
data and the output queue of FH-Cons is empty, FH-Cons counts the call as an idle
call. The duration of an idle call is independent of the computation in the dataflow
because no work is performed. Offline, we measure the average length of an idle call
as follows. We execute the partition with no input and count the number of idle
calls for a fixed duration. This count provides an estimate of the average duration
of each idle call. The controller uses this average and the total number of idle calls
for all the partitions in a FluxPooler to estimate the idle time for each FluxPooler
during the collection phase. Since there is a single FluxPooler per machine that
participates in load balancing, the controller estimates CPU utilization using idle
time in the same manner as it does for Flux-LB (see Section 4.4.3). FH-Cons exports
two methods getStats() and resetStats() that are used to return the previously
mentioned partition statistics and reset the counters, respectively.
The load-balancing policy collects statistics as follows. At the beginning of each
collection phase, the controller broadcasts a message to all FluxPoolers instructing
them to reset their statistics. Once a FluxPooler receives this message, it resets the
counters via resetStats() for all contained partitions. The controller waits a time δ
for the collection phase. At end of the collection phase, the controller broadcasts a
message instructing all FluxPoolers to return statistics. When a FluxPooler receives
this message, the FluxPooler gathers the statistics by invoking getStats() on the FHCons in each partition and delivers the returned statistics to the controller. Once the
controller has statistics from all active FluxPoolers, it calculates partition movements.
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5.1.3.2

Partition Movement

Using these statistics, the load-balancing policy employs the same hill-climbing heuristic as in Section 4.4.3 to determine partition movements. Similarly, it considers all
partitions of only a single template segment for repartitioning. In our current implementation, the administrator chooses which template segment of the dataflow to
load-balance. Unlike the Flux-LB policy which only handles non-replicated operators,
the Flux policy simultaneously considers both “primary” and “secondary” partitions
in the FluxPooler for movement. The policy makes no distinction between the copies
except to ensure the following constraint. To avoid correlated failures, the policy does
not place two copies of the same partition on the same machine.
Once the load-balancing policy generates partition moves, each move is executed
by inducing failure of the partition and recovering from its copy. To move a partition, the policy has two copies of the partition it can choose to fail. As we show in
Section 5.4, this choice provides resilience against unexpected, extreme overload. The
controller induces failure of the partition copy on the more utilized site. To do so,
the controller sends a message with the partition’s unique id to the FluxPooler on
the more utilized site, which then destroys the partition. The controller also instantiates a standby, via the FluxPooler, on the destination machine as dictated by the
move. Once the standby is setup, the controller uses the dead partition’s replica to
catch-up the partition onto the destination machine. The controller sends messages
to the FluxPooler on both the active partition’s site and standby partition’s site to
initiate catch-up, again identifying the partitions by their unique ids. Once catch-up
is complete for all partition movements, the controller continues to the next round of
the load-balancing policy.
Note, during partition movement, the dataflow is vulnerable to a single failure.
An administrator tunes this window of vulnerability by adjusting the size of these
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partitions. But, the trade-off is increased overhead: the smaller the partitions, the
more partitions the FluxPoolers must manage. Our experiments show that this vulnerability window typically can be made short enough without incurring significant
overhead. In our experiments, this window is on the order of tens of seconds.
We make one more modification to catch-up to permit partition movements during
load balancing. While the Flux-HA protocol is idempotent, allowing a standby to fail,
it does not protect against failure of the active partition during catch-up. Thus, the
controller must ensure a previously moved partition has completed fold-in before
it moves the same partition again. Otherwise, the controller might attempt onceagain to move the active partition from a previous move. This action would destroy
the active partition and cause the upstream and downstream Flux-HA operators to
falsely observe two failures. To avoid this situation, we modify FH-Cons and egress to
send an fi-done message, along with the partition-id, to the controller when fold-in
is complete for an upstream partition. Similarly, we modify FH-Prod and ingress
to send an fi-done message when fold-in is complete for a downstream partition.
Before these messages arrive, the policy must disqualify a recovering partition when
calculating partition movements. Once the controller receives this confirmation from
all downstream and upstream Flux-HA operators of a recovered partition, the policy
can once again consider that partition for movement during load balancing.
In our implementation, the load-balancing policy uses a simple technique to avoid
moving a partition that has not completed fold-in. The policy does not consider
the partition-movement phase complete until it receives the fi-done message for all
moves it scheduled. Waiting for fold-in avoids special bookkeeping for recovering
partitions. Moreover, it ensures all partitions operate at their true rates during the
next statistics-collection phase. Thus, the partition-movement phase includes the
time to destroy partition copies for all moves, the time to transfer partition state for
all moves, and the time to complete fold-in for all moves. In other words, it includes
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the total time to catch-up all partitions scheduled for movement. As before, once all
partition movements complete, the collection phase for the next round begins which
lasts at least as long as the previous partition-movement phase.

5.2

Load-Balancing Whole

In this section, we illustrate the load-balancing features of Flux for replicated dataflows.
We first demonstrate Flux’s ability to absorb short-term skew by using a DTSB. Then,
we demonstrate Flux’s ability to relocate partitions across machines to adapt to longterm imbalances. To show these features, we perform experiments similar to those
in Chapter 4. We use a holistic implementation of Flux in the TelegraphCQ codebase running on a small cluster of machines. This implementation includes the Flux
components and a single-site controller.

5.2.1

Short-Term Imbalances

We demonstrate the benefit of using a DTSB as compared to a duplicate elimination
buffer that evenly divides the space amongst its destinations. To show this benefit,
we vary the size of buffers in dataflows using each of these mechanisms and observe
output rate under short-term imbalances.
In these experiments, the dataflow setup is similar to the one described in the
overhead comparison experiment of Section 3.4.4. We use the Flux-HA operators and
two different buffering schemes, but no other mechanisms of the unified Flux design.
Briefly, we have 6 machines running a dataflow that approximates our motivating
example from Section 2.2. We partition and replicate the group-by operators on
machines 0 to 3 and arrange the copies in a chained-declustering fashion. So as before,
there are only two partitions per operator on each machine. Unlike the layout in
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Figure 5.2: Performance under short-term rotating load.
Section 3.4.4, we separate the ingress and egress. Machine 4 runs the egress operator
and machine 5 runs the ingress. To make the upstream group-by the bottleneck, we
introduce additional processing in its aggregation function. The aggregate performs
a substring comparison of the end-session packet payload against a dictionary of 40
random strings before outputting the (app,src,dur) value. The following operators in
the dataflow contain duplicate elimination buffers: the ingress, all FH-Prod between
the two group-by operators, and all S-Prod at the downstream end. Also, as long
as there is room in the buffer, the ingress generates a new input. So, the ingress is
generating data as fast as possible without dropping any input. Each cluster machine
has a Pentium III 1.4GHz CPU, 512MB of RAM and is connected to a 100Mbps
switch.
To introduce short-term imbalances, we exert an external load that cycles roundrobin through machines 0 to 3, like in Section 4.3. The external load is a process that
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repeatedly performs memory copies; it appends a random string to a 2 × 105 byte
circular buffer. This external load consumes 50% of the CPU for approximately 0.5
seconds and terminates. In this experiment, we allow the dataflow to reach steady
state, and begin introducing the external processes 20 seconds after starting the
dataflow. For the next 60 seconds the controller rotates through the cluster, one
machine after the next at 0.5 second intervals. For each machine, the controller issues
a message that introduce the external load lasting 0.5 seconds, and then the controller
moves to the next machine. Since there are only four machines, the controller returns
to the first after reaching the last. For each run of this experiment, we measure the
average output rate at the egress at one second intervals. We average these 60 values
to represent the steady-state output rate under these imbalances.
Figure 5.2 compares the steady-state output rates at the egress during short-term
imbalances. It charts this rate for our two buffering techniques as we vary the buffer
size. We measure buffer size in terms of the maximum number of entries the buffer
holds. In this experiment, the input tuples are 110 bytes each. The top line is the
upper bound, the steady-state output rate with no external load. The other two lines
plot the performance under the rotating load. The bottom line shows the performance
with duplicate elimination buffers that divide the buffer space evenly among outgoing
connections. The middle line shows the performance using the DTSB. This figure
shows that given enough buffering with either technique, we can absorb these short,
localized perturbations and fully utilize the remaining capacity in the cluster. The
remaining capacity is about 7/8-ths of the case without any load. Figure 5.2 shows
that the output rate for the experiment runs under the rotating load levels-off at
about 7/8-ths of the rate for the experiment run without the load. Moreover, we
observe that using the DTSB, the output rate levels-off at a smaller buffer size than
using the evenly divided buffer.
We performed the same experiment except with a load that lasts 1.5 seconds
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instead of 0.5 seconds and rotates through the cluster at 1.5 second intervals. Qualitatively, the results are the same. The only difference is that we need larger buffer
sizes to absorb the imbalance.
Finally, compare this graph to Figure 4.6. In the latter figure, using FL-Prod, we
reach maximum utilization at a proportionately much smaller TSB size compared to
the Exchange, which evenly divides its space. While these experiments are comparing
very different dataflows, the reason for the steeper curve in Figure 4.6 is due to the
number of machines: 32 versus 4. As the degree of declustering increases, for a
given buffer size, the Exchange-style strategy has a proportionately smaller amount
of buffer space to absorb the imbalance. Hence, as the number of destinations increase,
the TSB-style strategy outperforms the Exchange-style strategy at proportionately
smaller buffer sizes.

5.2.2

Long-Term Processing Imbalances

In this section, we present several experiments that demonstrate the behavior of Flux
during long-term CPU utilization imbalances. We show the effectiveness of the loadbalancing policy for improving overall performance during long-term imbalances. We
also show how quickly the policy reacts to these imbalances. Finally, we adjust some
parameters of the setup to better understand how the Flux load-balancing mechanism
limits the effectiveness of the policy. Similar to the configuration in Chapter 4, we
restrict ourselves to a single content-sensitive operator: the upstream group-by from
the DTSB experiments. This focus allows us to isolate and illustrate the effects of
the Flux mechanism and the load-balancing policy more clearly.
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5.2.2.1

Experimental Setup

The setup for these experiments is as follows. We have a single partitioned group-by
operator that is similar to the upstream group-by from our motivating example in
Section 2.2. As in the DTSB experiments, the aggregate function for this group-by
also performs a substring comparison of the end-session packet payload against a dictionary of random strings. However, in this case, the dictionary contains an additional
9 strings (49 total) to increase the operator’s average cost. We need this increase to
make this operator the bottleneck because we delete the downstream group-by operator. Machines 0 to 3 execute redundant copies of the group-by operator in this
experiment. Each partition of this operator is bracketed by an S-Cons and S-Prod.
Each S-Prod buffer holds 4K entries. Each partition handles an equal partition of the
hashed range of the input’s group-by keys. At startup, we distribute the partitions
evenly across the machines and arrange their copies in a chained-declustering fashion.
On each machine, a single FluxPooler manages all the operator partitions.
Machine 5 executes the ingress, and machine 4 executes the egress. The ingress
generates an input stream with 105 distinct, uniformly distributed (src,dst) pairs.
Thus, at steady state, this streaming group-by holds 105 entries in total. The DTSB
in the ingress operator holds 16K entries. Also, the ingress generates data as fast
as possible, so all our experiments show the maximum sustainable rate. We have
two merging options for the egress, in-order and first-come-first-serve (FCFS). An
FCFS egress forwards data as it arrives, without regard to its original order, and
is useful for clients that do not need results in-order. For example, a downstream
client that roughly calculates and displays the daily average of session durations
on a per-application basis could use such an egress to receive the (app, src, dur)
values output by our streaming group-by. In upcoming experiments, we show that
the egress merging scheme affects the reaction time of the load-balancing policy.
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Figure 5.3: Flux: load balancing with long-term external load.
Other parameters for the load-balancing policy are δmin = 250ms, thimb = 1.15, and
thutil = 0.925 (see Section 4.4.3 for their definitions). For the rest of this chapter,
unless otherwise stated, we use this setup.
5.2.2.2

Load-Balancing Behavior

In the first set of experiments, we examine the effectiveness of the load-balancing policy at rebalancing the dataflow during long-term imbalances. For these experiments,
we instantiate 32 partitions per copy of the operator, 64 total, and use an FCFS
egress. To introduce a long-term imbalance, we exert an external load on one of the
cluster machines. The external load is a process that performs the same work as in
the short-term experiments but never terminates. At steady state, one additional
process consumes 50% of the CPU. The controller starts this external process after
the dataflow reaches steady state at about t = 18 seconds from start. Figure 5.3
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Exp.

ss-rate

t-size

t-tsfr

t-pmove

t-LB

(tup/sec ×103 )

(MB)

(sec)

(sec)

(sec)

1) No Load/Static/FCFS-64 part.

19.43 ± 0.13

2) Load/LB/FCFS-64 part.

16.52 ± 0.16

6.50

1.6

3.2

9.2

3) Load/LB/Ord-64 part.

16.96 ± 0.40

6.50

1.7

11.0

27.1

4) Load/LB/Ord-32 part.

15.65 ± 0.41

5.52

0.9

3.3

6.8

5) Load/Static/FCFS-64 part.

9.75 ± 0.18

Table 5.1: Flux: load-balancing breakdown.
shows the output rate at the egress averaged over 2 second intervals under this load
for different experiment runs.
Table 5.1 provides a breakdown of the time taken to load-balance the dataflow
in each of the configurations. The column “t-size” lists the total amount of state
transferred during load balancing for the entire run. The column “t-tsfr” lists the
total wall-clock time taken just to transfer state. Henceforth, we call this value the
total state-transfer time. The column “t-pmove” lists the total wall-clock time taken
for all partition-movement phases, which includes the time to transfer state and finish
fold-in. Henceforth, we refer to this value as the total partition-movement phase time.
The column “t-LB” lists the total wall-clock time taken to load-balance the dataflow.
We also refer to this column as the time to reach steady state. The column “ss-rate”
lists the average steady-state output rate after load balancing completes. In this
discussion, we examine these components for various configurations to understand
the factors affecting load-balancing behavior.
The top-most line in Figure 5.3, labeled: No Load/Static/FCFS, shows the steadystate output rate without any external load. The line labeled: Load/Static/FCFS,
at the bottom, shows the steady-state rate with the external load, but without the
load-balancing policy in effect. As expected, the output rate drops to about half.
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These serve as the upper and lower bounds for the expected performance with the
policy in effect.
The line labeled: Load/LB/FCFS shows the output rate with the load-balancing
policy in effect. We see that as soon as the output rate drops, the policy moves
partitions off the loaded machine. The policy finishes moving the last partition at
t = 27.2 seconds, after which it reaches steady state. During this run, the policy
moves seven partitions off the loaded machine. The marshalled size of each partition
is on average 0.93 MB resulting in a total of 6.5 MB transferred during load balancing.
Table 5.1 shows that the total state-transfer time is half the total partition-movement
phase time in this case. Waiting for fold-in to complete accounts for the time difference
between these two totals. So, fold-in takes about as long as state transfer for small
partitions. Recall during the statistics collection phase, the load-balancing policy
waits at least as long as the previous partition-movement phase. Thus, the remaining
time to balance the dataflow is a result of the load-balancing policy waiting during
the collection phase.
From these first three experiments, we observe that Flux is effective at rebalancing
the dataflow. Since we have 4 machines and 50% of the capacity is consumed by the
external load, we ideally should obtain a output rate of 87.5% (7/8) of the unloaded
case. The load-balancing policy comes close. It achieves a steady-state output rate
of about 85% of the unloaded case (see Table 5.1, rows (1,2)). Moreover, the policy
reaches steady-state about 9.2 seconds after the load is introduced. Next, we modify
this experimental setup to better understand the factors that limit our load-balancing
policy.
5.2.2.3

Factors Affecting Load Balancing

We modify our setup to understand how the Flux mechanisms affect rebalancing time
and achievable performance. We first use an in-order egress and show that rebalancing
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time increases. We then reduce the number of partitions to show that rebalancing
time can be diminished with an in-order egress, but the steady-state performance
after rebalancing also decreases.
In Figure 5.3, the line labeled: Load/LB/Ord - 64 part., uses the same setup
except with an in-order egress. This line shows that load balancing takes much
longer, about 27 seconds. The policy finishes moving the last partition that balances
the dataflow at t = 45.1 seconds. Moreover, the output rate at steady state has more
variance. During this run, the policy moves 7 partitions off the loaded machine. The
partitions are the same size in this case, so the state-transfer time remains about
the same (1.7 sec), but the total partition-movement phase time shoots up to 11.0
seconds (see Table 5.1, row (3)). This increase indicates a much longer total fold-in
time as compared to the total state-transfer time. The remaining time to balance
the dataflow is due to the length of the collection phase in each round. Clearly, the
in-order egress takes much longer to rebalance the dataflow than the FCFS egress.
A limitation of our implementation causes the increase in the time to reach steady
state. Recall, to ensure that the load-balancing policy does not move a partition
before fold-in for that partition is complete, the controller waits until fold-in finishes
for all partitions before closing-off the partition-movement phase. Waiting for foldin with an in-order egress dilates the movement time. Fold-in completes after the
egress receives both psync markers. Egress receives those markers after processing
the input before them. For each input received before a psync, the in-order egress,
on average, must receive an input from all other partitions. During this time, the
slowest partition bounds the processing rate of the egress. The FCFS egress on the
other hand does not have to wait for input from any of the other partitions, so fold-in
completes much faster. Moreover, increasing the movement time further exacerbates
the time to reach steady state because our policy collects statistics for the length of
the previous partition-movement phase. To alleviate this effect, we can modify the
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controller to continue immediately with the collection phase after receiving a cu-done
message, which signifies the end of state-transfer. But, the controller must perform
some additional bookkeeping to disqualify partitions for movement in the next round
until the previous fold-in is complete for those partitions.
To understand how the Flux load-balancing mechanism fares with fewer partitions,
we ran the same experiment but with only 32 partitions, 16 per copy of the operator.
The line in Figure 5.3, labeled: Load/LB/Ord - 32 part., shows the output rate at
the egress in this case. The policy finishes moving the last partition that balances
the dataflow at t = 24.8 seconds. In this case, the time for fold-in is still a major
factor (see Table 5.1, row (4)). Also, the time to reach steady state is the fastest in
this case, but the steady-state output rate is lower and has more variance.
The time to balance load is faster than the previous case that used an in-order
egress because both state transfer and fold-in are faster (Table 5.1, row (4) vs. (3)).
State transfer is faster because the policy moves less total state. Although the partitions are larger (1.84 MB each), the policy only moves 3 partitions for a total of
5.52 MB instead of 6.50 MB in the previous cases. The total fold-in time is shorter
because the policy moves fewer partitions, resulting in fewer fold-in phases. And, the
fold-in phase for each partition is faster. The fold-in phase speeds up because for each
input tuple before the psync, this in-order egress has half as many partitions to cycle
through than the previous in-order egress that had 64 partitions.
The steady-state output rate is slightly lower in this case than the previous cases
with 64 partitions because the relative imbalance is larger (see Table 5.1, column
“ss-rate”). In this case, the overloaded machine handles 5 partitions at steady state,
but in the previous experiment runs, the overloaded machine handled only 9 with
each partition processing half as much traffic. To achieve the same balance, we would
need to split one of the 5 partitions and offload it to one of the other machines.
Flux balances load more evenly with 64 partitions, because it has more flexibility in
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distributing load with more numerous and smaller partitions.
As Figure 5.3 and Table 5.1 show, the output rate at steady state has more
variance for both experiment runs that use an in-order egress. This variability occurs
because the egress processes input in 4KB chunks. When performing an in-order
merge, the egress stalls more often on the slower partitions. Once a 4KB chunk
arrives, it can process the chunks from the faster partitions, resulting in a temporary
increase in output rate. Once the egress exhausts those chunks, the output rate
goes down again. The FCFS egress output rate profile is much smoother because
it consumes input in any order. To illustrate the benefits of Flux more clearly in
the rest of the chapter, we use 32 partitions per operator, 64 in total, and use the
FCFS egress. The results are qualitatively similar for the in-order egress, modulo the
partition-movement phase time, which is dilated, and the variance of the steady-state
output rate, which is larger.
In summary, we showed that with a sufficient number of partitions Flux rebalances a dataflow fairly well during long-term imbalances. Moreover, compared to
an FCFS egress, we showed that the in-order egress increases fold-in time and thus
also rebalancing time. We also showed that if we reduce the number of partitions
with the in-order egress, we reduce the fold-in time. However, having fewer partitions
also leads to slightly greater steady-state imbalance and thus reduced steady-state
performance.

5.3

More than Flux-HA

In this section, we highlight features Flux provides that Flux-HA alone cannot. We
showed in Chapter 3, that if a standby machine is available, Flux-HA recovers the lost
partitions onto the new standby with negligible degradation in performance. However, if a standby is not available, one possibility is to recover the lost partitions
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onto the remaining available machines. We show that when Flux-HA recovers these
partitions without regard to where it places recovered partitions, recovery results in
imbalances and disproportionately poor performance. Using the same setup as in
the long-term load-balancing experiments, we first show that regardless of where the
recovery algorithm places the recovered partitions, the Flux load-balancing policy rebalances the dataflow to achieve the same improved performance. Then, we increase
the state managed by our partitioned group-by to show that recovering large partitions can bring the dataflow briefly to a halt. We show that dividing the state into
smaller pieces as Flux does for load-balancing purposes provides the added advantage
of smooth recovery without stalling the dataflow. In all, these experiments show that
Flux degrades performance more gracefully than Flux-HA in the face of failures.
For these experiments, we induce a failure by killing a TelegraphCQ process on
a machine. This closes the connection to the controller. In our implementation,
the controller detects failure by noticing that a socket connection to a machine was
closed. Once the controller detects a failure, it informs all other machines of the failed
machine. Moreover, in recovery mode, the controller waits until fold-in completes
before issuing catch-up for the next failed partition. Waiting for fold-in prevents
the controller from issuing to many simultaneous partition movements that stall the
dataflow.

5.3.1

Balancing After Recovery

Figure 5.4 compares the Flux and Flux-HA techniques in the face of a failure. Table 5.2 provides a breakdown of the recovery times and load-balancing times in each
of the configurations. In these experiments, we use the same dataflow used in the
long-term load-balancing experiments. Figure 5.4 plots the average output rate at
one second intervals with an FCFS egress.
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Figure 5.4: Flux vs. Flux-HA: performance after failure.
We first illustrate the dataflow’s performance after failure using Flux-HA. With
Flux-HA, we have 8 partitions, two per machine, and we induce a failure of one of the
machines 20 seconds after the start. After failure, only 3 machines and 6 partitions
remain. In this case, Flux-HA needs to recover 2 partitions to make the dataflow
fault-tolerant again. Flux-HA recovery picks the first available machine, so, in this
case, the Flux-HA recovery algorithm only has two possibilities. These are to place
both partitions on the same machine, called the “unbalanced” case, or to separate
the partitions on two different machines, called the “balanced” case. Note, these
adjectives refer to the recovery strategy, not the load balancing that ensues after
recovery.
The Flux-HA line in Figure 5.4-(a) shows the output rate at the egress when
Flux-HA places the partitions on two separate machines. During catch-up of the
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partitions, we see the rate drops briefly by about half. The total state-transfer time
during catch-up was 1.5 seconds, and each partition was about 7.35 MB, so Flux-HA
transferred 14.7 MB in total (see Table 5.2-(a), row (2)). After catchup, the most
heavily loaded machine holds 3 partitions, 3/2 times more than before. As expected,
at steady state the output rate settles at about 2/3 of the original (see Table 5.2(b), rows (2,5)). The Flux-HA line in Figure 5.4-(b) shows the output rate when
Flux-HA recovers both partitions onto the same machine. In this case, the total
state-transfer time and partition sizes are the same as in the balanced-recovery case
(see Table 5.2-(a), row (1)). But, in steady state, the most heavily loaded machine
has twice as many partitions as before, so output rate drops to half the original (see
Table 5.2-(b), rows (1,5)). Since Flux-HA is unaware of runtime information, the
recovery algorithm can choose either of these strategies. We at least want to avoid
unbalanced recovery, which is the worse of the two.
Unlike Flux-HA, Flux leverages the load-balancing policy to rebalance the dataflow
once catch-up for all partitions is complete. Regardless of where the recovery algorithm places the partitions, the load-balancing policy will relocate the partitions to
balance CPU utilization and provide improved overall performance.
The Flux lines in Figure 5.4 show the output rate after failure for a setup using
Flux with 64 partitions. Note, the output rates before the failure (t < 20 seconds)
show no significant normal-case overhead for the increased number of partitions with
Flux as compared to Flux-HA (also see Table 5.2-(b), rows (5,6)).
The Flux line in Figure 5.4-(b) shows the output rate with unbalanced recovery.
The recovery algorithm recovers all 16 lost partitions on the same machine after a
failure. The total state transferred during recovery was 14.8 MB which took a total of
7.2 seconds to transfer (see Table 5.2-(a), row (3)). Since it takes about 12 seconds to
finish recovery, we conclude that waiting for fold-in slows down the recovery time. We
show the advantage of this slow-down for recovering larger partitions in the next set of
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Exp.

t-size

t-tsfr

t-pmove

(MB)

(sec)

(sec)

1) Flux-HA/Unbal

14.7

1.5

1.6

2) Flux-HA/Bal

14.7

1.5

1.5

3) Flux/Unbal

14.8

7.2

12

4) Flux/Bal

14.8

6.5

12

(a) Recovery
Exp.

t-size

t-tsfr

t-pmove

t-LB

ss-rate

(MB)

(sec)

(sec)

(sec)

(tup/sec ×103 )

1) Flux-HA/Unbal

9.85 ± 0.13

2) Flux-HA/Bal

13.16 ± 0.16

3) Flux/Unbal

9.3

1.6

2.6

7

13.91 ± 0.16

4) Flux/Bal

3.7

3.3

3.5

7

13.78 ± 0.23

5) Flux-HA/Before failure

19.63 ± 0.16

6) Flux/Before failure

19.33 ± 0.16

(b) Load Balancing
Table 5.2: Flux vs. Flux-HA: load balancing after failure - breakdown.
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experiments. After recovery is complete, the controller goes into load-balancing mode
at t = 32 seconds, and completes moving the last partition that balances the dataflow
at t = 39 seconds (see Figure 5.4-(b), Flux). During load balancing, the policy offloads
10 partitions totaling 9.3 MB, from the overloaded machine (see Table 5.2-(b), row
(3)). At steady state, the most heavily loaded machine holds 22 partitions, a little
less than 3/2 of the original 16 partitions. Thus, the output rate settles at a little
more 2/3 the performance (71% to be exact) of the original and higher than either of
the Flux-HA recovery cases (see Table 5.2-(b), rows (3, 6)).
The Flux line in Figure 5.4-(a), shows the output rate with balanced recovery. The
recovery algorithm places half the recovered partitions on one machine and the other
half on another. The total state transferred during recovery was 14.8 MB, and it takes
6.5 seconds total to transfer the state (see Table 5.2-(a), row (4)). Since it takes about
12 seconds to finish recovery, waiting for fold-in again slows down the recovery time.
The output rate during recovery is higher than the unbalanced case (see Figure 5.4)
because the recovery algorithm distributes the partitions more evenly. In this case,
the controller also goes into load-balancing mode at t = 32 seconds and completes
moving the last partition that balances the dataflow at t = 39 seconds. During load
balancing, the policy moves 4 partitions totaling 3.7 MB, and load-balancing time
is the same as in the Flux, unbalanced-recovery case (see Table 5.2-(b), row (4)).
Similar to Flux with unbalanced recovery, the output rate also settles around a little
higher than 2/3 of the original. Also, in this case, the most heavily loaded machine
holds 22 partitions after load balancing. This experiment shows that even when FluxHA recovers in a balanced fashion, Flux outperforms Flux-HA because with smaller
partitions Flux redistributes load more evenly.
These experiments show that regardless of where the recovery algorithm places
the new copies, Flux eventually rebalances a dataflow to run at a reduced, but nearly
optimal rate. Flux adjusts the dataflow to maximize utilization of the remaining
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resources, thereby operating at a reduced rate nearly proportional to the resource
lost. On the other hand, Flux-HA leaves the dataflow imbalanced in the worst case,
thus under-utilizing cluster resources.
Moreover, in the Flux experiments, the total state-transfer time during recovery
takes much longer than the Flux-HA cases (see Figure 5.4 and Table 5.2-(a)). This
unintuitive behavior is a result of contention in our setup. For the larger partitions
of Flux-HA, the dataflow stalls briefly, allowing the StateMover to offload the state
with no CPU or network contention. Each stall is short enough that we do not detect
a stall when averaging output rate at one second intervals. When moving the smaller
Flux partitions, the dataflow never stalls. Since we are driving the system as fast
as possible, the StateMover contends for the CPU and network in this case. During
state transfer, the StateMover contends with other operators for the CPU and other
in-flight traffic for the network. We see this effect exaggerated in the next experiment
when we increase the state managed by the operator.

5.3.2

Incremental Recovery of Large Partitions

The following experiments illustrate the benefit of incrementally recovering lost state
using numerous, smaller partitions with Flux rather than recovering all the lost state
at once with Flux-HA. This incremental recovery avoids stalling the dataflow.
In these experiments, we increase the state our group-by operator manages by
a factor of 10 and keep the other parameters the same. Ingress now generates 106
unique (src,dst) pairs that are uniformly distributed across the partitions. Again
we compare Flux against Flux-HA by running the dataflow for t = 120 seconds and
failing the TelegraphCQ process on one of the machines. For all experiments, about
144MB of state is transferred during recovery.
The Flux-HA lines in Figure 5.5 show the output rate at the egress averaged at 1
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Figure 5.5: Flux vs. Flux-HA: recovering large partitions.
second intervals with balanced and unbalanced recovery, and Table 5.3-(a) provides
a breakdown of the recovery times. As Figure 5.5 shows, in both cases, the output
rate drops to zero for about 1-3 seconds each time a partition is recovered. This drop
occurs because we stall a partition for so long during recovery that the ingress DTSB
cannot absorb the backlog. Each partition takes about 6.7 seconds to transfer its
state (about 72MB each, 144MB total), for a total of 13.4 seconds of transfer time for
unbalanced recovery and 13.3 seconds for balanced recovery. For both runs, recovery
finishes around t = 133 seconds. Recovery time (i.e. total partition-movement time)
is about the same length as total state-transfer time, so fold-in time is negligible in
these cases (see Table 5.3-(a)). We measure stall time as the number of 1 second
intervals that the average output rate is zero. In these Flux-HA experiment runs,
stall time is 2.3 seconds on average and it takes each partition 6.7 seconds on average
for state-transfer. Thus, we conclude that the ingress DTSB can tolerate about 4.4
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Exp.

t-size

t-tsfr

t-pmove

(MB)

(sec)

(sec)

1) Flux-HA/Unbal

144

13.4

13.6

2) Flux-HA/Bal

144

13.3

13.3

3) Flux/Unbal

145.2

68.3

72

4) Flux/Bal

145.2

60.9

64

(a) Recovery
Exp.

t-size

t-tsfr

t-pmove

t-LB

ss-rate

(MB)

(sec)

(sec)

(sec)

(tup/sec ×103 )

1) Flux-HA/Unbal

9.42 ± 0.36

2) Flux-HA/Bal

12.69 ± 0.18

3) Flux/Unbal

91.3

14.1

14.8

33

13.75 ± 0.18

4) Flux/Bal

36.6

16.0

17.5

32

13.78 ± 0.21

5) Flux-HA/Before failure

19.00 ± 0.10

6) Flux/Before failure

19.14 ± 0.15

(b) Load Balancing
Table 5.3: Flux vs. Flux-HA: recovering large partitions - breakdown.
seconds of state-transfer before stalling this dataflow.
On the other hand, the Flux lines in Figure 5.5 show that in both cases, output
rate degrades smoothly, although it takes longer to recover. Unbalanced recovery
with Flux finishes at t = 192 seconds for a total of 72 seconds of recovery time
(see Table 5.3-(a)). In this case, recovery transfers 16 partitions with each partition
movement taking 4.2 seconds on average. Balanced recovery with Flux finishes at
t = 184 seconds, for a total of 64 seconds of recovery time. In this case, recovery
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transfers 16 partitions with each partition movement taking 3.8 seconds on average.
In both Flux cases, recovery takes longer than in the Flux-HA cases (see Table 5.3(a)) because state transfers are longer. As explained above, state transfer takes longer
because the StateMovers contend for the CPU and network, and this contention occurs
because the dataflow does not stall during recovery. Each partition-state transfer
takes on average 4 seconds and each partition is 1/8-th the size (about 9.1MB each)
of the Flux-HA case. Each partition-state transfer is quick enough to avoid filling the
DTSB and thereby avoids stalling the dataflow.
Finally, similar to the previous experiments with smaller partitions, Flux settles
to a higher output rate than the Flux-HA because Flux continues to balance load
after recovery is complete (see Table 5.3-(b)). For the Flux experiment with balanced
recovery, the last move that balances the partitions completes at t = 217 seconds.
For the Flux experiment with unbalanced recovery, the last move that balances the
partitions completes at t = 224 seconds. In the Flux cases in Table 5.3-(b), notice
the difference between total partition-movement phase time and total state-transfer
time is small during load balancing, indicating a small fold-in overhead for large
partitions. Also, note state transfer and partition movement (and therefore fold-in)
take a bit longer in the balanced case than in the unbalanced case. This increase
again is due to more contention during load balancing. After balanced recovery, the
dataflow operates at a higher throughput than in the unbalanced case, causing more
contention for CPU and network resources for subsequent movements. In both cases,
the most heavily loaded machine handles 22 partitions at steady state.
These experiments show that when a machine fails and the lost state is sufficiently
large, recovery using Flux-HA stalls the dataflow. Since failures often occur during
peak loads, such stalls are harmful. With a fixed amount of buffering, stalls can lead
to dropped input, which in turn leads to missed or inaccurate results. Often, results
are most critical during peak loads [Dreger et al., 2004]. Flux performs incremental
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recovery of the lost state avoiding stalls at the cost of lengthening recovery time.
Also, Flux continues to load-balance the dataflow after recovery to provide better
performance than Flux-HA.

5.4

More than Flux-LB

In this section, we demonstrate the advantages Flux provides over using Flux-LB. Of
course, the obvious benefit that Flux-LB does not provide is resilience to unexpected
failures. However, Flux-LB also suffers in cases of unexpected extreme overloads.
Imagine we schedule some dataflow operators that cause a machine to trash. Thrashing can occur, for example, if we schedule too many processes or if our working set
is larger than main memory. In overloaded situations, we show that Flux-LB has
difficulty offloading partitions because state transfer itself slows down with external
load. We first examine the behavior under a heavy load. Then we double the load to
understand the trend with worsening load.
In these experiments, we use the same dataflow setup as in the long-term loadbalancing experiments of Section 5.2.2. The dataflow uses an FCFS egress and each
operator has a total of 32 partitions. In the first experiment, we approximate a “heavily” loaded machine by introducing 11 additional processes on a single machine. Each
of these processes execute the same memory copying workload as in the long-term
load-balancing experiments. We approximate the Flux-LB design in our TelegraphCQ
implementation by using Flux as follows. We start a redundant dataflow using Flux
and then fail one of the two dataflows entirely. Thus, at startup, the Flux setup
has 16 partitions per machine, and the Flux-LB setup has 8 partitions per machine.
The controller executes the same load-balancing policy for Flux-LB, but no longer
has a choice of the partition from which to perform partition movement. In this
case, we move a partition by initiating catch-up on the existing partition, and after
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Figure 5.6: Flux vs. Flux-LB: load balancing with heavy load.
state transfer and fold-in are complete, we fail the original partition. This alternate
design approximates the state-transfer cost Flux-LB would experience during heavily
overloaded situations.

5.4.1

Heavy Overload

Figure 5.6 compares Flux and Flux-LB in a heavily loaded situation, and the rows
labeled with “Heavy” in Table 5.4 provide a breakdown of the load-balancing times.
In Figure 5.6, we plot the average output rate at the egress over 2 second intervals.
We introduce an external heavy load of 11 processes on one machine around t = 22.7
seconds after start. The bottom two lines, labeled with the “Policy Off,” show the
performance with the load-balancing policy not in effect. In both cases, the output
rates drop to around 10% of their original value.
Next, we consider the experiments with the load-balancing policy in effect, i.e.
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the lines in Figure 5.6 without the “Policy Off” suffix. For the Flux experiment, at
about t = 48 seconds, the load-balancing policy, with δmin = 250ms, finishes moving
14 partitions (all but 2) evenly onto the other machines. The output rate settles to
about 70% of its original value, close to the theoretical optimal of 75% under this load
(see Table 5.4, rows (1,5)). In this run, the total partition-movement phase time is
twice the total state-transfer time, indicating that fold-in time is a significant factor.
Flux-LB takes much longer to rebalance. Flux-LB finishes moving the last partition
that balances the dataflow at about t = 102 seconds, after which the output rate
settles to about 72% of its original (see Table 5.4, rows (2,6)). Flux-LB offloads all 8
partitions evenly onto the remaining machines. In this run, the load-balancing policy,
with δmin = 1000ms, makes a few mistakes and performs 10 movements, moving 2
partitions unnecessarily. For the Flux-LB case, the total partition-movement phase
time is also more than twice the total state-transfer time, indicating fold-in time
is again a significant component. Note, in this Flux-LB experiment, we increased
δmin to 1000ms because with the shorter δmin = 250ms, the heavy load led to misestimation of average utilization for the unloaded machines. In an experiment run
with a smaller δmin (not shown), the mis-estimation causes the policy to make 9
unnecessary movements, further dilating the time to reach steady state to t = 177
seconds.
These experiments show Flux offloads partitions and reaches steady state faster
than Flux-LB. In all runs of Figure 5.6, each of the Flux and Flux-LB partitions are
the same same size. But, Flux offloads 14 partitions much faster than Flux-LB which
offloads only 8 partitions. Increased state-transfer time, fold-in time, and collection
phase times all contribute to this slowdown. Ignoring the policy and considering only
state-transfer time, Flux-LB is more than 6 times slower than Flux. On the other
hand, for this resilience, we incur twice the overhead using Flux. The Flux-LB steadystate output rate settles at a much higher absolute rate. Next, we increase the load
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Exp.

t-size

t-tsfr

t-pmove

t-LB

δmin

ss-rate

(MB)

(sec)

(sec)

(sec)

(msec)

(tup/sec ×103 )

1) Heavy/Flux

13.3

3.1

6.2

25

250

13.55 ± 0.47

2) Heavy/Flux-LB

9.3

13.6

29.0

79

1000

29.11 ± 0.10

3) Severe/Flux

14.3

3.6

6.9

49

250

9.53 ± 1.58

4) Severe/Flux-LB

12.9

28.7

62.2

161

1000

29.10 ± 0.56

5) No Load/Flux

19.41 ± 0.16

6) No Load/Flux-LB

40.43 ± 0.11

Table 5.4: Flux vs. Flux-LB: load balancing under extreme loads - breakdown
to see how Flux and Flux-LB fare as the overload becomes worse.

5.4.2

Severe Overload

The following experiments illustrate how effectively the Flux and Flux-LB loadbalancing mechanisms react as overloads become worse. Using the same dataflow
configuration as in the previous section, we introduce 22 additional processes on a
single machine at t = 22.7 seconds after start, and wait for each configuration to
settle to steady state. Figure 5.7 compares the load-balancing effectiveness of Flux
and Flux-LB in this “severely” loaded situation, and the rows labeled “Severe” in
Table 5.4 provide a breakdown of the load-balancing times.
We first examine load balancing with Flux as shown in Figure 5.7. In this case, the
load-balancing policy, with δmin = 250ms, offloads and evenly distributes 15 partitions
across the other machines, and completes moving the last of these 15 partitions to
reach steady state at t = 72 seconds. However, it does not manage to offload the
final partition on the overloaded machine to the other machines. At steady state,
the controller estimates CPU utilizations that keep the policy in a local minimum.
As a result, the overloaded machine remains the bottleneck causing the output rate
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Figure 5.7: Flux vs. Flux-LB: load balancing with severe load.
to settle to 49% of the original, a level much lower than in the previous Heavy/Flux
experiment run (see Table 5.4, rows (1,3,5)). Moreover, comparing the total partitionmovement phase times for the Severe/Flux case with the Heavy/Flux case, we observe
that partition-movement times do not change much with severity of load for Flux.
This effect is as expected because Flux simply destroys the partition on the overloaded
site and relies on the under-utilized copy to move a partition. Thus, the overloaded
machine is not on the critical path for partition movement. Yet, the total loadbalancing time increases to 49 seconds instead of 25 seconds. This increase occurs
because retrieving statistics takes longer.
In our implementation, the controller retrieves statistics between the collection
and partition-movement phases by sending a request to all machines at the end of
the collection phase and gathering the replies. Let Tstat be the time it takes to probe
and gather all statistics. If Tstat is longer than the current collection-phase length, δ,
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then the policy sets the δ for the next round to Tstat . This situation usually occurs
when some subset of the machines are unresponsive. In such cases, the statistics
from the unresponsive machines are for a longer time period than the others. The
controller then tends to mis-estimate utilization because the returned statistics are
distributed over different time intervals. This mis-estimation causes the policy to
make poor decisions. By using this heuristic to increase the δ value, the controller
obtains more accurate estimates. In this experiment, the severely loaded machine is
unresponsive, thereby increasing δ and causing the policy to wait longer during each
collection phase. This effect dilates the balancing time. One way to remedy this effect
is to modify the load-balancing policy to detect severe imbalances and allow multiple
abutting moves to relieve the overloaded machine more quickly.
Nevertheless, Figure 5.7 shows that Flux-LB, with δmin = 1000ms, takes a much
longer time to reach steady state. In this case, the last partition move completes at
t = 184 seconds. The policy makes 14 moves, 6 more than necessary to offload the
partitions. Table 5.4, rows (2,4) show that both the total state-transfer and total
partition-movement phase time increase significantly with additional load. Comparing the durations for the Severe/Flux-LB case to the previous Heavy/Flux-LB case,
we conclude that doubling the load roughly doubles the state-transfer and fold-in
time. This increase occurs because for Flux-LB, the overloaded machine is on the
critical path for partition movement. State transfer is longer because Flux-LB moves
state from the overloaded machine, and the StateMover on the overloaded machine
must contend with the external load. Fold-in takes longer because the egress waits
for synchronization messages from the overloaded machine. Moreover, as Figure 5.7
demonstrates, the output rate oscillates for Flux-LB more erratically during rebalancing. This erratic behavior results because the dataflow stalls briefly during the
state transfer of partitions.
These experiments indicate that besides unexpected failures, Flux also protects
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against unexpected extreme overload. This advantage arises because it relies on the
under-utilized copy of a partition pair to move the partition’s state. Thus, at the cost
of redundancy, Flux recovers from overloads more quickly than Flux-LB.

5.5

Summary

In this chapter, we described the complete Flux design that provides high availability,
fault-tolerance, and load balancing for long-running dataflows. We demonstrated that
by partitioning the dataflow at a finer granularity and adding a load-balancing policy,
Flux allows better utilization of cluster resources after a failure than Flux-HA. More
numerous, smaller granularity partitions allow Flux to distribute load more evenly.
They also allow a dataflow to recover more gradually, avoiding stalls when the permachine state that needs to be recovered is large. Moreover, unlike Flux-HA, the
load-balancing policy continues to rebalance after a failure, allowing the dataflow to
utilize available resources and run at only a proportionately reduced rate. Finally,
we showed that Flux provides advantages over Flux-LB in the case of unexpected
extreme overloads. It rebalances the dataflow faster at the cost of redundancy. Using
Flux, a developer can make an existing dataflow robust against a spectrum of faults:
from short-term load imbalances to machine failures.
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Related Work
To place Flux in proper perspective of recent progress, we survey the literature for
relevant work. We begin with other continuous query systems and their approaches
for scaling long-running continuous queries. Then, we consider high availability and
fault-tolerance techniques for various traditional system models. Finally, we highlight
parallel and adaptive query processing work that is relevant to adapting parallel
dataflows.

6.1

Scaling Continuous Queries

There are a number of recent efforts in building continuous query or data-stream
processing systems. STREAM [Arasu et al., 2004], Aurora [Carney et al., 2002],
TelegraphCQ [Chandrasekaran et al., 2003], and NiagaraCQ [Chen et al., 2000] are
some of the more prominent systems in this space. In this section, we describe how
these and other systems address scalability needs for continuous queries.
Often, a CQ system must process numerous queries simultaneously. Some CQ
systems deal with this scalability requirement by taking advantage of the commonality amongst queries. NiagraCQ [Chen et al., 2000], XFilter [Altinel and Franklin,
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2000], and YFilter [Diao et al., 2003] are examples of CQ systems over streaming
XML documents. CACQ is an adaptive system for relational-style continuous queries
over streaming sensor data [Madden et al., 2002]. PSoup extends CACQ to accommodate disconnected operation [Chandrasekaran and Franklin, 2002]. A key feature
of these systems is to treat queries like data and index them to take advantage of
their commonality. By doing so, these systems typically use a single, long-running
query plan or dataflow to simultaneously evaluate numerous queries.
Some CQ systems provide mechanisms that sacrifice result quality in cases when
system resources cannot scale to match offered, peak loads. The STREAM system
provides two types of approximation techniques over streaming inputs [Arasu et al.,
2004]. It provides a scheme that intelligently drops input data to reduce CPU load
and other schemes that purge operator state to reduce memory usage. The Aurora
system uses user-specified quality-of-service profiles as a guide to determine where and
how to drop data in a dataflow for shedding load [Tatbul et al., 2003]. TelegraphCQ
uses a technique called Data Triage for shedding load [Reiss and Hellerstein, 2004]. In
addition to the normal-case query plan, Data Triage concurrently executes a shadow
query plan that provides approximate results for tuples dropped during heavy bursts.
Our scalability techniques are complementary. We believe that inexpensive sharednothing parallelism combined with Flux can provide increased scalability to any of
these approaches. While none of these systems have explicitly considered parallelism,
integrating Flux into systems that are composed of DAG-based dataflows like NiagaraCQ, XFilter, STREAM, and Aurora, to handle the common-case load should
be straightforward. Integrating load-shedding techniques with Flux for unanticipated
load is a natural direction for future work. Such a combination is analogous to production internet-based services. They use shared nothing parallelism as the workhorse
for handling the common-case workload and rely on admission control to degrade
smoothly during bursts.
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6.2

High Availability and Fault-Tolerance

There is a plethora of work on fault-tolerance, availability, and recovery, but the most
closely related work encompasses mechanisms for making generalized computations
fault-tolerant. In contrast, our work focuses on a narrower but still generally useful
style of computation: CQ dataflows.
The replicated state-machine approach coordinates redundant computation to
provide protection against faults in a distributed environment [Lamport, 1978; Lampson, 1996]. Schneider provides a survey of state-machine based approaches [Schneider,
1990]. To use this approach to make a system highly available and fault-tolerant, designers model the system as a deterministic state machine. They make some number
of replicas of the system for fault-tolerance and availability. Fundamentally, this approach builds a fault-tolerant service out of distributed replicas with a client-server
interaction model. Any number of clients provide inputs to this service and receive
outputs from the service. The critical step in this approach is to reach consensus
among the replicas for a consistent view of the input sequence. The Paxos algorithm
is the most fault-tolerant method for reaching distributed consensus [Lampson, 2001;
Lampson, 1996]. Given a consistent input sequence, the replicated state machines
perform the same state transitions producing the same output and leaving all replicas in the same state. For a fail-stop system, as long as one replica remains, the
service remains available.
Flux borrows ideas from the replicated state-machine approach, but adapts this
approach to dataflows. We view each dataflow operator as a state machine. The
“clients” to the operator are the upstream operators that provide the input and
the downstream operators that receive the output. Consensus is trivial because operators reconstruct input ordering from the sequence numbers embedded with the
inputs, which are totally ordered. Unfortunately, the state-machine approach leaves
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under-specified how replicated “clients” (i.e. operators) interact with the replicated
“servers” (i.e. operators). These replicated clients appear as servers for upstream operators and as clients to downstream operators, an interaction inherent to dataflows.
In the context of dual dataflows, the Flux protocol completely specifies and optimizes
this interaction. In addition, Flux specifies a protocol for integrating a new replica of
the client or a new replica of the server after failure. The Flux protocol is a non-trivial
adaptation of the replicated state-machine approach to parallel dataflows.
Process pairs is a general fault-tolerance technique similar to the replicated statemachine approach, except applied to the process abstraction [Gray and Reuter, 1993].
There are many variants of the process-pair technique [Gray, 1985]. In process pairs,
there are only two processes and all clients send requests to the primary process
through a session. In one variant, the session abstraction orders requests from clients
and in collaboration with a fault-tolerant operating system, redirects requests to the
secondary when the primary fails. The processes work in lock-step. The primary
executes a request and synchronizes with the secondary before executing the next
request. Variants of the process-pair scheme use different techniques for synchronizing
the copies [Gray, 1985]. For example, one variant sends checkpoints and another sends
deltas. The application programmer is responsible for implementing these checkpoints
or deltas that are sent during normal-case processing. Theoretically, by placing a
dataflow segment inside a process pair, we can possibly compose process pairs to
implement highly available, fault-tolerant dataflows. But, this approach has some
disadvantages which we touch upon next.
The Flux protocol is an adaptation of process pairs for dataflow abstractions.
Focusing on the dataflow model leads to some advantages. Unlike process pairs, the
Flux design does not force both replicas to consume input in exactly the same order.
The protocol permits the replicas to process input in different orders if operator
semantics allow. This property can be useful for operators like XJoin with relational
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semantics [Urhan and Franklin, 2000]. Also, partition pairs do not operate in lockstep. As compared to process pairs, Flux allows looser coupling between replicas.
Looser coupling allows one copy to get ahead of the other and vice-versa, resulting
in more opportunities to overlap their execution. The Flux operators and API for
extracting and installing state relieve the application programmer from implementing
the logic for sending checkpoints or deltas during normal processing, as process pairs
require. Flux encapsulates high availability logic into existing dataflow abstractions.
This encapsulation is essential because it does not require re-engineering the dataflow
execution engine and infrastructure. Also, Flux does not rely on any non-standard
operating system primitives. Thus, Flux is as portable as the dataflow infrastructure
itself.
Persistent queues are an abstraction that make messages persistent across failures [Bernstein et al., 1990]. They are too heavyweight for our scenario because they
provide transactional semantics and depend on stable storage. All these previous
schemes are black-box techniques originally designed for a generic client-sever model
rather than a chain of computations, one feeding the next. They do not exploit the
structure of parallel CQ dataflows to provide improved reliability and availability.
Elnozahy et al. [1996] survey a number of disk-based, checkpoint and replay
schemes for message passing systems. The Phoenix project leverages these techniques
to provide persistent COM components [Barga and Lomet, 2002]. These roll-back recovery techniques provide reliability, but not the high availability needed for critical
data-streaming applications.
The Isis [Birman, 1986], Horus, Ensemble [Birman et al., 2000], and Spread [Amir
and Stanton, 1998] projects are generic group membership and communication toolkits for building highly available applications. Isis maintains group membership and
provides the application programmer reliable communication like group broadcast
or atomic broadcast. Horus and Ensemble are extensible systems in which a pro166
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grammer can layer these reliable communication primitives as necessary for his or
her application. Spread provides similar abstractions for wide-area networks. Such
toolkits can be used to implement the controller in our system. They have also been
used to perform efficient, eager database replication [Kemme and Alonso, 2000]. But,
their primitives offer semantics different than that necessary for partitioned parallel
dataflow computation.
Work in the Aurora project develops techniques for building highly available, nonparallel, wide-area CQ dataflows with only stateless operators [Hwang et al., 2003].
They focus on investigating methods for reducing runtime overhead and understanding the trade-offs using various high availability techniques that are fairly different
from the Flux approach. In contrast, our techniques handle more general, stateful
operators and address parallel dataflows. An earlier version of our Flux-HA design
appears in [Shah et al., 2004].
The most important distinction between all previous techniques and Flux is that
Flux integrates load-balancing and fault-tolerance into a single unified mechanism.
In Chapter 5, we discuss the necessary details for combining load-balancing policies
with partition-movement logic.

6.3

Query Processing

In this section, we outline work on parallel query processing, adaptive query processing, and the combination. These works inspired us to build online operator repartitioning for long-running parallel dataflows.
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6.3.1

Parallel Query Processing

We refer the reader to Graefe’s survey for an overview of database query processing
techniques and highlight the most relevant work on parallel query processing [Graefe,
1993]. Early work concentrated on parallelizing individual, traditional content-sensitive
operators like hybrid-hash join [Schneider and DeWitt, 1989] and sort [DeWitt et al.,
1991; Nyberg et al., 1994; Arpaci-Dusseau et al., 1997]. The abstractions which
inspired Flux, Exchange [Graefe, 1990] and RiverDQ [Arpaci-Dusseau, 2003], were
proposed to compose such operators into a dataflow. Shatdal and Naughton [1993]
describe how to leverage shared-virtual memory across a shared-nothing cluster to
implement hybrid hash join. DeWitt et al. present practical techniques for handling
data skew for a hash join and external sort [DeWitt et al., 1992; DeWitt et al., 1991].
These techniques rely on sampling a static data set, which is infeasible in the streaming scenario. Mehta and DeWitt [1995] and Rahm and Marek [1995] describe how
to account for current CPU utilization, memory usage, and I/O load to perform site
selection and determine degree of declustering for hash joins. None of these previous
schemes consider repartitioning the join operator during execution.

6.3.2

Adaptive Query Processing

Wolf et al. [1991] and Lu and Tan [1992] describe techniques to repartition a traditional hash join at one point in time: between the build and probe phases of the join.
These techniques are specific to an implementation of the hash join operator, and
do not react to external load and memory pressures. Moreover, these works do not
address the issue of balancing load while the build or probe phase is in flight, and
hence are inapplicable to the unbounded streams of CQ systems.
The inspiration for building spilling mechanisms into Flux-LB arose from the
literature on memory-adaptive operators like the partially preemptive hash join and
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XJoin [Pang et al., 1993; Urhan and Franklin, 2000]. Pang et al. [1993] describe a
join operator that adapts to fluctuations in available memory on a single site. The
XJoin is a symmetric hash-join variant that has a similar flavor. It adapts memory
usage to variations in arrival of the input stream [Urhan and Franklin, 2000]. None
of these schemes consider adapting to memory usage across a shared-nothing cluster.
There are several methods that reconfigure operator ordering in a dataflow. That
is, they provide inter-operator adaptivity rather than intra-operator adaptivity for
repartitioning a single operator as Flux does. Eddies are a mechanism for providing
fine-grained reordering of operators in a query plan [Avnur and Hellerstein, 2000;
Deshpande and Hellerstein, 2004]. An Eddy allows each input to take its own path
through the necessary operators. TelegraphCQ uses a design stemming from CACQ
which uses Eddies to adaptively reoptimize single-site continuous queries to changing
workload characteristics [Madden et al., 2002; Chandrasekaran et al., 2003]. Eddies
take a dramatic departure from traditional dataflow processing techniques, and integrating Eddies with Flux is a challenging direction for future work. The STREAM
project develops methods for reordering pipelined multiway joins [Arasu et al., 2004;
Babu and Widom, 2004]. Ives et al. [2004] describe an adaptive technique for more
traditional distributed queries. This method partitions a large dataset into subsets
and executes several different query plans over those subsets to evaluate a single
query.
Medusa is a system that uses pre-negotiated contracts to guide load-balancing
decisions in a wide-area federated CQ dataflow [Balazinksa and Balakrishnan, 2004].
The ConQuest system takes an approach complementary to ours [Ng et al., 1999].
The system combines a customizable rule-based system that invokes a dynamic optimizer for reconfiguring parallel database query plans at runtime. Like the previous
approaches, it only provides inter-operator adaptivity. Besides this system, none of
the works in this section consider adapting parallel dataflows on-the-fly as Flux-LB
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does. An earlier version of our Flux-LB design appears in [Shah et al., 2003].

6.4

Summary

In this tour of related work, we highlighted research relevant to dataflow processing
of all kinds. We started with related continuous query systems and their approach to
scalability. Then we surveyed alternate techniques for providing high availability and
fault-tolerance for traditional client-server systems. We contrast these schemes with
the Flux mechanism, which is specifically designed for dataflow processing. Then
we described the work in parallel and adaptive query processing that inspired the
adaptive repartitioning mechanisms in Flux. To our knowledge, ours is the only design that combines high availability, fault-tolerance, and load-balancing functionality
into a single, unified mechanism. With minimal modifications to existing dataflow
operators and infrastructure, the unified Flux design allows long-running dataflows
to handle a spectrum of volatilities from light imbalances to unexpected failures.
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In this thesis, we present several mechanisms that provide robustness to long-running
dataflows. All of these designs encapsulate robustness logic into the communication
mechanisms used to compose dataflows, especially parallel ones. These mechanisms
smoothly adapt a dataflow to machine failures and load imbalances, while the dataflow
is still executing. These communication mechanisms themselves are opaque dataflow
operators. Thus, we do not need to modify the dataflow execution infrastructure
to provide this functionality. These designs also require little or no modification to
existing operator interfaces and implementations. Where additions to operator APIs
are necessary, we endeavor to make the changes as lean as possible. Thus, we believe these mechanisms are applicable to a wide variety of stateful, content-sensitive
dataflow operators (e.g. windowed symmetric joins, windowed group-bys). While
couched in terms of the TelegraphCQ project, we believe our designs are generally
applicable to all kinds of dataflow systems. By using these mechanisms, developers can bring high availability, fault-tolerance, and load balancing to existing brittle
dataflow applications.
In this chapter, we first provide a summary that maps out the different Flux
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Figure 7.1: Flux mechanisms and volatility spectrum.
designs and components necessary to handle various degrees of volatilities. Then, we
speculate on possible directions for future work.

7.1

Tour of the Flux Family

The suite of mechanisms we present in this thesis handle a spectrum of volatilities
from short-term imbalances to unexpected failures. Figure 7.1 summarizes these
techniques in terms of both implementation complexity and the severity of imbalances
and failures they handle. Our mechanisms and protocols become increasingly complex
to implement as we increase the range and severity of imbalances and faults they
handle. This summary also serves as a quick guide to developers for choosing which
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mechanism to implement given the kinds of volatilities an application must tolerate.
We discuss each of the self-contained mechanisms on this spectrum in order of least
to most complex.
Exchange and Exchange with TSB. At the extreme left is Exchange, which is
used to parallelize dataflows, but fares poorly in the face of failures and imbalances. In situations where only short, localized perturbations are a concern,
simply adding a transient-skew buffer (TSB) to absorb these short imbalances
suffices. Adding this buffer to Exchange is straightforward because it requires
no distributed coordination. Moreover, a TSB requires absolutely no changes
to existing operators beyond Exchange.
Flux-LB. Once imbalances become long enough to overwhelm any reasonably sized
TSB, we need the repartitioning mechanisms and rebalancing policies of FluxLB. Flux-LB comes in two flavors: one that adapts to CPU utilization imbalances, and one that also adapts to memory utilization imbalances. Each requires
significant software components in addition to a TSB, and we first discuss the
simpler one to implement. The simpler one handles CPU load imbalances and
allows relocating dataflow components to accommodate planned downtime. For
this version, we need a controller that orchestrates the rebalancing using a policy
that balances CPU utilization. We also need to implement the state-movement
protocol and modify operators to extract and install state.
Flux-LB with memory usage balancing. If memory availability becomes a concern, we need additional logic in Flux-LB to spill operator partitions to disk,
and we need the memory-based repartitioning polices. For this version, FluxLB tracks memory usage, encapsulates spilling buffers to collect pending input,
and executes a local spilling policy. The controller obeys a global memory
balancing policy. If only memory usage is a concern, we simply disable the
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load-balancing policy. If both load and memory imbalances are a concern, the
controller obeys the hybrid policy.
Flux-HA with DTSB. The previous mechanisms only handle resource utilization
imbalances and planned, on-the-fly reconfigurations of a dataflow. On the other
hand, the remaining mechanisms protect against unplanned failures.

Fail-

ures are difficult to anticipate. Flux-HA is significantly more complex than
Flux-LB because it protects against failures before they occur. During normal processing, Flux-HA performs additional coordination beyond Flux-LB.
Also, the Flux-HA operators and the controller must collaborate to recover
a dataflow. Flux-HA imposes about a factor of two slowdown because it relies on redundancy. The distributed protocols behind Flux-HA are tricky to
implement and debug. The DTSB is a TSB variant adapted to the FluxHA design that provides resilience against short-term imbalances. Providing
a DTSB requires a trivial modification to the basic Flux-HA implementation,
so we believe it should be offered with Flux-HA by default. For Flux-HA, one
must implement an availability solution for the controller, or build the controller
with an appropriate fault-tolerant, distributed computing toolkit [Birman, 1986;
Birman et al., 2000; Amir and Stanton, 1998].
Flux. If long-term load imbalances are a concern along with unexpected failures,
then we need to implement the unified Flux design. In addition to Flux-HA,
this mechanism involves building a FluxPooler and integrating the recovery algorithm and load-balancing policies in the controller. In addition to the time
for implementing Flux-HA, it took us approximately two man months to implement this design. As an additional bonus, this design provides resilience against
unexpected extreme overload. Flux rebalances the dataflow after failures to
take advantage of available resources. Moreover, Flux allows more fine-grained
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recovery than Flux-HA.

7.2

Future Work

In this section, we touch upon some intriguing directions and questions that arise
from this dissertation on making dataflows robust.

7.2.1

Flux-LB and Eddies

Both the underlying execution environment and workload characteristics are likely
to change for a CQ dataflow. The Flux-LB mechanism repartitions an operator and
its corresponding input data to provide an intra-operator adaptivity mechanism for
parallel dataflows. Typically, a CQ dataflow consists of not just one operator, but
multiple operators in sequence applied to a particular incoming data stream. The optimal ordering of those operators depends on statistical characteristics of the incoming
streams and processing costs of the operators. An Eddy is a single-site mechanism for
dynamically reordering the operators on a per-input basis, thus providing an interoperator adaptivity mechanism [Avnur and Hellerstein, 2000]. Integrating the two
mechanisms would yield a fully adaptive parallel dataflow solution. We could apply
this combined solution to traditional parallel database queries, obviating the need for
any static optimization.
We must address a few issues to realize such a solution. The Eddy’s routing
policy adheres to specific constraints in routing data items among operator instances
to ensure correctness for relational queries. First, we must identify routing constraints
that ensure correctness for any scheme combining Flux-LB and Eddies. Second, we
must address an additional complication: distributed deadlock, to ensure progress
in the parallel setting. Third, we need to understand how to integrate the Eddy’s
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inter-operator routing policy with Flux-LB’s intra-operator repartitioning policies.

7.2.2

Different Forms of Availability

We target all of our mechanisms for a local-area setting in which quick failover and
high availability are the main concerns. Yet, long-running dataflows are a natural
computing paradigm in a number of other contexts.
In the wide-area setting, there are two important classes of systems that employ
dataflows: Grid and Peer-to-Peer. Grid computing is a recent effort to connect and
share the computing infrastructure from various organizations for scientific computing, data management, and collaboration purposes [Foster et al., 2001]. The Grid
connects clusters of workstations over the wide-area and provides a platform that
allows users to tap into the available resources. GridDB executes dataflow computations on the Grid for scientific workloads that take days to complete [Liu and Franklin,
2004]. Peer-to-peer systems are a decentralized federation of equally powerful, computer “peers”. Motivated by socio-political reasons, their most popular application
today is internet file-sharing. PIER provides SQL-like querying functionality over
data stored in peer-to-peer distributed hash-tables (DHTs) [Huebsch et al., 2003].
The PIER system evaluates these queries by executing long-running dataflows over
wide-area DHTs.
Since no single administrative entity controls the resources in both these settings,
machines can come and go during the dataflow execution. As a result, we believe
there are two interesting availability and reliability related questions for these settings. First, what are requirements and metrics for correct and available execution in
this environment? Second, what fault-tolerance mechanisms are suited to this environment? For the latter, we speculate that a disk-based checkpoint-replay mechanism
is more appropriate since data rates are much slower.
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Finally, a natural follow-on is to build a mixed-mode availability mechanism that
combines disk-based, checkpoint and replay techniques with Flux-like partition-pair
techniques. Such a solution would allow an application developer to smoothly tradeoff availability for lower runtime overheads. An interesting addition would be to
permit changing and tuning this trade-off during runtime as needed.

7.3

Closing

Data streaming applications are becoming an integral part of our critical infrastructure. Intrusion detection, spam filtering, and web-log monitoring are examples of
such applications currently in production that use customized solutions [Dreger et
al., 2004]. As we rely more and more on these applications, they will need to handle
heavier workloads and downtimes will be less tolerable. As networks and distributed
services become more pervasive, the need for analyzing and reacting to continuous
streams of data will become more critical. If general continuous query processing
systems are to succeed in supporting these applications, they will be called upon to
provide not only the functionality, but also the scalability and availability required
by these applications. This dissertation presents the Flux mechanisms that are a
significant step towards this goal.
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